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Logistics
The NCA Executive Committee meeting will be held at the at the New Orleans Marriott, Studio 6 – 2nd floor. Breakfast
will be provided starting at 8 a.m. Central Time (CT). The meeting will begin at 8:15 a.m. CT.

Feel free to call, text (217-836-9409) or email (jdanowski@natcom.org) Justin Danowski with any questions.
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NCA Executive Committee
Roseann M. Mandziuk, Ph.D., Texas State University
President
Roseann M. Mandziuk is a University Distinguished Professor in the Department of
Communication Studies. She earned her Ph.D. in Rhetorical Studies from the
University of Iowa, her M.S. in Communication from Illinois State University, and her
B.A. in Speech and in English from Wayne State University. She has been a member
of the faculty at Texas State University since 1987.

Council on Education Fellow.

Roseann’s research focuses upon images of women, the rhetorical uses of history,
and the construction of public memory in museums and monuments. She has coauthored a scholarly book about the rhetoric of Sojourner Truth, published
numerous articles and book chapters examining historical and contemporary
rhetoric, and served as Editor of Women’s Studies in Communication (WSC). She has
received two Fulbright Scholar Awards, in India and in Poland, and has presented
numerous international research lectures. She also was selected as an American

Roseann’s extensive professional service contributions include President of the Southern States Communication
Association, two terms as Finance Board Chair and twelve years as a member of the Affirmative Action/Intercaucus
Committee for the National Communication Association, and fifteen years as Chair of the Presidential Work Life Advisory
Council on her campus. She has served on numerous editorial boards including Quarterly Journal of Speech and
Women’s Studies in Communication, as well as regional and national association publication, nomination, and award
committees. Her contributions have been recognized with national and regional professional association awards for
teaching, mentoring, and research, including the 2014 Michael M. Osborn Teacher-Scholar Award from SSCA and the
2017 Francine Merritt Award for Contributions to Women in Communication from the NCA Women’s Caucus.

Walid Afifi, Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara
First Vice President
Walid Afifi (PhD, University of Arizona, 1995) is a Professor in the Department of
Communication at the University of California-Santa Barbara (UCSB), where is also
currently a member of the Campus Climate Council and Director of the Center for
Middle East Studies. Prior to his return to UCSB, he served as department Chair at
the University of Iowa (2012-2015), where he was also a member of the Human
Rights Commission. He is an author on over 80 journal articles, chapters, or books,
and was recently inducted as a Fellow of the International Communication
Association (ICA). His service to NCA has been vast and long-lasting, including Chair
of the Interpersonal Communication division (2004), and a member of the Units
Task Force (2009-2011), the NCA Bylaws Task Force (2011-2012), and the Task
Force on Inclusivity in the Discipline (2014-2017). Most recently, he was Chair of
the Task force on the NCA Center for Community, Collaboration and Change (20172019). He is an editorial board member on several leading journals and served as
Associate Editor of the Journal of Social and Personal Relationships, Personal Relationships, and Human Communication
Research. He is also currently serving the discipline as a member of the ICA Inclusivity, Diversity, Equity, and Access
committee.
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Marnel Niles Goins, PhD., Marymount University
Second Vice President
Marnel Niles Goins is Dean of the College of Sciences and Humanities and Professor
of Communication at Marymount University. She earned her Ph.D. from Howard
University in Washington, DC. Prior to her transition to Marymount, she served as
Professor and Graduate Coordinator in the Department of Communication at
California State University, Fresno, where she worked for 12 years. She taught
courses in Small Group Communication and Organizational Communication and has
a special interest in gender and racial dynamics in organizational settings. Marnel
has numerous publications, including serving as first editor of the recently
published, The Routledge Handbook of Gender and Communication. Marnel is 2nd
Vice President of the Western States Communication Association, Immediate Past
President of the Western States Communication Association, and a Past President
of the Organization for Research on Women and Communication. She also served
NCA as a member of the Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Access Task Force, chair and member of the Finance
Committee, and chair of the Black Caucus.

David T. McMahan, Ph.D., Missouri Western State University
Immediate Past President
David T. McMahan is a Professor of Communication at Missouri Western State
University. He received his Ph.D. from the University of Iowa in 2001, with research
focusing on the social aspects of media and technology, personal relationships, and
rhetorical criticism. He has published over ten books, including Internet
Communication, Introduction to Communication Criticism, Relational
Communication, The Basics of Communication, and the bestselling Communication
in Everyday Life series. His research and other works have been published in
numerous academic journals and anthologies, and he was named a Centennial
Scholar by the Eastern Communication Association. His extensive record of service
includes President of the Central States Communication Association, Editor of the
Iowa Journal of Communication, and Consulting Editor of the Journal of
Communication Pedagogy, along with membership and activity on a vast number of
academic committees, executive boards, and editorial boards. He has taught
courses which span the discipline of communication and has received several awards for his work in the classroom.
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Lisa A. Flores, Ph.D., University of Colorado, Boulder
Finance Committee Chair/Treasurer
Lisa A. Flores is Associate Professor in the Department of Communication at the
University of Colorado. Her research and teaching interests lie in rhetoric, critical race
studies, and gender/queer studies. Her most recent work examines historic narratives
of immigrants and immigration, mapping an argument of race making, particular at the
intersections of nation, citizenship, and labor. Her book, Deportable and Disposable:
Public Rhetoric and the Making of “Illegality,” forthcoming from the Pennsylvania State
University Press, theorizes rhetorical racialization as it turns to the intersecting
discourses of deportability and disposability in historic narratives of Mexican migration.
She is the recipient of the Douglas W. Ehninger Distinguished Rhetorical Scholar Award
from the National Communication Association (NCA), as well as the Distinguished
Scholar Award from both the Rhetorical & Communication Theory Division of NCA and
the Critical & Cultural Studies Division of NCA. She has twice received the Rose B.
Johnson article of the year award from the Southern States Communication
Association. In addition, she is also the recipient of the Latino/a Scholar of the year award from NCA’s Latina/Latino
Communication Studies Division, the Young Scholar Activist Award from the same division, the New Investigator Award from
NCA’s Rhetoric and Communication Theory Division, and the Karl R. Wallace Memorial Award, from NCA. She has published in
Text and Performance Quarterly, Communication and Critical/Cultural Studies, Critical Studies in Media Communication, and
the Quarterly Journal of Speech. An advocate of disciplinary service, Lisa is Past President of the Western States
Communication Association and the Organization for Research on Women and Communication, a member of the Board of
Directors of the Rhetoric Society of America, and an active member the National Communication Association.

Rich West, Ph.D., Emerson College
Finance Committee Director
Rich received his Ph.D. in Interpersonal Communication from Ohio University and his
M.A. in Communication Education from Illinois State University. He is currently
Professor of Communication Studies at Emerson College, where he has served as a
Dean, Director, and Department Chair.
Rich is a former President of both the National Communication Association and the
Eastern Communication Association. He has chaired or served on over 60 NCA/ECA
committees. He is also a recipient of ECA's Distinguished Service Award as well as
being recognized as both an ECA Distinguished Research Fellow and Distinguished
Teaching Fellow. Rich is currently on the Academic Board of Directors for the Global
Listening Centre, based in London, and sits on several editorial boards.
Rich is the co-author/editor of 10 books that have been published in 7 languages. Two
of his anthologies have received NCA's Outstanding Book Award in Family
Communication ("The Family Communication Sourcebook") and in Applied Communication ("Routledge Handbook of
Communication and Bullying").
Rich has received a number of accolades over the years. He was awarded Emerson's prestigious Norman and Irma Mann
Stearns distinction and recognized as Distinguished Faculty. In addition, Illinois State University and Ohio University named
him "Outstanding Alum in Communication"; ISU also recognized him for "Distinction in Forensics" and "Outstanding Graduate
in Teacher Education."
Rich is an award-winning gardener and his 120-year-old home in Maine has been featured in dozens of media outlets.
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Jimmie Manning, Ph.D., University of Nevada, Reno
Finance Committee Director
Jimmie Manning is Professor and Chair of Communication Studies in the School of
Social Research and Justice Studies at the University of Nevada. He earned
bachelor’s degrees in Speech/Communication, Dramatic Arts, and English from
Emporia State University and an M.A. and Ph.D. in Communication Studies from the
University of Kansas.
Dr. Manning’s research focuses on relational and family communication. This work
spans multiple contexts to understand how individuals, couples, families,
organizations, and cultural institutions attempt to define, support, control, limit,
encourage, or otherwise negotiate relationships. He explores these ideas through
three contexts: relational discourses, especially those related to family, identity,
love, gender, and/or sexuality; relational efficacy in health and organizational
contexts; and digitally-mediated communication. This work has resulted in over 100
publications in outlets including Communication Monographs, Journal of Social and Personal Relationships, and Journal
of Computer-Mediated Communication, among others.
Dr. Manning has received several research, teaching, and service awards including the NCA Kibler and Ecroyd awards,
the International Association for Relationship Research Teaching Award, the Warren and Kay awards from the Central
States Communication Association, and the Outreach and Gender Studies Scholar awards from the Southern States
Communication Association, among others. He comes to the NCA finance committee with extensive service at the
regional, national, and international levels.

Cerise L. Glenn, Ph.D., University of North Carolina Greensboro
IDEA Council Chair
Cerise L. Glenn is Associate Professor in the Department of Communication Studies at
the University of North Carolina Greensboro. Dr. Glenn Manigault is also an affiliate
faulty member of the African American and African Diasporic Studies and Women’s,
Gender, & Sexuality Studies Programs..
Dr. Glenn Manigault received her B.A. at the University of North Carolina at Asheville,
M.A. at North Carolina State University and Ph.D. at Howard University.
Her scholarly interests include cultural identity and identity negotiation, AfricanAmerican communication and culture, occupational socialization and identification of
diverse groups, organizational culture, and third wave/intersectional feminism.
Dr. Glenn Manigault has author numerous journal articles, book chapters, and essays and has won several awards
including the Outstanding Research Article Award from the African American Communication and Culture Division.
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Devika Chawla, Ph.D., Ohio University
Publications Council Chair
Devika Chawla is Professor in the School of Communication Studies at Ohio University
and Affiliated faculty with Interdisciplinary Arts, Women’s and Gender Studies,
Communication and Development, International Development Studies, and Southeast
Asian Studies. She received her B.A. in English Literature and Literary Criticism from
the University of Delhi. She holds two M.A. degrees; the first in English Print
Journalism from the Indian Institute of Mass Communication in New Delhi, and the
second in Speech Communication and Dramatic Arts from Central Michigan
University. She received her Ph.D. in Communication Studies with related emphases in
Family Studies and Social Anthropology from Purdue University.
Dr. Chawla’s research focuses on communicative, performative, and narrative
approaches to studying family, home, and its relationship to social identity.
Specifically, she is interested in understanding how human beings transform
themselves in the relationships that surround them, and the resources – social, political, economic – that are available to
them. Most of her field research has taken place in the context of marriage and family life in contemporary urban north India.
Dr. Chawla is the author of Home, Uprooted: Oral Histories of India’s Partition (Fordham University Press), which won the
2015 Outstanding Book Award from the Ethnography Division and the International and Intercultural Division of the National
Communication Association. She has published three other co-authored and edited books and over 55 essays in peerreviewed journals and anthologies. She is Senior Associate Editor (south Asia and southeast Asia) for the Oxford University
Press Encyclopedia of Race, Ethnicity, and Communication. From 2019 to 2021, she served as editor-in-chief of Departures in
Critical Qualitative Research, a journal published by the University of California Press.
Charles E. Morris III, Ph.D., Syracuse University
Research Council Chair
Charles E. Morris III is Professor and Chairperson in the Department of Communication
& Rhetorical Studies, and Affiliated Faculty in LGBT Studies and Women’s & Gender
Studies, at Syracuse University. He earned his B.A. at Boston College and his M.A. and
Ph.D from Pennsylvania State University.
Dr. Morris describes himself as a queer rhetorical/historical critic whose research and
teaching interests are focused on rhetorical criticism, archives and public memory, and
LGBTQ histories, cultures, and politics. Dr. Morris is Co-Founding-Editor-in-Chief of QED:
A Journal in GLBTQ Worldmaking (Michigan State University Press). His edited and coedited books include An Archive of Hope: Harvey Milk's Speeches and Writings,
Queering Public Address: Sexualities in American Historical Discourse, Remembering
the AIDS Quilt, and Readings on the Rhetoric of Social Protest. His essays and guest
edited special issues and forums have appeared in the Quarterly Journal of Speech,
Rhetoric & Public Affairs, Communication & Critical/Cultural Studies, Text & Performance Quarterly, and Women’s Studies in
Communication among others.
Dr. Morris has twice received NCA’s Golden Monograph Award for article of the year, as well as NCA's Karl Wallace Memorial
Award for early career achievement and the Randy Majors Award for Distinguished Scholarship in LGBTQ Studies. In 2016, Dr.
Morris was named a Distinguished Scholar by the Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division of the National
Communication Association.
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Vinita Agarwal, Ph.D., Salsbury University
Teaching and Learning Council Chair
Vinita Agarwal is Associate Professor in the Department of Communication at
Salisbury University (SU), Maryland. She received her Ph.D. from Purdue
University, M.A. from University of Illinois at Chicago, M.A. from the Mass
Communication Research Center, India, and her B.Sc. in Physics (Hons.) from
Miranda House, India.
Dr. Agarwal’s research theorizes ecologically aware, relational, and dialogic
understandings of whole-person care in health promotion, disease prevention,
and chronic illness management. Her monograph, Medical Humanism, Chronic
Illness, and the Body in Pain: An Ecology of Wholeness (Lexington Press),
integrates her long-term meditation practice, native knowledge, and professional
training in Vipassana meditation and Ayurvedic diet and wellness principles to
propose an ecological model of wholeness for the therapeutic relationship and
healing communication approaches of traditional global medical systems and the biomedical model.
Her research has been published in journals such as Health Communication, the Journal of Patient Experience,
Qualitative Health Research, Journal of Advanced Nursing, and the Journal of American College Health. She is associate
editor at Frontiers in Communication (Health Communication) and has received top five paper recognition from the
Applied Communication Division, NCA and at the Eastern and Central regional conventions. Her work has been
recognized by the Excellence in Scholarship award, the Building Research Excellence grant (SU), and the University
System of Maryland Women’s Foundation Faculty Research award. Her commitment to service includes positions such
as director for the foundational year of the Office of Undergraduate Research and Creative Activities and as chair of the
Feminist and Gender Studies division, NCA.

Shari E. Miles-Cohen, Ph.D.
NCA Executive Director (Non-voting member)
Dr. Shari E. Miles-Cohen joined NCA as Executive Director in January 2022.
Having previously served as Senior Director of the Human Rights Team at the
American Psychological Association, Dr. Miles-Cohen brings considerable
academic, administrative, and executive leadership experience to this position.
Prior to APA, Miles-Cohen led the Society for the Psychological Study of Social
Issues, the Union Institute Center for Women, the African American Women’s
Institute at Howard University, and the Women’s Research & Education Institute,
and was a Congressional Fellow.
Miles-Cohen holds a Ph.D. in Personality Psychology from Howard University.
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National Office Staff
Executive Office
Justin Danowski, M.A.
Director of Membership and Governance
Justin has been at NCA since 2012. He is currently the National Office staff representative
for interest groups, the NCA Executive Committee, and the Legislative Assembly. Justin
also oversees NCA’s national awards and policy statements.
Justin managed the membership database as NCA’s Membership Manager from 2013 to
2017. He currently oversees membership operations and works with the Executive
Director on membership building and retention.
Justin holds an M.A. in Communication with a focus on Media Theory from Eastern Illinois
University and a B.A. in Communication from the University of Illinois.

Jennifer Fletcher
Membership Associate
Jennifer has previously worked in the non-profit and higher education sectors and brings
experience in communications, student services, and recruitment to her position.
Immediately prior to joining the NCA, Jennifer served as Recruitment Specialist at the
Universities at Shady Grove.

Chanda Ijames, M.Ed.
Executive Assistant/Facilities Manager
Chanda holds a B.S. in Psychology and an M.Ed. in Instructional Technology from the
University of Maryland University College. She has worked in the nonprofit sector and
has a vast amount of experience in fundraising, operations, and development. Chanda is
also a Maryland Real Estate Agent, Notary, and Title Insurance Producer. More recently,
she has worked with several new home builders throughout the Washington
Metropolitan Area.
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Communications Department
B. Denise Hawkins, M.A.
Director of Communications and Public Engagement
B. Denise Hawkins is an award-winning journalist and communications consultant
based in the Washington, D.C. area. She is 2021-2022: Journalists in Aging Fellow
(Gerontological Society of America), reporting on the intersection of religion and aging
among African Americans.
With purpose and a passport, storytelling has carried B. Denise around the world to
report on issues that she’s passionate about — health, religion, and higher education
— in Cuba, Spain, Haiti, South Africa, and six countries in West Africa. B. Denise’s
stories and photographs have appeared in publications and news outlets that include
Christianity Today, The Washington Post, United Methodist News Service, NBC,
Religion News Service, Pitt Magazine (University of Pittsburgh), and NEA Today.
She’s held several editorial and communications staff positions. For more than a decade, B. Denise was a news editor
and senior writer at Diverse: Issues in Higher Education, where she focused on the nation’s Historically Black Colleges
and Universities. Today she is a contributing writer-editor for the magazine. During her career, B. Denise also held
senior-level positions in public relations at Widmeyer Communications and Hyde Park Communications, where she
leveraged her journalism experience and credentials in STEM and higher education to help her clients shape their
narratives and reach racially diverse audiences.
B. Denise graduated from Howard University, earning a bachelor’s degree in print journalism and a minor in
microbiology. She received her master’s degree in journalism from Pennsylvania State University.

Academic and Professional Affairs
Marjorie Lightman, Ph.D.
Interim Research Director
Over the course of her career, Dr. Marjorie Lightman has written in a variety of
fields, taught, directed projects, led organizations, and sat on boards. She has had
experience with museums, non-profit organizations, community groups, public
programs, film, and television projects. She has worked in the United States and
abroad and has held grants from major foundations, including the Ford Foundation,
the Rockefeller Foundation, and the National Endowment for the Humanities.
Dr. Lightman is a Partner in the consulting firm of QED Associates, LLC,
headquartered in Washington DC. She recently completed an eighteen-month
engagement with the Magnes Museum Foundation to work with The Magnes
Collection, at the University of California, Berkeley. Her consultancy included
developing a cohesive programmatic vision, the development and funding of an
archive for the lifetime work of famed photographer Roman Vishniac, and working
to strengthen outreach and digital programming. Earlier assignments included NCSEJ (National Committee in Support of
Eurasian Jewry), the International League for Human Rights, and the Network of East-West Women.
Lightman’s most recent book, Reflections: Washington’s Southeast/Southwest Waterfront, co-authored with William
Zeisel, was published in February 2021. Lightman and Zeisel have also written a history of the University of the District of
Columbia and curated an exhibition for the Smithsonian Anacostia Community Museum on culture and politics in
Washington D.C. during the critical years from 1963 to 1975. In 2022 Lightman worked with the Washington PBS station
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WETA on the program, “If You Lived Here” and was the historian presenter for the episode on the Southwest. In 1997,
she co-authored Ellis Island and the Peopling America (New Press), the first guide to the new immigration museum on
Ellis Island. Earlier, on the centennial of the birth of Eleanor Roosevelt, she co-edited Without Precedent: The Life and
Career of Eleanor Roosevelt (Indiana University Press).
In Lightman’s career scholarship and activism have been interwoven. She is the co-coordinator of Aging in Style, a
taskforce of the Southwest Neighborhood Assembly, and a founding board member of the Southwest Community
Foundation. She is also serving her second term as an elected member of the Washington ANC (6D), which is the
community board with oversight of the District’s fastest growing neighborhoods. On a national level, she served on the
Coalition for Appointments Task Force, after the election of President Biden, and on the national coordinating
committee for the Women’s March on Washington after the election of Trump.
Lightman holds a Ph.D. in Greek and Roman history from Rutgers University (1980). She co-authored A Biographical
Dictionary of Greek and Roman Women in 2000, and an expanded edition, The A through Z of Ancient Greek and Roman
Women, published in 2008. (Facts on File}. She was the associate editor for the North Africa volume of Women Writing
Africa (Feminist Press), responsible for the pre-Islamic section. Most recently, she contributed a chapter to Women and
Knowledge in the Mediterranean (Routledge), edited by Fatima Sadiqi. The article grew out of a growing interest in the
influences of classical Roman law on Islamic marriage law that she had developed in several papers delivered in Fes,
Morocco, under the auspices of the University of Fes.

Hannah Y. Hayes
Research Associate
Hannah recently graduated from King’s College London with a Master’s in Eighteenth
Century Studies, an interdisciplinary program consisting of English and History. Prior to
living in London, she received her Batchelor's from American University with a double
major in International Studies and History as well as a minor in Literary Studies. As the
newest addition to NCA, she is interested in learning more about the organization, the
inner workings of academic publishing, and is excited to have her first full-time job.
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Convention & Meetings Department

Kristin Yednock, CMP
Director of Convention & Meetings

Kristin holds a B.B.A. in Hospitality and Tourism Management from James Madison
University, is a Certified Meeting Professional (CMP) by the Events Industry Council,
and has received a Digital Event Strategist (DES) certificate from the Professional
Convention Management Association. She has more than 10 years of experience in
meeting management and student services. Immediately prior to joining NCA, Kristin
served as Coordinator of Student Services at the Washington Center for Internships
and Academic Seminars.

Finance & Administration
Joseph Ritchie
Chief Financial Officer
Joseph Ritchie is a Senior Accountant with Raffa’s managed accounting services
department. He has over six years of public accounting experience and has served
primarily the not-for-profit industry. Joe received his Master of Business
Administration from the University of Maryland and graduated from Marist College
with a Bachelor’s of Science in Accounting. He obtained the Not-for-Profit Certificate
in Core Concepts from the American Institute of CPAs.
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Executive Committee Meeting Schedule
2022 EC Meeting Schedule

Wednesday, November 16
November 16 and 19
(108th NCA Convention, New Orleans)

Executive Committee Meeting
Legislative Assembly Meeting

2023 EC Meeting Schedule

Friday, January 27 – Virtual EC Discussion Meeting
Monday, January 23 -- Drafts of agenda items due to the National Office.
Monday, January 23 – Monday, January 30 – Councils, EC, and Committees review draft agenda items.
Monday, January 30 – National Office collates comments and disseminates to initiating groups.
Monday, January 30 – Monday, February 6 – Initiators review comments, edit if needed, and resubmit.
Monday, February 6 – Final agenda items due to National Office.
Monday, February 6 – Officer and Chair reports due to National Office.
Monday, February 6 – President and Executive Director discuss, prioritize, and finalize agenda.
Monday, February 13 – Binder sent to EC members for review prior to meeting.
Thursday & Friday, February 23-24 – Leadership Retreat
Friday & Saturday, February 24-25 – Executive Committee Meeting
Friday, March 31 – Virtual EC Discussion Meeting
Friday, Week of April 17 – Virtual Legislative Assembly Meeting (Exact Date Pending)
Friday, April 28 – Virtual EC Discussion Meeting
Friday, May 19 – Virtual EC Discussion Meeting
Monday, May 8 -- Drafts of agenda items due to the National Office.
Monday, May 8 – Monday, May 15 – Councils, EC, and Committees review draft agenda items.
Monday, May 15 – National Office collates comments and disseminates to initiating groups.
Monday, May 15 – Monday, May 22 – Initiators review comments, edit if needed, and resubmit.
Monday, May 22 – Final agenda items due to National Office.
Monday, May 22 – Officer and Chair reports due to National Office.
Monday, May 22 – President and Executive Director discuss, prioritize, and finalize agenda.
Monday, May 29 – Binder sent to EC members for review prior to meeting.
Friday, June 9 Executive Committee Meeting
Friday, June 21 – Virtual EC Discussion Meeting
Friday, July 21 – Virtual EC Discussion Meeting
Monday, July 3 -- Drafts of agenda items due to the National Office.
Monday, July 3 – Monday, July 10 – Councils, EC, and Committees review draft agenda items.
Monday July 10 – National Office collates comments and disseminates to initiating groups.
Monday, July 10 – Monday, July 17 – Initiators review comments, edit if needed, and resubmit.
Monday, July 17 – Final agenda items due to National Office.
Monday, July 17 – Officer and Chair reports due to National Office.
Monday, July 17 – President and Executive Director discuss, prioritize, and finalize agenda.
Monday, July 24 – Binder sent to EC members for review prior to meeting.
Thursday, August 3 Finance Committee Meeting
Friday & Saturday, August 4 – 5 – Executive Committee Meeting
Friday, September 29 – Virtual EC Discussion Meeting
Friday, October 27 – Virtual EC Discussion Meeting
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Monday, October 16 -- Drafts of agenda items due to the National Office.
Monday, October 16 – Monday, October 23 – Councils, EC, and Committees review draft agenda items.
Monday, October 23 – National Office collates comments and disseminates to initiating groups.
Monday, October 23 – Monday, October 30 – Initiators review comments, edit if needed, and resubmit.
Monday, October 30 – Final agenda items due to National Office.
Monday, October 30 – Officer and Chair reports due to National Office.
Monday, October 30 – President and Executive Director discuss, prioritize, and finalize agenda.
Monday, November 6 – Binder sent to EC members for review prior to meeting.
Wednesday, November 15 Executive Committee Meeting.
November 15 and 18 (109th NCA Convention, National Harbor) Legislative Assembly Meeting.
Friday, December 1 – Virtual EC Discussion Meeting (Convention Recap)

2024 EC Meeting Schedule

Thursday and Friday, February 22-23
Friday and Saturday, February 23-24

Leadership Retreat
Executive Committee Meeting

Friday, June 7

Executive Committee Meeting (Virtual)

Thursday August 8
Friday, August 9 & Saturday, August 10

Finance Committee Meeting
Executive Committee Meeting

Wednesday, November 20
November 20 and 23
(110th NCA Annual Convention, New Orleans)

Executive Committee Meeting
Legislative Assembly Meeting
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Agenda
Wednesday, November 16
8:00 a.m.

Breakfast served
Call to Order at 8:15 a.m.
Welcome and thank you to outgoing EC members
Membership Survey
CGO Update

9:25 a.m.

Action Items
ITEM 1: Consent Agenda
EC August Meeting Minutes
ITEM 2: Teaching and Learning Council Vacancy
ITEM 3: NCA Policy on Issuing Public Statements
ITEM 4: COMMNotes Position Announcement Policy Change
Discussion Item
ITEM 5: Elevating Research Practices: Longitudinal Research in Communication Education

10:05 a.m.

IDEA consultants
IDEA Strategic Plan
IDEA Task Force Report

10:35 a.m.

LA agenda review

Adjourn
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NCA Governing Documents
Bylaws

ARTICLE I: NAME AND PURPOSE

Section 1: Name.
The name of this corporation shall be “National Communication Association” (hereinafter, “NCA” or “the
Association”).
Section 2: Purpose.
A. The National Communication Association advances communication as the discipline that studies all forms, modes,
media and consequences of communication through humanistic, social scientific and aesthetic inquiry. NCA serves
the scholars, teachers, and practitioners who are its members by enabling and supporting their interests in
research, teaching, and practice. Dedicated to fostering and promoting free, inclusive, and ethical communication,
NCA promotes the widespread appreciation of the importance of communication in public and private life, the
application of competent communication to improve the quality and diversity of human life and relationships, and
the use of knowledge about communication to solve human problems.
B. NCA has the goal of fostering and promoting a diverse and inclusive organization.
C. NCA is organized exclusively for charitable, educational and scientific purposes within the meaning of the Internal
Revenue Code (IRC) Section 501(c)(3), as amended (or corresponding provisions of any subsequent federal tax
laws).
D. No part of the net earnings of NCA shall inure to the benefit of, or be distributable to, its members, Directors,
Officers, employees, or other private persons, except that NCA shall be authorized and empowered to pay
reasonable compensation for services rendered and to make payments and distributions in furtherance of IRC
Section 501(c)(3) purposes.
ARTICLE II: MEMBERSHIP
Section 1: Membership Categories.
NCA shall have the following individual membership categories: Retired, Student, Life, and Regular. In addition, NCA
shall have the following group membership category: Department/Program.
A. Retired membership is open to any person interested in the Association’s purpose who has been a member
of the Association for at least twenty-five years and is no longer working full time.
B. Student membership is open to any person interested in the Association’s purpose who is currently enrolled
for higher education credit and does not have a terminal degree.
C. Life membership is open to any person interested in the Association’s purpose who does not fit into the
categories of Retired or Student membership.
D. Regular membership is open to any person interested in the Association’s purpose who does not fit into the
categories of Retired or Student membership.
E. Department/Program membership is open to any department or program at an institution of higher education
with an interest in the Association’s purpose.
Section 2: Admission to Membership.
Any individual or group that meets the qualifications of a membership category specified in Section 1 may be
admitted to membership in accordance with policies and procedures established by the Executive Committee of the
Legislative Assembly.
Section 3: Rights and Responsibilities.
A. An individual member shall have the right to vote and hold elected or appointed office as specifically provided
in these Bylaws. All individuals serving in leadership positions including, but not limited to, Officers, Directors,
or members of any committee shall be required to hold membership in the Association.
B. In order to maintain membership status, an individual or group member shall pay annual dues by the
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member’s renewal date. Dues for each membership category shall
C. be established by the Legislative Assembly.
D. Privileges and responsibilities of each membership category shall be established by the Executive Committee
of the Legislative Assembly.
ARTICLE III: LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Section 1: Members.
The Legislative Assembly shall consist of the following representatives, which representatives are sometimes
referred to in these Bylaws as “Directors”:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.

President.
First Vice President.
Second Vice President.
Immediate Past President.
Executive Director (non-voting).
Members of the Finance Committee.
Mentorship and Leadership Council Chair
Publications Council Chair.
Research Council Chair.
Teaching and Learning Council Chair.
IDEA Council Chair.
A number of representatives from each Interest Group, determined in accordance with Section 2(G) below.
Nine At-Large Directors.
Six Directors appointed by the Legislative Assembly according to appointment procedures adopted by the
Legislative Assembly; selection to recognize emerging interests and critical problems and to achieve a
balanced representation of teaching levels, ethnic and minority group interests, sex, age, and academic status.
O. Three Directors from each of the four regional communication associations (Central States Communication
Association, Eastern Communication Association, Southern States Communication Association, and Western
States Communication Association).
P. National States Advisory Council representative.
Q. Association of Communication Administration Executive Committee representative.

Section 2: Election and Terms.
A. The President shall, after a one-year term, succeed to the office of Immediate Past President. The Immediate
Past President shall serve for a term of one year. The First Vice President shall, after a one-year term, succeed
to the office of President.
B. The Second Vice President shall, after a one-year term, succeed to the office of First Vice President.
C. The Second Vice President shall be elected by plurality vote of individual members and shall become the
Second Vice President when the current Second Vice President succeeds to the office of First Vice President
A quorum shall consist of 1/20th of the individual membership. The ballot for the Second Vice President
election shall be developed by the Nominating Committee.
D. The Finance Directors shall be elected by the Legislative Assembly for a term of three years. Terms of the
Finance Directors are staggered, and one Finance Director shall be elected each year. The Leadership
Development Committee will provide a slate to the Legislative Assembly for approval after consultation
with the Finance Committee. The Finance Committee Chair shall be the Finance Director serving the third
year of the three- year term.
E. The Chairs of the IDEA Council, Publications Council, Research Council, Mentorship and Leadership Council,
and Teaching and Learning Council shall each be elected by the Legislative Assembly for a term of three years.
The Leadership Development Committee will provide a slate to the Legislative Assembly for approval.
F. The representatives from each Interest Group, the number of which representatives shall be determined
according to clauses (a) through (e) below depending on the size of the Interest Group, shall be appointed to
the Legislative Assembly by that Interest Group for terms of one year.
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a. Divisions and Sections with fewer than 500 members have 2 representatives.
b. Divisions and Sections with 500-999 members have 3 representatives.
c. Divisions and Sections with 1,000-1,499 members have 4 representatives.
d. Divisions and Sections with 1,500 or more members have 5 representatives.
e. Each Caucus has one representative.
G. The At-Large representatives on the Legislative Assembly shall be elected by plurality vote of individual
members of the Association for a term of three years. A quorum shall consist of 1/20th of the individual
membership. Three (3) of these At- Large representatives shall be elected each year. The ballot for the atlarge representatives on the Legislative Assembly election shall be developed by the Nominating Committee.
No member shall be eligible to serve two consecutive full terms as an At-Large representative.
H. The six individual representatives appointed by the Legislative Assembly shall serve staggered terms of three
years, such that two of these representatives shall be appointed each year.
I. The representatives from the four regional associations, the National States Advisory Council representative,
and the Association of Communication Administration Executive Committee representative shall each be
appointed to the Legislative Assembly by their respective association or council for terms of three years.
Section 3: Duties.
The Legislative Assembly shall exercise fiduciary responsibility over the affairs of NCA and is responsible for the
overall strategic direction and policymaking of the Association. Journal Editors of the Association shall each be
approved by the Legislative Assembly for a term of three years. The Publications Council will provide a slate to
the Executive Committee for endorsement, which is then forwarded to the Legislative Assembly for approval.
Section 4: Meetings.
A. The Legislative Assembly shall meet at least annually at or around the national convention.
B. The agenda shall be determined by the President in consultation with the Executive Director. The Legislative
Assembly will approve the agenda at the start of the meeting.
C. The President shall preside at meetings.
D. A quorum shall consist of a majority of the members of the Legislative Assembly.
E. The Legislative Assembly may hold meetings using telephone or electronic means that allow participants to
actively deliberate with each other. The Legislative Assembly may also take action by written consent of the
majority of the Legislative Assembly, including using email.
F. Legislative Assembly meetings shall be open to all NCA members.
Section 5: Vacancies.
A. A vacancy in the office of President, First Vice President, Second Vice President, or Second Vice President Elect
shall be filled for the balance of the term in which the vacancy occurred by appointment of the Executive
Committee of the Legislative Assembly. The person so appointed to fill such vacancy, after the conclusion of
that term, shall not automatically succeed to subsequent office as set forth in Section 2(A), (B) and (C),
respectively. Rather, such subsequent office shall be filled by member vote, following the same procedures as
set forth in Section 2(D) for the Second Vice President election.
B. A vacancy in the office of Immediate Past President may be filled by appointment of the Officers from the
pool of past Presidents of the Association.
C. Vacancies among the nine at-large and six appointed representative positions (described above in Section
1(A)(n) and (o), respectively) may be filled by appointment of the Executive Committee of the Legislative
Assembly. Members selected to fill these vacant positions shall complete the balance of the calendar year in
which the position became vacant. The position will then be filled for the remainder of the term, if any,
following the process described in Section 2 above usually used to fill the position.
D. Vacancies among the representatives of Interest Groups, the four regional associations, the National States
Advisory Council and the Association of Communication Administration Executive Committee may be filled in
the same manner as the original representative was appointed.
Section 6: Committees
A. Executive Committee of the Legislative Assembly. The Executive Committee shall consist of the following
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members: President, First Vice President, Second Vice President, Immediate Past President, three Finance
Committee Members, Publications Council Chair, Research Council Chair, Teaching and Learning Council Chair,
IDEA Council Chair, and Executive Director (non-voting). The Executive Committee shall administer the policies
of the Legislative Assembly and shall, between annual meetings of the Assembly, serve as the chief
administrative authority of the Association. The Executive Committee shall have authority to set association
fees other than membership dues and to establish standing rules and procedures to govern the conduct of
elections. The Executive Committee shall meet regularly. The agenda of meetings shall be determined by the
President in consultation with the Executive Director. The Executive Committee may hold meetings using
telephone or electronic means that allow participants to actively deliberate with each other. The Executive
Committee may also take action by written consent of 2/3 of the Executive Committee, including using email.
B. Finance Committee. The Finance Committee shall consist of the Finance Committee Chair and the two other
Finance Directors. The Finance Committee is responsible for providing guidance and information to the
Legislative Assembly on the financial affairs of the Association and shall have such other responsibilities as are
established from time to time by the Legislative Assembly or Executive Committee of the Legislative Assembly.
The Finance Committee shall meet regularly. The agenda of meetings shall be determined by the Finance
Committee Chair in consultation with the Executive Director. The Finance Committee may hold meetings using
telephone or electronic means that allow participants to actively deliberate with each other. The Finance
Committee may also take action by written consent of 2/3 of the Finance Committee, including using email.
ARTICLE IV: OFFICERS
Section 1: Officers.
The Officers of the Association shall be the President, First Vice President, Second Vice President, Immediate
Past President, Treasurer, and Secretary. The President, First Vice President, Second Vice President, and
Immediate Past President shall be elected and assume such offices in the manner set forth in Article 3. The
office of Treasurer shall be held by the Finance Committee Chair and the office of Secretary shall be held
without vote by the Executive Director.
Section 2: Duties.
A. President. The President shall preside at all meetings of the Legislative Assembly and the Executive Committee
of the Legislative Assembly and shall perform all duties incident to the office of President and such other
duties as may be prescribed by the Legislative Assembly.
B. First Vice President. The First Vice President shall perform the duties of the President during such time as the
President is unable or unwilling to perform the same, shall be in charge of the planning of the program for the
annual convention, and shall perform such other duties as may be assigned by the President or by the
Legislative Assembly.
C. Second Vice President. The Second Vice President shall perform the duties of the First Vice President during
such time as the First Vice President is unable or unwilling to perform the same and shall perform such other
duties as may be assigned by the President or by the Legislative Assembly.
D. Immediate Past President. The Immediate Past President shall perform such duties as may be assigned by the
President or by the Legislative Assembly.
E. Treasurer. The Treasurer shall perform all duties incident to the office of Treasurer and shall perform such
other duties as may be assigned by the President or Legislative Assembly.
F. Secretary. The Secretary shall perform all duties incident to the office of Secretary and shall perform such
other duties as may be assigned by the President or Legislative Assembly.
ARTICLE V: STANDING COMMITTEES
Section 1: Leadership Development Committee.
A. Members. The Leadership Development Committee shall consist of the following members: Immediate Past
President, President, First Vice President, Second Vice President, four At- Large representatives appointed by
the Legislative Assembly from among the current members of the Legislative Assembly, four At-Large
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members elected by vote of the individual membership of NCA, and Executive Director (non- voting). The AtLarge representatives appointed by the Legislative Assembly and the At-Large representatives elected by the
individual NCA membership shall serve staggered two-year terms, with two representatives appointed by the
Legislative Assembly and two representatives elected by the individual membership of NCA each year. The
Immediate Past President shall serve as Chair of the Committee.
B. Duties. The Leadership Development Committee shall develop a slate of candidates for the following
positions, such slate subject to election by the Legislative Assembly: Finance Committee member; Chairs and
members of the Publications Council, Research Council, Teaching and Learning Council, Resolutions
Committee, and Convention Committee; Chair of the IDEA Council; Nominating Committee at- large member
and Nominating Committee Chair; and members of award selection committees unless otherwise specifically
provided in applicable award agreements. In addition, the Leadership Development Committee shall develop
a slate of candidates for four Nominating Committee at-large members, such candidates subject to election
by the NCA membership.
Section 2: Nominating Committee.
A. Members. The Nominating Committee shall consist of the following members, each of whom shall serve oneyear terms:
a. The Chair of the Nominating Committee, who shall be elected by the Legislative Assembly from the
candidates selected by the Leadership Development Committee, as set forth in Section 1(B) above.
b. One representative chosen by each Interest Group.
c. The IDEA Council Chair.
d. One representative from each of the four regional associations represented on the Legislative
Assembly, chosen by each regional association.
e. Four at-large members elected by the full voting NCA membership from the slate of candidates
developed by the Leadership Development Committee, as set forth in Section 1(B) above.
f. One at-large member elected by the Legislative Assembly from the candidates selected by the
Leadership Development Committee, as set forth in Section 1(B) above.
B. Duties. Each year, the Nominating Committee shall prepare a ballot for the election of the Second Vice
President, three at-large members of the Legislative Assembly, and two at- large members of the Leadership
Development Committee to be elected by the full voting NCA membership.
Section 3: Mentorship and Leadership Council
A. Members. The Publications Council shall consist of a Chair and six members elect Leadership Development
Committee Leadership Development Committee ed by the Legislative Assembly from a slate of candidates
developed by the Leadership Development Committee. The Leadership Development Committee will
consult with the Publications Council during the selection process. The Publications Council Chair and Council
members shall serve for a term of three years. Terms of the members of the Publications Council shall be
staggered, such that terms of two members shall expire each year.
B. Duties. The Publications Council shall be responsible for supporting the Association’s publishing program,
including recommending editors to the Legislative Assembly for the Association’s Journals and filling Journal
editor vacancies as necessary.
Section 4: Publications Council.
A. Members. The Publications Council shall consist of a Chair and six members elect Leadership Development
Committee Leadership Development Committee ed by the Legislative Assembly from a slate of candidates
developed by the Leadership Development Committee. The Leadership Development Committee will
consult with the Publications Council during the selection process. The Publications Council Chair and Council
members shall serve for a term of three years. Terms of the members of the Publications Council shall be
staggered, such that terms of two members shall expire each year.
B. Duties. The Publications Council shall be responsible for supporting the Association’s publishing program,
including recommending editors to the Legislative Assembly for the Association’s Journals and filling Journal
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editor vacancies as necessary.
Section 5: Research Council.
A. Members. The Research Council shall consist of a Chair and six members elected by the Legislative Assembly
from a slate of candidates developed by the Leadership Development Committee. The L e a d e r s h i p D e v
e l o p m e n t Committee will consult with the Research Council during the selection process. The Research
Council Chair and Council members shall serve for a term of three years. Terms of the members of the
Research Council shall be staggered, such that terms of two members shall expire each year.
B. Duties. The Research Council shall be responsible for supporting the creation and dissemination of knowledge
about communication.
Section 6: Teaching and Learning Council.
A. Members. The Teaching and Learning Council shall consist of a Chair and six members elected by the
Legislative Assembly from a slate of candidates developed by the Leadership Development Committee. The
Leadership Development Committee will consult with the Teaching and Learning Council during the selection
process. The Teaching and Learning Council Chair and Council members shall serve for a term of three years.
Terms of the members of the Teaching and Learning Council shall be staggered, such that terms of two
members shall expire each year.
B. Duties. The Teaching and Learning Council shall be responsible for supporting disciplinary pedagogy.
Section 7: IDEA Council.
A. Members. The IDEA Council shall consist of a Chair and one representative from each of the Association’s
Caucuses. The Chair of the IDEA Council shall be elected by the Legislative Assembly from a slate provided

by the Leadership Development Committee for a term of three years. The Le a d e r s h i p
Development Committee will consult with the IDEA Council during the selection process. Each of the
Association’s caucuses shall elect one of its members to serve on the IDEA Council for a term of three
years. Terms of the IDEA Council members shall be staggered.

B. Duties. The IDEA Council is responsible for monitoring and making recommendations to enhance the diversity
of the Association.
Section 8: Resolutions Committee.

A. Members. The Resolutions Committee shall consist of a Chair and five members elected by the Legislative
Assembly from a slate of candidates developed by the Leadership Development Committee. The Chair shall
be selected from among the first- and second-year members of the Resolutions Committee to serve a term of
one year. Resolutions Committee members shall have staggered three-year terms.
B. Duties. The Resolutions Committee shall be responsible for reviewing proposed public statements and
providing related recommendations to the Legislative Assembly.
Section 9: Convention Committee.
A. Members. The Convention Committee shall consist of a Chair and five members elected by the Legislative
Assembly from a slate of candidates developed by the Leadership Development Committee. The Chair shall
be selected from among the first- and second-year members of the Convention Committee to serve a term of
one year. Convention Committee members shall have staggered three-year terms.
B. Duties. The Convention Committee shall be responsible for providing recommendations on issues related to
convention locations.
Section 10: Meetings.
A. Meetings of any Standing Committee may be called by the chair of the committee or by any two members of
the committee. The date, location, and agenda of the meetings shall be determined by the committee chair.
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B. A quorum shall consist of a majority of the standing committee members.
C. Standing committees may hold meetings using telephone or electronic means that allow participants to
actively deliberate with each other. Committees can also take action by written consent of 2/3 of the
Committee, including using email.
Section 11: Vacancies.
A. Standing committee vacancies may be filled by the Executive Committee of the Legislative Assembly.
Members selected to fill vacant positions shall complete the balance of the term which became vacant.
ARTICLE VI: EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Authority for the day-to-day management of the Association shall be vested in an Executive Director whose employment
and termination shall be the responsibility of the Executive Committee of the Legislative Assembly. The Executive Director
shall have such authority and duties as are determined by the Executive Committee of the Legislative Assembly. The
Executive Director shall be responsible for hiring and termination of staff and paid contractors.
ARTICLE VII: INTEREST GROUPS
Section 1: Divisions.
Interest groups for members with shared focus on particular topics of substantive study shall be known
as Divisions.
Section 2: Sections.
Interest groups for members sharing common professional settings shall be known as Sections.
Section 3: Caucuses.
Consistent with the Association’s commitment to equal opportunity, interest groups representing
historically underrepresented demographic groups in terms of gender, race, ethnicity, sexuality, and
ability shall be known as Caucuses.
Section 4: Creation.
Divisions and Sections may be created by the Legislative Assembly upon receipt of petitions signed by at
least 200 members of the Association. Caucuses may be created by the Legislative Assembly in response
to petitions signed by at least 50 members of the Association.
Section 5: Dissolution.
Any Division or Section failing for two consecutive years to maintain at least 100 members shall be
dissolved. The Legislative Assembly shall have authority to dissolve Caucuses.
Section 6: Convention.
Each Interest Group will have a role in planning the program for the annual convention.
ARTICLE VIII: PARLIAMENTARY AUTHORITY
The rules contained in the current edition of Robert’s Rules of Order Newly Revised shall govern NCA in all cases to which
they are applicable and in which they are not inconsistent with these Bylaws and any special rules of order NCA may adopt.
ARTICLE IX: MISCELLANEOUS
Section 1: Conflict of Interest.
The Association shall maintain a conflict-of-interest policy and annual disclosure process that shall apply
to all Chairs and Officers and any other individuals specified by the Executive Committee of the Legislative
Assembly.
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Section 2: Indemnification.
NCA will indemnify employees, Officers, Directors, and volunteers as determined by the Executive
Committee of the Legislative Assembly and based on facts and circumstances.
Section 3: Dissolution.
Upon the dissolution of NCA, all its assets and property of every nature and description remaining after
the payment of all liabilities and obligations of NCA shall be distributed for one or more exempt purposes
within the meaning of section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended (or corresponding
provisions of any subsequent federal tax laws), consistent with the purposes of NCA, as determined by
the Legislative Assembly.
ARTICLE X: AMENDMENTS
Section 1: Proposed Amendments.
Proposed amendments to these Bylaws shall be submitted for a vote of the Legislative Assembly upon:
A. A petition signed by at least twenty percent (20%) of individual members submitted to the President
at least 90 days prior to a meeting of the Legislative Assembly, or
B. A petition signed by at least twenty percent (20%) of the members of the Legislative Assembly
submitted to the President at least 90 days prior to a meeting of the Legislative Assembly, or
C. A majority vote of the Executive Committee of the Legislative Assembly.
Section 2: Adoption.
A two-thirds vote of the Legislative Assembly shall be required for adoption of an amendment to these
Bylaws.
ARTICLE XI: ADOPTED AMENDMENTS
Adopted November 2016; Amended November 2018; Amended November 2019; Amended November 2020. Amended
November 2021.
1. NCA Journal Editors will no longer serve on the Legislative Assembly. Motion passed – November 2018.
2. Standing Committee name changed from Committee on Committees to the Leadership Development
Committee. Motion passed – November 2018.
3. Member of the Resolutions Committee need not be among the current Legislative Assembly. Motion passed
– November 2018.
4. Removal of Second Vice President-Elect from the LA roster. Motion passed – November 2019.
5. Standing Committee name changed from Diversity Council to IDEA (Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Access)
Council. Motion passed – November 2020.
6. Standing Committee approved by Legislative Assembly – The Mentorship and Leadership Council. – November
2021.
Executive Committee and Legislative Assembly Minutes (2010 – Present)
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NCA Strategic Plan

Adopted by the Legislative Assembly in 2009. Re-adopted with edits by the Executive Committee in 2015.

NCA Strategic Plan

Mission: The National Communication Association advances Communication as the discipline that studies all forms,
modes, media, and consequences of communication through humanistic, social scientific, and aesthetic inquiry.
NCA serves the scholars, teachers, and practitioners who are its members by enabling and supporting their professional
interests in research and teaching. Dedicated to fostering and promoting free and ethical communication, NCA
promotes the widespread appreciation of the importance of communication in public and private life, the application of
competent communication to improve the quality of human life and relationships, and the use of knowledge about
communication to solve human problems. NCA supports inclusiveness and diversity among our faculties, within our
membership, in the workplace, and in the classroom; NCA supports and promotes policies that fairly encourage this
diversity and inclusion.
Goal 1: Cultivate Communication Research
•
•

Objective 1.1: Foster collaboration among researchers
Objective 1.2: Advocate for disciplinary research to policymakers, campus administrators, and the public

Goal 2: Enhance Communication teaching and learning
•
•

Objective 2.1: Support curricular development
Objective 2.2: Advocate for Communication education to policymakers, campus administrators, and the public

Goal 3: Disseminate knowledge about Communication
•
•

Objective 3.1: Maintain appropriate outlets for sharing Communication research within the discipline
Objective 3.2: Translate Communication research for public engagement

Goal 4: Facilitate professional development for Communication scholars and educators
•
•
•

Objective 4.1: Foster career advancement
Objective 4.2: Foster professional success in teaching, research, service, and administration
Objective 4.3: Advocate for inclusive, positive, just, and safe academic workplaces to policymakers,

campus administrators, and the public

Goal 5: Manage the association effectively and efficiently
•
•
•
•
•

Objective 5.1: Maintain financial health and stability
Objective 5.2: Maintain appropriate member and staff human resources
Objective 5.3: Maintain appropriate risk management strategies
Objective 5.4: Modernize technological capabilities
Objective 5.5: Improve governance processes
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NCA 2022 Leadership Roster
Legislative Assembly
Name

Representing

Institution

Email

Austin, Jasmine T.

Activism and Social Justice
Division

Texas State
University

jta69@txstate.edu

Murray, Billie

Activism and Social Justice
Division

Villanova University

billie.murray@villanova.edu

Sanford, Amy
Aldridge

Activism and Social Justice
Division

Middle Tennessee
State University

amy.aldridge.sanford@mtsu.edu

Yamasaki, Jill S.

Activism and Social Justice
Division

University of
Houston

jyamasaki@uh.edu

Cubbage, Jayne

African American Communication Bowie State
and Culture Division
University

jcubbage@bowiestate.edu

Mixon, Anita J.

African American Communication Wayne State
and Culture Division
University

anita.mixon@wayne.edu

Albrecht, Michael
Mario
Miller, Samuel

American Studies Division
American Studies Division

University of South
Florida
Lane College

michaelmario1@gmail.com
scmiller@chowan.edu

Anthony, Kathryn
E.

Applied Communication Division

University of
Southern Mississippi

kathryn.anthony@usm.edu

Petrun Sayers,
Elizabeth L.

Applied Communication Division

Food and Drug
Administration

elizabeth.petrun@gmail.com

Sellnow-Richmond,
Deborah D.

Applied Communication Division

Southern Illinois
University,
Edwardsville

d.sellnow@gmail.com

Newby, Kenneth A.

Argumentation and Forensics
Division

Morehouse College

kenneth.newby@morehouse.edu

Sciullo, Nick J.

Argumentation and Forensics
Division

Texas A&M
University, Kingsville

nicksciullo@gmail.com

Ban, Zhuo

Asian / Pacific American Caucus

University of
Cincinnati

banzu@ucmail.uc.edu

Hao, Richie Neil

Asian / Pacific American
Communication Studies Division

Antelope Valley
College

rhao@avc.edu

Na, Ali

Asian / Pacific American
Communication Studies Division

Queen's University

alimariena@gmail.com

McDowell
Marinchak,
Christina L.

Association For Communication
Administration

Cornell University

clm354@cornell.edu

Anderson, Lindsey
B.

Basic Course Division

University of
Maryland

lbander@umd.edu
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Munz, Stevie

Basic Course Division

Utah Valley
University

Smunz@uvu.edu

Murray, Creshema
R.

Black Caucus

University of
Houston, Downtown

Creshema.Murray@gmail.com

Johnson, Deryl

Caucus on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender and Queer Concerns

Kutztown University

johnson@kutztown.edu

Wang, Tiffany R.

Central States Communication
Association

University of
Montevallo

twang@montevallo.edu

Ford, Debra

Central States Communication
Association

Creighton University

DebraFord@creighton.edu

Atay, Ahmet

Central States Communication
Association

College of Wooster

aatay@wooster.edu

Anderson, Lindsey
B.

Communication and Aging
Division

University of
Maryland

lbander@umd.edu

Fowler, Craig

Communication and Aging
Division

Massey University

c.fowler@massey.ac.nz

Communication and Law Division

California Polytechnic
State University, San
Luis Obispo

lambertz@calpoly.edu

Rasmussen, Hilary
A.

Communication and Law Division

University of
Wisconsin-Parkside

rasmussh@uwp.edu

Mararac, Nicholas

Communication and Military
Division

Georgetown
University

nmm82@georgetown.edu

May, Amy

Communication and Military
Division

University of Alaska
Fairbanks

amymayphd@gmail.com

Carpenter,
Christopher J.

Communication and Social
Cognition Division

Western Illinois
University

cj-carpenter2@wiu.edu

Grizzard, Matthew

Communication and Social
Cognition Division

Ohio State University

grizzard.6@osu.edu

Reimer, Torsten

Communication and Social
Cognition Division

Purdue University

treimer@purdue.edu

Bell, Travis R.

Communication and Sport
Division

University of South
Florida

trbell@usf.edu

Cranmer, Gregory
A.

Communication and Sport
Division

Clemson University

gcranme@clemson.edu

John, Kevin K.

Communication and the Future
Division

Brigham Young
University

kevin.k.john@gmail.com

Zurcher, Jessica

Communication and the Future
Division

Brigham Young
University

jessica_zurcher@byu.edu

Johnson, Rodger D.

Communication as Social
Construction Division

Indiana UniversityPurdue University
Indianapolis

rodjohns@iupui.edu

Laskowski, Kara

Communication as Social
Construction Division

Shippensburg
University

KALask@ship.edu

Hether, Heather
Jane

Communication Assessment
Division

University of
California, Davis

hjhether@ucdavis.edu

Lambertz-Berndt,
Megan M.
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Horn, Dakota

Communication Assessment
Division

Bradley University

dhorn@bradley.edu

Hopkins, Pamela D.

Communication Centers Section

East Carolina
University

hopkinsp@ecu.edu

McDermott,
Victoria Marie
DeIuliis, Sarah M.

Communication Centers Section
Communication Ethics Division

University of
Maryland
Duquesne University

vmcdermo@umd.edu
flinkos@duq.edu

Mancino, Matthew
P.

Communication Ethics Division

Indiana University
South Bend

mattmanc@iu.edu

McKinley, Jessica

Community College Section

Sinclair Community
College

jessica.mckinley1425@sinclair.edu

Nash, John R.

Community College Section

Moraine Valley
Community College

nash@morainevalley.edu

Levina, Marina

Critical and Cultural Studies
Division

University of
Memphis

mlevina@memphis.edu

McCann, Bryan J.

Critical and Cultural Studies
Division

Louisiana State
University

bryanm@lsu.edu

Oh, David C.

Critical and Cultural Studies
Division

Ramapo College

doh@ramapo.edu

Washington, Myra
S.

Critical and Cultural Studies
Division

University of Utah

myrawashington@gmail.com

Lattimer, Tahleen
A.

Disability Issues Caucus

University at Buffalo,
SUNY

tahleenw@buffalo.edu

Byrnes-Loinette,
Kerry

Eastern States Communication
Association

Collin College

kloinette@collin.edu

Hobson, Kathryn

Eastern States Communication
Association

James Madison
University

khobson@gmail.com

Holden, Tracey
Quigley

Eastern States Communication
Association

University of
Delaware

tqholden@UDel.edu

King, Mary E.

Eastern States Communication
Association

Bloomsburg
University

mking@bloomu.edu

Blau, Nicole

Eastern States Communication
Association

Ohio University,
Lancaster

dobransk@ohio.edu

Abbott, Blake

Economics, Communication, and
Society Division

Towson University

cabbott@towson.edu

Rossman, Leslie L.

Economics, Communication, and
Society Division

Edmonds Comm
College

leslie.rossman@edmonds.edu

Punyanunt-Carter,
Narissra M.

Elementary and Secondary
Education Section

Texas Tech University

n.punyanunt@ttu.edu

Lerstrom, Alan C.

Emeritus/ Retired Members
Section

Luther College

lerstral@luther.edu

Crisson, Roberta

Emeritus/ Retired Members
Section

Kutztown University

vmcdermo@umd.edu

Endres, Danielle E.

Environmental Communication
Division

University of Utah

danielle.endres@utah.edu

Tarin, Carlos A.

Environmental Communication
Division

University of Texas,
El Paso

catarin@utep.edu
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LeMaster, Lore/tta

Ethnography Division

Arizona State
University

loretta.lemaster@asu.edu

Manning, Jimmie

Ethnography Division

University of Nevada,
Reno

jimmiem@unr.edu

Britt, Lori Leonard

Experiential Learning in
Communication Division

James Madison
University

brittll@jmu.edu

Friesen, Clark W.

Experiential Learning in
Communication Division

Lone Star CollegeTomball

clark.w.friesen@lonestar.edu

Scharp, Kristina M.

Family Communication Division

Rutgers University

kristina.scharp@rutgers.edu

Lannutti, Pamela

Family Communication Division

Widener University

pjlannutti@widener.edu

Upton, Sarah

Feminist and Gender Studies
Division

University of Texas,
El Paso

smupton12@gmail.com

Hernandez,
Leandra Hinojosa

Feminist and Gender Studies
Division

Utah Valley
University

leandrahernandez11@gmail.com

Agarwal, Vinita

Feminist and Gender Studies
Division

Salisbury University

VXAGARWAL@salisbury.edu

Murray, Billie

Freedom of Expression Division

Villanova University

billie.murray@villanova.edu

Thorpe, M.
Elizabeth

Freedom of Expression Division

College at Brockport

ethorpe@brockport.edu

Anderson, Sky
LaRell

Game Studies Division

University of St.
Thomas

skylarell@gmail.com

Tilton, Shane

Game Studies Division

Ohio Northern
University

s-tilton@onu.edu

Abdi, Shadee

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgender, and Queer
Communication Studies Division

San Francisco State
University

sabdi@sfsu.edu

Whittington,
Elizabeth Yvonne

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgender, and Queer
Communication Studies Division

Prairie View A&M
University

dr.eywhitt@gmail.com

Pilny, Andrew N.

Group Communication Division

University of
Kentucky

andy.pilny@uky.edu

Van Swol, Lyn M.

Group Communication Division

University of
Wisconsin-Madison

vanswol@wisc.edu

Haverfield, Marie
C.

Health Communication Division

San José State
University

mchaverfield@gmail.com

Hoppin, Shari

Health Communication Division

Troy University

shoppin@troy.edu

Pennington, Natalie

Human Communication and
Technology Division

Ruppel, Erin K.

Human Communication and
Technology Division

University of Nevada,
Las Vegas
University of
WisconsinMilwaukee

natpen@gmail.com
ruppele@uwm.edu
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Sumner, Erin M.

Human Communication and
Technology Division

Trinity University

ebryant@trinity.edu

Goldman, Zachary

Instructional Development
Division

University of
Louisville

zachary.goldman@louisville.edu

Thomas-Maddox,
Candice

Instructional Development
Division

Ohio University,
Lancaster

thomas@ohio.edu

Chrifi Alaoui,
Fatima Zahrae

International and Intercultural
Communication Division

San Francisco State
University

fchrifia@gmail.com

Hanasono, Lisa K.

International and Intercultural
Communication Division

Bowling Green State
University

LisaKH@bgsu.edu

Sun, Wei

International and Intercultural
Communication Division

Howard University

weisun917@gmail.com

Venetis, Maria K.

Interpersonal Communication
Division

Rutgers University

maria.venetis@rutgers.edu

McLaren, Rachel

Interpersonal Communication
Division

University of Iowa

rachelmclaren@gmail.com

Dhillon, Anuraj

Interpersonal Communication
Division

California Polytechnic
State University, San
Luis Obispo

adhill06@calpoly.edu

Aloia, Lindsey
Susan

Interpersonal Communication
Division

University of
Arkansas

aloia16@gmail.com

Alvarado, Raisa
Fernanda

La Raza Caucus

California State
University San
Bernardino

raisafalvarado@gmail.com

Gordon, Cynthia

Language and Social Interaction
Division

Georgetown
University

cyngordon@gmail.com

Scollo, Michelle

Language and Social Interaction
Division

College of Mount
Saint Vincent

michelle.scollo@mountsaintvincen
t.edu

Gomez, Stephanie
L.

Latino/Latina Communication
Studies Division

Western Washington
University

gomezs5@wwu.edu

Tarin, Carlos A.
Kretz, Valerie

Latino/Latina Communication
Studies Division
Mass Communication Division

University of Texas,
El Paso
St. Norbert College

catarin@utep.edu
valerie.kretz@snc.edu

Taylor, Laramie

Mass Communication Division

University of
California, Davis

lartaylor@ucdavis.edu

Tickton, Stanley D.

Mass Communication Division

Norfolk State
University

sdtickton@hotmail.com

Albrehi, Fatima

Master's Education Section

Wayne State
University

fatimaal919@gmail.com

Cherney, James L.

Master's Education Section

University of Nevada,
Reno

jcherney@unr.edu

Ward Sr., Mark

NCA Elected--At-Large

University of
Houston, Victoria

wardm@uhv.edu

Zoffel, Nicholas

NCA Elected--At-Large

Global Forum for
Civic Affairs

n.zoffel@gmail.com

NCA Elected--At-Large

University of Mary
Washington

sshorter@umw.edu

Shorter, Shavonne
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Riforgiate, Sarah E.

NCA Elected--At-Large

University of
WisconsinMilwaukee

King, Amy L.

NCA Elected--At-Large

Charleston Southern
University

Martinez, Diana
Bagley, Meredith
M.
Ingraham, Chris

NCA Elected--At-Large
NCA Elected--At-Large
NCA Elected--At-Large

Cal State Channel
Islands
University of
Alabama
University of Utah

Johnson, Kimberly
P.

NCA Elected--Legislative
Assembly

Tennessee State
University

kpj211@yahoo.com

Juarez, Sergio
Fernando

NCA Elected--Legislative
Assembly

Loyola Marymount
University

sergiojuarez@csufresno.edu

Mack, Ashley Noel

NCA Elected--Legislative
Assembly

Louisiana State
University

ashleymack@gmail.com

Na, Ali

NCA Elected--Legislative
Assembly

Queen's University

alimariena@gmail.com

Rhea, David M.

NCA Elected--Legislative
Assembly

Governors State
University

drhea@govst.edu

Upshaw, Sean

NCA Elected--Legislative
Assembly

University of Texas,
Austin

Sean.upshaw@austin.utexas.edu

Flores, Lisa A.

NCA Finance Committee Chair

University of
Colorado, Boulder

lisa.flores@colorado.edu

Manning, Jimmie

NCA Finance Committee Director

University of Nevada,
Reno

jimmiem@unr.edu

West, Rich

NCA Finance Committee Director

Emerson College

richard_west@emerson.edu

Afifi, Walid

NCA First Vice President

University of
California, Santa
Barbara

w-afifi@comm.ucsb.edu

Glenn, Cerise L.

NCA IDEA Council Chair

University of North
Carolina, Greensboro

clglenn@uncg.edu

McMahan, David T.
Mandziuk, Roseann
M.
Chawla, Devika
Morris III, Charles
E.

NCA Immediate Past President

Niles Goins, Marnel

NCA President
NCA Publications Council Chair
NCA Research Council Chair

Missouri Western
State University
Texas State
University
Ohio University

sriforgi@uwm.edu
alking@csuniv.edu
diana.martinez605@myci.csuci.edu
mbagley@ua.edu
chris.ingraham@utah.edu

mcmahan@missouriwestern.edu
rm07@txstate.edu
chawla@ohio.edu
cemorris@syr.edu

NCA Second Vice President

Syracuse University
Marymount
University

Agarwal, Vinita

NCA Teaching and Learning
Council Chair

Salisbury University

VXAGARWAL@salisbury.edu

Bernard, Daniel R.

Nonverbal Communication
Division

California State
University Fresno

dbernard@csufresno.edu

Oakland University

sideling@oakland.edu

Nonverbal Communication
Sidelinger, Robert J. Division

mngoins@marymount.edu
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Kim, Heewon

Organizational Communication
Division

Arizona State
University

heewon.kim@asu.edu

Meisenbach,
Rebecca J.

Organizational Communication
Division

University of
Missouri

meisenbachr@missouri.edu

Weber, Matthew

Organizational Communication
Division

Rutgers University

matthew.weber@rutgers.edu

Scott-Pollock, JulieAnn

Performance Studies Division

University of North
Carolina, Wilmington

scottj@uncw.edu

Tuder, Jennifer

Performance Studies Division

St. Cloud State
University

jltuder@stcloudstate.edu

Mancino, Susan

Philosophy of Communication
Division

Saint Mary's College

smancino@saintmarys.edu

Pabis, Marianne

Philosophy of Communication
Division

Independent Scholar

mpabis@verizon.net

Muddiman, Ashley
R.

Political Communication Division

University of Kansas

ashley.muddiman@ku.edu

Winfrey, Kelly L.

Political Communication Division

Iowa State University

kwinfrey@iastate.edu

Scacco, Joshua

Political Communication Division

Hayden, Sara

Public Address Division

University of South
Florida
University of
Montana

Stillion Southard,
Belinda A.

Public Address Division

University of Georgia

bss@uga.edu

Mascarenhas,
Mridula

Public Dialogue and Deliberation
Division

California State
University Monterey
Bay

mridula_mas@hotmail.com

Public Dialogue and Deliberation
Division

Kansas State
University

tjshaffer@ksu.edu

Public Relations Division

Widener University

dr.angie.corbo@gmail.com

Klyueva, Anna

Public Relations Division

University of
Houston, Clear Lake

klyueva@uhcl.edu

Morrissey, Megan

Rhetorical and Communication
Theory Division

University of North
Texas

megan.morrissey@unt.edu

Enck, Suzanne

Rhetorical and Communication
Theory Division

University of North
Texas

suzanne.enck@unt.edu

De la Garza, Sarah
Amira

Rhetorical and Communication
Theory Division

Arizona State
University

delagarza@asu.edu

Bruce, Caitlin
Frances

Rhetorical and Communication
Theory Division

University of
Pittsburgh

bruce.caitlin@gmail.com

Gilchrist-Petty,
Eletra

Southern States Communication
Association

University of
Alabama, Huntsville

eletra1gilchrist@yahoo.com

Pyle, Andrew

Southern States Communication
Association

Clemson University

andrewspyle@gmail.com

Bennett, Patrick

Southern States Communication
Association

Midlands Technical
College

bennettp@midlandstech.edu

Shaffer, Timothy J.
Corbo, Angela
Marie

jscacco@usf.edu
sara.hayden@mso.umt.edu
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Spiritual Communication Division
Spiritual Communication Division

University of
Jamestown
Olympic College

malcolm.jason@uj.edu
vnewsom@olympic.edu

Kauer, Trevor

Student Section

University of
Nebraska-Lincoln

tbkauer@gmail.com

Lee, Kristina M.

Student Section

Colorado State
University

klee27@colostate.edu

Pfender, Emily Jo

Student Section

University of
Delaware

epfender@udel.edu

Crooks, Vicki L.

Theatre, Film, and New MultiMedia Division

Oregon Institute of
Technology

crooksv@gmail.com

Friel, Patricia E.

Theatre, Film, and New MultiMedia Division

University of
Cincinnati

patricia.friel@uc.edu

Slone, Amanda
Ruth

Training and Development
Division

University of
Kentucky

amanda.slone@uky.edu

Wagner, William
Jordan

Training and Development
Division

Texas State
University

wjordanwagner@gmail.com

Pawlowski, Donna

Undergraduate College and
University Section

Bemidji State
University

donna.pawlowski@bemidjistate.ed
u

Quinn, Samantha F.

Undergraduate College and
University Section

Park University

Samantha.quinn@park.edu

Kirschner, Julianna

Visual Communication Division

University of
Southern California

juliannakirschner@gmail.com

Saindon, Brent A.

Visual Communication Division

Mercy College

bas0143@unt.edu

Carroll, Darrian
Robert

Western States Communication
Association

University of
Maryland

darrianr.carroll@gmail.com

Givens, Ashley L.

Western States Communication
Association

Salt Lake Community
College

ashley.givens@slcc.edu

Gotch, Donna

Western States Communication
Association

California State
University San
Bernardino

dgotch@csusb.edu

Women's Caucus

Pepperdine
University

diana.martinez@pepperdine.edu

Jason, Mal
Newsom, Victoria

Martínez, Diana I.
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Leadership Development Committee
Name
McMahan, David T., Chair

Institution
Missouri Western State University

Email
mcmahan@missouriwestern.edu

Afifi, Walid
Chrifi Alaoui, Fatima Zahrae
Ghabra, Haneen
Harris, Tina M.
Mandziuk, Roseann M.
Mazer, Joseph (Resigned)
Na, Ali (Resigned)
Niles Goins, Marnel
Punyanunt-Carter, Narissra M.
Reed, Tara
Rhea, David M.

University of California, Santa Barbara
San Francisco State University
Kuwait University
Louisiana State University
Texas State University
University of Tennessee
Queen's University
Marymount University
Texas Tech University
Tarrant County College South
Governors State University

w-afifi@comm.ucsb.edu
fchrifia@gmail.com
alghabra@gmail.com
tharris4@lsu.edu
rm07@txstate.edu
joemazer@utk.edu
alimariena@gmail.com
mngoins@marymount.edu
n.punyanunt@ttu.edu
drtarareed@gmail.com
drhea@govst.edu
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Nominating Committee
Name
Jackson, Ronald L.

Representing Interest Group
Chair

Institution
University of Cincinnati

GLBTQ Communication
Studies Division

La Raza Caucus

San Francisco State
University
California State University
San Bernardino
California State University
San Bernardino

Angelini, James R.

Communication and Sport
Division

University of Delaware

angelini@udel.edu

Bowman,
Jonathan M.

Nonverbal Communication
Division

University of San Diego

bowman@sandiego.edu

Cherney, James L.

Master's Education Section

jcherney@unr.edu

Cox, Jeremy L.

Elected, At-Large

University of Nevada, Reno
University of Texas of the
Permian Basin

Cubbage, Jayne
Daniel, Emory S.

African American
Communication and Culture
Div
Game Studies Division

Bowie State University
Appalachian State University

jcubbage@bowiestate.edu
danieles@appstate.edu

Friel, Patricia E.

Theatre, Film and New Multi
Media Division

University of Cincinnati

patricia.friel@uc.edu

Friesen, Clark W.

Experiential Learning in
Communication Division

Lone Star College-Tomball

clark.w.friesen@lonestar.edu

Gettings, Patricia

Communication and Aging
Division

pgettings@albany.edu

Glenn, Cerise L.

IDEA Council Chair

University at Albany, SUNY
University of North Carolina,
Greensboro

Hernandez,
Leandra Hinojosa
Hester, Scarlett L.
Horn, Dakota

Feminist and Gender Studies
Division
Elected, At-Large
Basic Course Division

Utah Valley University
Ball State University
Bradley University

leandrahernandez11@gmail.com
shester.23@gmail.com
dhorn@bradley.edu

John, Kevin K.

Communication and the
Future Division

Brigham Young University

kevin.k.john@gmail.com

Johnson, Alexis
Zoe

Spiritual Communication
Division

Arkansas Tech University

awater4@gmail.com

Johnson, Kevin A.

Freedom of Expression
Division

California State University
Long Beach

rhetoricalcritic@gmail.com

Jones, A. Todd

Community College Section

Bakersfield College

atjones@bakersfieldcollege.edu

Public Relations Division

University of Houston, Clear
Lake

klyueva@uhcl.edu

Abdi, Shadee
Alvarado, Raisa
Fernanda
Alvarado, Raisa
Fernanda

Klyueva, Anna

Elected, At-Large

Email
ron.jackson@uc.edu
sabdi@sfsu.edu
raisafalvarado@gmail.com
raisafalvarado@gmail.com

cox_j@utpb.edu

clglenn@uncg.edu
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Public Address Division

University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign
University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities

Lannutti, Pamela
Lee, Kristina M.

Family Communication
Division
Student Section

Widener University
Colorado State University

pjlannutti@widener.edu
klee27@colostate.edu

Magsamen
Conrad, Kate

Health Communication
Division

University of Iowa

kate-c-magsamen@uiowa.edu

Maiorca, Cheryl

Public Dialogue and
Deliberation Division

University of Nebraska at
Omaha

cymaiorca@unomaha.edu

Mancino,
Matthew P.

Communication Ethics
Division

Indiana University South
Bend

mattmanc@iu.edu

Mancino, Susan
Manning, Jimmie

Eastern Communication
Association
Ethnography Division

Saint Mary's College
University of Nevada, Reno

smancino@saintmarys.edu
jimmiem@unr.edu

Miller, Samuel

American Studies Division

Lane College

scmiller@chowan.edu

Morrissey, Megan

Rhetorical and
Communication Theory
Division

University of North Texas

megan.morrissey@unt.edu

Murray, Billie

Activism and Social Justice
Division

Villanova University

billie.murray@villanova.edu

Niles Goins,
Marnel

Western States
Communication Association

Marymount University

mngoins@marymount.edu

Pabis, Marianne

Philosophy of
Communication Division

Independent Scholar

mpabis@verizon.net

Patton, Gregory H.

Training and Development
Division

University of Southern
California

gpatton@marshall.usc.edu

Punyanunt-Carter,
Narissra M.

Elementary and Secondary
Education Section

Texas Tech University

n.punyanunt@ttu.edu

Pyle, Andrew

Applied Communication
Division

Clemson University

andrewspyle@gmail.com

Rascon, Natasha

Communication As Social
Construction Division

Indiana State University

natasha.rascon@indstate.edu

University of Cincinnati
San Diego State University

shaunak.sastry@uc.edu
damariyesmith@yahoo.com

University of Memphis

lsmith78@memphis.edu

Knobloch, Leanne
Knutson, Brittany
Ann

Communication and Military
Division

Asian/Pacific American
Sastry, Shaunak
Communication Studies Div
Smith, Damariyé L. Elected, At-Large
Smith, Lionnell
"Badu"
Black Caucus

knobl@illinois.edu
knuts719@umn.edu
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Tarin, Carlos A.

Environmental
Communication Division

University of Texas, El Paso

catarin@utep.edu

Thomas-Maddox,
Candice

Instructional Development
Division

Ohio University, Lancaster

thomas@ohio.edu

Tuder, Jennifer

Performance Studies Division

St. Cloud State University

jltuder@stcloudstate.edu

Van Swol, Lyn M.

Group Communication
Division

University of WisconsinMadison

vanswol@wisc.edu

Vasilyeva, Alena

Language and Social
Interaction Division

University of Massachusetts,
Amherst

vasilyeva@umass.edu

Venetis, Maria K.

Interpersonal
Communication Division

Rutgers University

maria.venetis@rutgers.edu

Weber, Matthew

Organizational
Communication Division

Rutgers University

matthew.weber@rutgers.edu

Resolutions Committee
Name
Finney, Mark L.
Lindemann, Kurt
Mejia, Robert
Oh, David C.
Sanford, Amy Aldridge
Violanti, Michelle T.

Institution
Emory & Henry College
San Diego State University
A New Way of Life Reentry Project
Ramapo College
Middle Tennessee State University
University of Tennessee

Email
mfinney@ehc.edu
klindema@sdsu.edu
robmej127@gmail.com
doh@ramapo.edu
amy.aldridge.sanford@mtsu.edu
violanti@utk.edu

Institution
Missouri Western State University
Illinois State University
Texas A&M International University
State University of New York, Cortland
Indiana State University
University of Hartford

Email
jatkinson3030@gmail.com
CalebMSU@gmail.com
ariadnea.gonzalez@tamiu.edu
christina.knopf@cortland.edu
shana.kopaczewski@indstate.edu
gowilliam@hartford.edu

Convention Committee
Name
Atkinson, Jordan Tyler
Carr, Caleb T.
Gonzalez, Ariadne A.
Knopf, Christina M.
Kopaczewski, Shana
Williams, Goyland Martell
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IDEA Council
Representing
Caucus

Name

Institution

Email

University of WisconsinParkside

anjuli.brekke@gmail.com

Cherney, James L.

Asian/Pacific
American Caucus
Disability Issues
Caucus

University of Nevada, Reno

jcherney@unr.edu

Desnoyers-Colas,
Elizabeth F.

Women's Caucus

Georgia Southern University

edesnoyerscolas@georgiasouthern.edu

Glenn, Cerise L.

Chair

University of North Carolina,
Greensboro

clglenn@uncg.edu

Guzmán, Jaime

La Raza Caucus

California State University
Northridge

jaime.guzman@csun.edu

Johnson, Deryl

Caucus on GLBTQ
Concerns

Kutztown University

johnson@kutztown.edu

Listach, Natonya

Black Caucus

Middle Tennessee State
University

Natonya@gmail.com

Brekke, Anjuli J.

Publications Council
Name
Bowman, Nicholas David
Chawla, Devika
Child, Jeffrey T.
Dubrofsky, Rachel E.
Durham, Aisha
Fernando, Wendy
Levina, Marina
Sandel, Todd L.

Institution
Syracuse University
Ohio University
Kent State University
University of South Florida
University of South Florida
National Communication Association
University of Memphis
University of Macau

Email
nbowman@syr.edu
chawla@ohio.edu
jchild@kent.edu
racheldubrofsky@gmail.com
Aishadurham@usf.edu
wfernando@natcom.org
mlevina@memphis.edu
tlsandel@um.edu.mo

Research Council
Name
Basnyat, Iccha
Carpenter, Christopher J.
Craig, Richard T.
Eguchi, Shinsuke
Morris III, Charles E.
Schrodt, Paul
Warner, Benjamin

Institution
George Mason University
Western Illinois University
George Mason University
University of New Mexico
Syracuse University
Texas Christian University
University of Missouri

Email
ibasnyat@gmu.edu
cj-carpenter2@wiu.edu
richtcraig@hotmail.com
shinsuke.eguchi@gmail.com
cemorris@syr.edu
p.schrodt@tcu.edu
warnerbe@missouri.edu

Teaching and Learning Council
Name
Agarwal, Vinita

Institution
Salisbury University

Email
VXAGARWAL@salisbury.edu

Blinne, Kristen C.

State University of New York, Oneonta

kristen.blinne@oneonta.edu

Chuang, Andy Kai-chun

La Guardia Community College

andykaichunchuang@gmail.com
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Mutua, Eddah Mbula

St. Cloud State University

emmutua@stcloudstate.edu

Pensoneau-Conway, Sandy
Stow, Chelsea A.H.
(Resigned)

Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Front Range Community College
(Westminster Campus)

sandypc@siu.edu

Vickery, Andrea J.

State University of New York, Oswego

andrea.vickery@oswego.edu

cstow@du.edu

Journal Editors
Name

Institution

Journal

Email

Kevin Johnson
Joseph Mazer

University of
Alabama
Cal State University
Long Beach
Clemson University

Paul Schrodt

Texas Christian
University

Communication Monographs

p.schrodt@tcu.edu

David H. Kahl

Pennsylvania State
University

Communication Teacher

dhk10@psu.edu

Mia Consalvo

Concordia
University

Critical Studies in Media
Communication

mia.consalvo@concordia.ca

Mohan Dutta

Massey University

Journal of Applied Communication
Research

MOHANJDUTT@GMAIL.COM

Bernadette Calafell

Gongaza University

Journal of International and
Intercultural Communication

calafell@gonzaga.edu

Karrin Anderson

Colorado State
University

Quarterly Journal of Speech

karrin.anderson@colostate.edu

Kathleen McConnell

San Jose State
University

Review of Communication

kathleen.mcconnell@sjsu.edu

Jake Simmons

Missouri State
University

Text and Performance Quarterly

Jake.simmons@me.com

Robin Boylorn

Communication and
Critical/Cultural Studies

rboylorn@ua.edu

Communication and Democracy
Communication Education

rhetoricalcritic@gmail.com
joemazer@utk.edu
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ITEM 1

CONSENT AGENDA

ITEM 1 – Consent Agenda
All Executive Committee meetings, excluding Executive Sessions, are recorded to ensure accurate minutes are taken.
Recordings are deleted prior to the following meeting.
Motion:
To approve the consent agenda.

August Executive Committee Meeting Minutes
DRAFT

Minutes
National Communication Association
Executive Committee of the Legislative Assembly
NCA National Office
Washington, DC
August 5, 2022

Participating in the meeting:
Roseann Mandziuk President; Walid Afifi, First Vice President(Virtual); Marnel Niles Goins, Second Vice President; David
McMahan, Immediate Past President; Lisa Flores, Finance Committee Chair; Rich West, Finance Committee Director;
Jimmie Manning, Finance Committee Director; Cerise L. Glenn, IDEA Council Chair; Devika Chawla, Publications Council
Chair (Virtual); Charles Morris III, Research Council Chair; Vinita Agarwal, Teaching and Learning Council Chair; Shari MilesCohen, Executive Director (non-voting).
National Office Staff: Justin Danowski, Director of Membership and Governance; B. Denise Hawkins, Interim Director of
Communications; Marjorie Lightman, Interim Research Director; Joseph Ritchie, Chief Financial Officer; Kristin Yednock,
Director and Convention and Meetings.
1. Call to Order
President Mandziuk called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m. Eastern
2. Information Items
a. Introductions
i. Miles-Cohen asked new staff members to introduce themselves
1. Jennifer Fletcher, Membership Associate
2. Marjorie Lightman, Interim Research Director
3. Chanda Ijames, Interim Executive Assistant
ii. The EC introduced themselves to the new staff
iii. Millan Chicago
1. Miles-Cohen introduced Millan Chicago, LLC and updated the EC on the status of the
member survey.
2. Ron Landis and Jennifer Miller from Millan Chicago introduced themselves and provided
information about the current draft survey. Millan Chicago will send a draft of the
member survey to the EC ask for feedback.
iv. Arredondo Advisory Group
1. Miles-Cohen introduced Arredondo Advisory Group and the status of the IDEA Strategic
Plan.
2. Patricia Arredondo provided an overview of the Arredondo Advisory Group and the
proposed scope of work.
b. Reports
i. Mandziuk provided an update on current activities as President.
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ii. Miles-Cohen provided an update on activities as Executive Director and the current status of the
National Office.
3. Discussion Item
a. Strategic Planning Discussion
i. Mandziuk provided an update on the current proposed strategic plan. Discussion ensued.
Break at 10:15 a.m. Meeting resumed at 10:30 a.m.
4. Executive Session
a. The EC moved into Executive Session to discuss the Executive Director performance review.
b. Executive Session ended at noon
Break for lunch at noon. Meeting resumed at 1:00 p.m.
5. Action Items
a. Consent Agenda
i. A motion was made to approve the consent agenda. Seconded.
1. Executive Committee June Meeting Minutes
ii. Motion carried
b. NCA Budget Discussion/Endorsement
i. Flores provided an overview of NCA’s financial position. Discussion ensued.
ii. Independent auditor’s report
1. Flores provided an overview of the independent auditor’s report. Discussion ensued.
a. A motion was made to endorse the independent auditor’s report and forward to
the Legislative Assembly for final approval.
b. Motion carried.
2. Flores provided an overview of the proposed 2023 budget. Discussion ensued.
a. A motion was made to endorse the proposed 2023 budget and forward to the
Legislative Assembly for the final approval.
b. Motion carried.
3. Flores provided an overview of the proposed 2023 convention fees. Discussion ensued.
a. A motion was made to approve the proposed 2023 convention fees.
b. Motion carried.
c. The EC tasked Flores and Ritchie to review different scenarios to adjust the
proposed budget with Student registration fees remaining the same as the
previous year.
c. Policy changes for proposals with budgetary implications
i. Flores provided a summary of the current policy proposal.
1. A motion was made to approve the following policy changes. Seconded. Discussion
ensued.
a. While the Finance Committee and Executive Committee may review proposals
with budgetary implications at any of the regularly scheduled Executive
Committee meetings, the EC will only endorse/approve such proposals at the
August meeting so that the following year budget can be amended before it goes
to the Legislative Assembly for a vote.
b. At the August Finance Committee meeting, the FC will review all the proposals
alongside each other, the strategic goals, and proposed budget to bring FC
recommendations to the EC.
c. Aside from the rare instances that mandate immediate response, such as a global
pandemic, the EC will not commit to requests for funds except in August for the
following year’s budget.
d. Changes will not interrupt the current three-year funding cycle except to move
approval of items from the February meeting to the August meeting.
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e. Once the budget is approved, it will not be changed except in very rare instances.
2. Motion carried.
ii. Flores provided a summary of the proposal to establish an Executive Committee discretionary
fund.
1. A motion was made to approve the following policy change. Seconded. Discussion ensued.
a. NCA will establish a discretionary fund, 5% of the most recent three-year average
of investment income, to be shared equally between the National Office and the
Executive Committee. Executive Committee proposals for the use of this fund will
be endorsed or rejected by the EC at the August meeting. National Office
proposals for use of this fund will be endorsed or rejected by the Executive
Director. Funds will be budget neutral and not taken from current NCA reserves
and or investments.
2. Motion carried.
Break at 2:40 p.m. Meeting resumed at 2:55 p.m.
d. Proposal for NCA Center for Communication, Community Collaboration, and Change
i. Mandziuk provided a summary of the revised proposal. Discussion ensued.
1. A motion was made for continuation of the NCA Center for Communication, Community
Collaboration, and Change program.
2. Motion carried.
e. Proposal for NCA Award on Global Communication
i. Mandziuk provided an overview of the proposed award.
1. A motion was made to approve the award as a non-endowed award.
2. Motion carried.
f. Proposal for new interest group – Communication and Anxiety Apprehension Division
i. Mandziuk provided a summary of the new interest group proposal. Discussion ensued.
1. A motion was made to endorse the proposed division. Motion failed.
2. Proposal will be forwarded to the Legislative Assembly without EC recommendation.
Break at 4:20 p.m. Meeting resumed at 4:30 p.m.
g. Proposal to forward amendments to the NCA bylaws – IDEA Council
i. Glenn provided a summary of the proposed bylaws changes. Discussion ensued.
1. After discussion, Glenn pulled the proposal from consideration. Mandziuk and the
National Office will work the IDEA Council to create language to establish a charge for the
council and work to create an open call for incoming council members who are selected
by each caucus.
h. Proposal – NCA Task Force Policy on Guidelines and Procedures
i. Mandziuk provided a summary of the proposed policy. Discussion ensued.
1. A motion was made to approve the proposed task force policy.
2. Motion carried.
i. Proposal to Pilot a Spring Legislative Assembly Meeting in FY2023
i. Miles-Cohen provided a summary of the proposed spring LA meeting. Discussion ensued.
1. A motion was made to approve a pilot Spring Legislative Assembly meeting in FY2023.
2. Motion carried.
With no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 5:30 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Dr. Shari Miles-Cohen
Executive Dir
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Chief Governance Officer Update
Jimmie Manning
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Action Items

Action Items
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ITEM 2

ACTION

ITEM 2 – Teaching and Learning Council Vacancy
Motion: To approve Qingwen Dong to fill the remainder of the two-year term on the Teaching and Learning Council.
Exhibit 1: Chelsea Stow letter of resignation.
Exhibit 2: Qingwen Dong letter of interest.
Exhibit 3. Qingwen Dong CV.
Exhibit 4: Qing wen Dong letter of recommendation.
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EXHIBIT 1
On September 30, Chelsea Stow, Teaching and Learning Council member, informed council Chair, Vinita Agarwal and
Director and Membership and Governance, Justin Danowski they are formally resigning their position.
Per NCA Bylaws, the Executive Committee is responsible for filling vacancies on standing committees/councils.
Article V: Standing Committees
Section 11: Vacancies.
A. Standing committee vacancies may be filled by the Executive Committee of the Legislative Assembly. Members
selected to fill vacant positions shall complete the balance of the term which became vacant.
President Mandziuk tasked the Leadership Development Committee with forwarding a candidate for consideration to
the EC to fill the remainder of Dr. Stow’s two-year term.
The LDC forwards the following candidate to the EC for consideration.
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EXHIBIT 2
Self-Nomination to Serve in NCA Teaching and Learning Council
Qingwen Dong, University of the Pacific
I am writing this self-nomination letter to serve in NCA Teaching and Learning Council. I believe that I have an
established tracking record in promoting communication and instruction and highly committed to serving the best
interests of NCA members in the learner-centered pedagogy. I have served in NCA Research Council and I know how
critical these councils are, and how these councils play an important role in implementing strategical goals of NCA, the
great organization. Over the past decade, I have been working with NCA leadership team in multiple ways. First, I
attended the NCA Chair workshop in 2011. Second, I participated in the NCA’s Learning Outcomes in Communication
project in 2014, which led to an impactful communication education publication in a reputable journal. I also served as
co-chair of International Collaboration Task Force under the leadership of then NCA President Stephen Harnett in 2017,
helping organize three biennial NCA-China Communication conferences in Beijing.
Reflecting on these years of working with the NCA leadership team, I feel quite honored and very productive to serve in
various positions. I believe that I have made my significant share of contribution to helping build a dynamic NCA
organization. My NCA working experience also helps me develop three goals to serve in NCA Teaching and Learning
Council in coming years. These goals include Education, Engagement & Empowerment. Education is my first goal. I
believe that many NCA members do want to locate more teaching and learning resources but they do not know where
to find; they do like to learn more about best teaching practices but they do not know how to proceed. I believe that the
Teaching and Learning Council could offer its members more education opportunities including workshops, online
webinar, and various digital presentation. It is important to help NCA members make good use of those NCA resources
as well as other resources available to us. It is essential for our Teaching and Learning Council to introduce NCA teaching
and learning resources to our members, particularly new members through a process of education and reeducation. In
addition, we could closely follow our diversity, equity and inclusion principle to introduce those teaching and learning
resources to those countries which urgently need more assistance and guidelines across the globe. Engagement is my
second goal. I believe that the Teaching and Learning Council could do more to get NCA members engaged in utilizing
those teaching and learning resources available to NCA members. It is my belief that many NCA members could have
some great ideas in teaching and learning and they could share their great ideas with the Teaching and Learning Council
which can develop a repository to collect those great ideas. I believe that we could maximize our NCA members’
creativity and innovation to best serve its own members. We simply need more efforts to get more people engaged in
this learning and teaching process. The more engagement, the more development for NCA. Empowerment is my third
goal. I believe that our Teaching and Learning Council could empower our professors who share their great ideas at NCA
conferences and forums. What we could do is to recognize those people who contributed their great ideas. The
recognition letters can be sent to the President’s office of contributors’ universities. In addition, we should provide more
learning opportunities to NCA members including training opportunities, which could empower professors to become
seasoned instructors. For example, I received an online teaching certificate during a 10-week online teaching program
this summer and I feel quite empowered through this training program. In short, I am very excited to send in this selfnomination letter and I want to emphasize that if appointed, I am happy to serve on the relevant committee and
maintain NCA membership while serving.
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EXHIBIT 3

Vita
Qingwen Dong, Ph.D.
September, 2022
University Eberhardt Teacher/Scholar Award Recipient 2007
Faculty Mentor Award Recipient 2009
University Faculty Research Award Recipient 2011
Tongji Teaching Expert Award Recipient 2014
University Undergraduate Research Mentor Award Recipient 2015
Hebei University Distinguished Professor Award Recipient 2016
Bayu Scholar Award Recipient 2017; NCA Co-chair of International Collaboration Task Force 2017
Pacific Diversity Champion 2017; NCA Presidential Citation 2017
Pacific Provost Faculty Fellow DEI 2019-2020
Communication University of China Foreign Expert Award 2022
EDUCATION
Ph.D.
August, 1995. Edward Murrow School of Communication
Washington State University
(Major: Mass communication)
M.A.

August 1990. School of Journalism,
University of Missouri-Columbia
(Major: Journalism)

PROFESSIONAL AND ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE
1995-1996
1996-2000
2000-2001
2001-2009
2009-2017
2019-now
2017-now
2016-now
TEACHING AREAS
Courses taught

RESEARCH AREAS
Research Interests include

Visiting Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor & Chair
Associate Professor & Chair
Professor & Chair
Graduate Program Director
Provost Faculty Fellow
Professor & Director of Communication Research Center in
Yangtze Normal University
Assistant
Directorof
International Relations
Parents/Asian

Communication Research Methods
International and Intercultural Communication
Graduate Seminar in Mass Communication
Graduate Seminar in Quantitative Research Methods
Social Media Functions and Effects
Socialization and effects of mass media and new media
Intercultural Communication

PUBLICATIONS
Peer reviewed publication
Luo, Z.W., Zhang, J. L., Yang, Y., & Dong, Q. (2021). Communication Shockwaves in Intelligence Media & American
Journalism Education Development. Journalism Research, 110-116.
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Harnett, S., Hu, Z., Dong, Q. Li, Z., & Dodge, P. (2021). On the paradox of convergence and fragmentation in the age of
globalization. In Dodge, P. (Eds). Communication convergence in contemporary China. Michigan State University Press,
East Lansing, Michigan.
Dong, Q. & Zhang, J. (2020). American Communication Learning Outcomes & Inspiration. Modern Communication.
(Journal of Communication University of China). 285, 165-168.
Bardhan, S., Colvin, J., Croucher, S., O’Keeffe, M. Dong, Q. (2020). International and intercultural communication:
Analysis of the State of the field, 2000-. Routledge, Oxfordshire, UK.
Dong, Q. & Zhang, J. (2019). Key words of arts of film and television in China and America. China Federation of Literary
and Art Circles Publishing House, Beijing, China.
Dong, Q., Bian, W., Wei, J., & Chen, Z. (2018). Advances in American New Media Education. Communication University of
China Publisher, Beijing, China
Lu, H. , Dong, Q., & Ren, L. (2017). Redefine China’s Publicity to the outside World from Perspectives of International and
Intercultural Communication. Beijing, China Defense Publishing House.
Dong, Q., Bai, G., & Zhao, S. (2016). The Impact of American Social Media. Beijing, China: Communication University of
China Publishing House.
Dong, Q. (2016). Communication Research Methods (translated into Chinese). Nanking, China: Nanking Publishing House.
Ball, T., Procopio, C. H., Goering, B., Dong, Q. & Bodary, D. (2016). Civic Engagement and a Communication Research
Agenda. Journal of Communication Education, 4, 65, 490-492.
Shao, B. & Dong, Q. (2016). An Exploratory Study on Journalistic Professionalism and Journalism Education in
Contemporary China, Journal of Journalism and Mass Communication, 4, 6. 187-200.
Dong, Q., Wu, Y., Gu, X. & Dong, D. (2014). Cultural values, gender and Chinese young adults in using social media. In the
edited book (Cui L. & Prosser, M), Social Media in Asia. Dignity Press, Lake Oswego, OR, USA.
Dong, Q., Liu, Y., Zhao, P., & Dong, D. (2014). Shyness, self-esteem and intercultural
communication competence. In the edited book (Dai, X. & Chen, G.), Intercultural Communication Competence,
Cambridge Scholars Publishing: Newcastle, UK.
Dong, Q. (2014). Mass Media Socialization Research. San Diego, CA: Cognella.
Dong, Q., Wu, Y. & Gu, X. (2012). The Impact of cultural values and gender on Chinese young adults in using social
network site (Renren). Human Communication, 15, 193-205.
Dong, Q. (2012). Voter error analysis. In Benedetti, B. (Eds). More Votes That Count: A case study in voter mobilization.
Berkeley, CA: Berkeley Public Policy Press.
Dong, Q. (2010). American mass media and popular culture. San Diego, CA: Cognella.
Dong, Q., Day, D. D. & Deol, R. (2010). Resonant message and powerful media:
Analysis of the success of the Obama presidential campaign. In Harris, H., Moffitt, K., & Squires,
C. (Eds). The Obama Effect: Multidisciplinary Renderings of the 2008 Campaign. SUNY press,
NY.
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Dong, Q. & O’Harra, E. (2010). Analysis of Voter Error. (Published by the Pew Center on the States on the Website
(www.pewcenteronthestates.org/elections).
Dong, Q., Toney, J., & Giblin, P. (2010). Social network dependency and intended political participation.
Human Communication, 13, 13-27.
Urista, M., Dong, Q., & Day, D. (2009). Explain why young adults use MySpace and Facebook through uses and
gratification theory. Human Communication. 12, 215-225.
Dong, Q., Urista, M. & Gundrum, D. (2008). The impact of emotional intelligence, selfesteem, and self-image on romantic communication over MySpace. CyberPsychology and Behavior, 11, 577-578.
Dong, Q. (2008). Readings in communication research methods: Articles for discussion and evaluation. University
Readers: San Diego, CA.
Dong, Q., Koper, R. J.& Collaco, C. M. (2008). Social intelligence, self-esteem and intercultural communication sensitivity.
Intercultural Communication Studies, 102-112.
Dong, Q., Day, D. K., & Collaco, C. M. (2008). Overcoming ethnocentrism through developing intercultural communication
sensitivity and multiculturalism, Human Communication, 11, 27-38.
Dong, Q. & Murrillo, A. (2007). The impact of television viewing on young adults’ stereotypes towards Hispanic
Americans. Human Communication, 10, 33-44.
Dong, Q. & Cao, X. (2006). The impact of American media exposure and self-esteem on
Chinese urban adolescent purchasing involvement. Journal of Family and Economic Issues, 27, 664-674.
Dong, Q., Gundlach, D.& Phillips, J. (2006). The impact of bicultural identity on immigrant socialization through television
viewing in the United States. Intercultural Communication Studies, 15, 63-74.
Dong, Q. (2005). The impact of family communication patterns and perceptions of risky behavior: A social cognitive
perspective. Journal of the Northwestern Communication Association, 34, 93-106.
Dong, Q., Gundlach, D. & McNalley, S. (2004). Best practices in supervisor-employee communication. Competition
Forum, 2, 560-571.
Dong, Q. & Day, K. (2004). A relational orientation to communication: Origins, foundations, and theorists. Intercultural
Communication Studies, 13, 101-111.
Hackley, C. & Dong, Q. (2001). America public relations and China's Guanxi. Public Relations Quarterly, 46, 16-19.
Tan, A., Nelson, L., Dong, Q., & Tan, G. (1997). Value acceptance in adolescent socialization: A test of a functional theory
of television effects. Communication Monographs, 64, 82-97.
Lang, A., Dhillon, K. & Dong, Q. (1995). The effects of emotional arousal and valence on TV viewers cognitive capacity
and memory. Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media, 39, 1-15.
Austin, E. & Dong, Q. (1994). Source v. content effects on judgments of news believability.
Journalism Quarterly, 71, 973-983.
Collaco, C. & Dong, Q. (2006). The emotional intelligent self-leader, Business Research Yearbook.
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Dong, Q. (2002). Chinese family consumer socialization: A study of Chinese urban adolescents’ involvement in family
purchasing activities. In X. Lu, W. Jia, & D. R. Heisey (Eds.), Chinese communication studies: Contexts and comparisons,
Westport, Connecticut: Ablex Publishing.
Day, K., Dong, Q. & Robin, C. (2001). Public relations ethics: An overview and discussion of issues for the 21st century. In
R. Heath (Eds.), Handbook of public relations. Newbury Park, CA: Sage.
Williams, L. & Dong, Q. (1999). Key elements of effective supervisor/employee communication. San Francisco, CA:
International Association of Business Communicators.
Dong, Q., Cao, X. & Tan, A. (1998). Socialization effects of American television and movies in China. In D. R. Heisey & W.
Gong (Eds), Communication and culture: China and the world entering the 21st Century, Amsterdam-Atlanta, GA:
Rodopi.
AWARDS AND HONORS
NCA Presidential Citation, 2017 University Diversity Champion, 2017
Hebei University issued the Distinguished Professorship Award, 2016.
The Pacific Undergraduate Research Mentor Award received in 2015 from the University.
Tongji Teaching Expert Award which supported me to lecture in Tongji for two weeks on Theorizing Mass
Communication and New Media (December, 2014).
National Communication Association (NCA) selected me (2014) as one of the twenty two Communication Experts from
to work on Learning Outcomes Project for develop measurements for teaching Communication classes across the
country.
Faculty fellow of the Center of Social Emotional Competence at University of the Pacific (2012) A Research Fellowship
(2010) was awarded by Social Emotional Competence Research Center at
Pacific to study the Impact of Internship on College Students’ Social Emotional Competence Development.
The adviser of the 2008 undergraduate summer research fellowship (Rachel Freeman) from University of the Pacific. The
fellowship supports a study on voter errors in San Joaquin County, California.
The recipient of 2008 Eberhardt summer research fellowship from University of the Pacific. The funding is to support a
study on comparing emotional intelligence differences between the Chinese and American college students.
The 2007 Eberhardt Teacher/Scholar Award Recipient for outstanding achievements in both teaching and scholarship at
University of the Pacific.
A research fellowship awarded by Education Foundation of the National Association of Television Program Executives to
attend the annual conference of NATPE from January 16-22, 2004 in Las Vegas, NV. Twenty five fellows were selected
across the country.
A certificate awarded by Association in Education for Journalism and Mass Communication for completing of two year
Journalism Leadership Institute, in Miami Beach, FL, Aug. 2002.
Rolan D. Melton fellowship awarded by the American Press Institute (API) to attend an API research seminar in Reston,
Virginia November Oct. 6-9, 2002.
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A fellowship awarded by The Freedom Forum to attend the Diversity Leadership Institute for Journalism Education
Administrators, June 3-9, 2000 at the Pacific Coast Center in San Francisco. Eighteen fellows were selected among one
hundred applicants.
A fellowship awarded by Education Foundation of the National Association of Television Program Executives to attend the
annual conference of NATPE from January 23-28, 2000 in New Orleans, LA. Twenty five research fellows were selected
through a world wide competition.
An Award given by the Communication Research Conference hosted by California State University, Fresno, for
Leadership in undergraduate research, in 1998.
A fellowship given by Education Foundation of the C-SPAN for participating in the summer seminar in Washington, D.C.,
August 1997.
A Minority Doctoral Scholarship awarded by the Association for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication
(AEJMC), the scholarship of $1000, August 1994.
A Teaching Excellence Award, given by Murrow Development Fund, Washington State University, April, 1994.
Excellence of research award for top five paper, "The Setback of the Chinese Press Reform," given by Graduate and
Professional Student Association, Washington State University, April, 1992.
Excellence of research award for top three paper, "Western Press' Coverage of Developing
Countries," given by Graduate and Professional Student Association, Washington State University, April, 1991.
Snow Journalism Fellowship given by School of Journalism, University of Missouri-Columbia, 1988-1990.
RESEARCH GRANTS AWARDED
2021 A follow-up grant of $4000 received from San Joaquin County Public Work Division to work on final reports of the
County Resident Environmental Attitude Study.
2019 A grant of $16500 received from San Joaquin County Public Work Division to conduct a County Resident
Environmental Attitude Study.
2019 A grant of $2000 received from National Communication Association to attend NCA-Shen Zhen Forum, June 27-29,
2019.
2014. A grant received from NCA (National Communication Association) to attend Chicago Workshop Learning
Outcomes, October 9, 2014.
2014. A grant received from NCA (National Communication Association) to attend Chicago Workshop Learning
Outcomes, March 15, 2014.
2014 A grant received from CAPD (Committee of Academic Planning and Development of Pacific) to attend assessment
and measurement in the Association in Institutional Research (AIR) in Orlando, FL, May 29, 2014.
2010. A seed fund was given to Applied Research Project from Pacific President Office to conduct four focus groups in the
city of Stockton to assess the city residents’ needs, wants and concerns about city budget (A final report was develop
and a presentation is given to the City Council).
2008. Toward Higher voting Accuracy, Efficiency and Integrity: Reducing Ballot Error and Understanding the Impact of
Vote by Mail Alternatives. The grant of $43,000 has been awarded by the Pew Charitable Trust. The other two principal
investigators are Professors Bob Benedetti and Dari Sylvester, Political Sciences, University of the Pacific.
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2008. San Joaquin County Registrar of Voters to help America Vote Act (HAVA) to conduct a VoteSmart Voting Systems
Consulting and Research Study. Co-principal investigator, $240, 000.
2008. Eberhardt Summer Research Grant for studying emotional intelligence across different cultures. University of the
Pacific, $3500.
2004. Council of Graduate Schools/Ford Foundation planning grants for needs assessment and development of
professional master’s degree programs in the social science and humanities fields (with Randy Koper & Jon Schamber),
$6000.
2003. Eberhardt Summer Research Grant for studying “The Impact of cell phone on young adults’ risky behaviors.”
University of the Pacific, $3,500.
2001. Strategic development project for San Joaquin County Economic, Employment and Development Department
(EEDD), with Roy Childs, $58,000.
1999. Research grant for studying Socialization of Adolescent Southeast Asian Refugees: A Community Center: Resource
for Enhancing Self-Concepts. The Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues (SPSSI), $2,000.
1998. Research grant for assessing literature on supervisor/employee communication, with Linda Williams. International
Association for Business Communicators, (IABC Research Foundation), $10,000.
1998. Research Grant for assessing a Drug Treatment Program in San Joaquin County, with UOP Sociology Professor, John
Philips. San Joaquin County Health Department, $1000.
1998. Eberhardt Summer Research Grant for studying “The New TV Ratings System.” University of the Pacific, $3,500.
1997. Eberhardt Summer Research Grant for studying Chinese College Students’ Socialization Process. University of the
Pacific, $3,500.
1996. Research grant for designing a public relation campaign for the Health Center of University of the Pacific, $500.
1996. Research grant for designing communication message for Su Salud (Your Health) from St. Joseph Hospital in
Stockton, CA with Professor Carol Hackley, $5,000.
1994. Chinese adolescent socialization research grant, Washington State University with Xiaobing Cao, $2,000.
1993. Initiation grant from the Dean's office, Washington State University, $500. 1992. Chinese immigrants research
grant, Washington State University, $500.
1991. Research grants to study welfare recipients’ psychological well-beings. Washington State Institute for Public
Policy, Olympia, WA., $3000.
TEACHING GRANT AWARDED
2022 Harvard Business School Certificate on Organizational Leadership (June-Aug. 2022)
2021 Online Learning Consortium Teaching Certificate Program (May 18-July 23, 2021).
2021 Attended the Institute of General Education & Assessment sponsored by the Association for American Colleges &
Universities, June 8-11, online.
2019 Attended the final meeting of Assessment Leadership Academy in Pomona, CA, January 15-17, 2019, $1500.
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2016 The Pacific Committee on Academic Planning and Development grant for attending the Association of
Institutional Research in New Orleans, LA, May 30-June 2.
2009. The Pacific Committee on Academic Planning and Development International Relations grant for traveling to
Singapore to present a research paper. $1,500.
2005. The Pacific Committee on Academic Planning and Development grant for attending SPSS training seminar
(advanced regression techniques) in San Francisco, CA. $300.
2003. The Pacific Committee on Academic Planning and Development grant for attending SPSS training seminar in San
Francisco, CA. $1000.
2002. The Curriculum Committee of Freeman Grant for Asian Studies grant for “Curriculum Enhancement Project,”
$2000.
Reviewer Services for Convention and Journals
Reviewer for Journal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media. Reviewer for Cyber/Psychology and Behavior
Reviewer for American Journal of Political Sciences
Reviewer for Theory and Research Division, Association in Education for Journalism and Mass Communication.
Reviewer for Minority and Communication Division, Association in Education for Journalism and Mass Communication.
Serving for Communication Association & University Wide Committees
Co-Chair for University Committee for Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (2020-2022)
Co-Chair of National Communication Association International Task Forces (2015-now) Vice Chair of NCA International
Conference Committee (2018-now)
NCA Research Council Member (2018-now)
Institutional Review Board (2017-now) Athletic Advisory Committee (2017-2020)
University Presidential Task Force for three campus initiative (2010-2014) University Library Committee (2007-2009)
(Chair starting Fall 2008) Emotional and Social Intelligence Committee (ad hoc committee) (2006-2009) Graduate Study
Committee (2005-2015)
Ethnic Studies Board (2004-now)
Tenure and Promotion Committee (2005-2006) Professional Relations Committee (2004-2007)
University Program Review Committee (ad hoc committee) (2002-2004) English Department Program Review Committee
(2006-2007)
Serving as the faculty adviser for the University newspaper, The Pacifican (2004-2005)
AFFILIATION TO COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATIONS
International Association for Intercultural Communication Studies Association in Education for Journalism & Mass
Communication (AEJMC) The Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues
Chinese Communication Association National Communication Association (NCA) Western States Communication
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EXHIBIT 4
Recommendation of Dr. Qingwen Dong (September 21, 2022)
Dear Colleagues:
I am writing to support Dr. Qingwen Dong, who is seeking nomination to the NCA’s Teaching and Learning Council. I have
worked closely with Qingwen for close to a decade, during which time he has proven to be a world-class scholar, an
award-winning teacher, a tireless service provider, and a fantastic team player. I can think of no one in the field better
suited to support NCA’s pedagogical commitments and values. As the first-ever Chinese-born Communication scholar to
serve as a Chair of a U.S.-based Department of Communication, Dr. Dong has stood for decades as an exemplar of why
expanding diversity and inclusion enriches our campuses in particular, and our culture more broadly. Recognizing his
life-long commitment to this value, the University of the Pacific named him a University Diversity Champion in 2017.
Because his research also embodies these same values, the prestigious Hebei University named him a Distinguished
Professor in 2016. Dr. Dong’s gift is to take Big Ideas and turn them into practice, especially in terms of how he supports
international students, which is why he won the 2015 University of the Pacific Undergraduate Research Mentor Award.
This same commitment to international pedagogical excellence explains why Tongji University gave Dr. Dong its
Teaching Expert Award in 2014. His CV shares more of these kinds of honors; I mention just a few by way of indicating
that Dr. Dong is recognized, in both the U.S. and China, as an international leader in pedagogical excellence. Moreover,
his work enhancing diversity and inclusion has been recognized on his home campus, where he has served for the past
two academic years as Co-Chair of the University Committee for Diversity, Equity & Inclusion. Bringing this experience to
our Teaching and Learning Council would therefore expand NCA’s range of intercultural sophistication while
supplementing our already strong commitment to building a diverse and inclusive leadership culture. While Qingwen’s
teaching excellence is impressive and award-winning, my deep respect for him flows from the remarkably adept ways he
bridges educational contexts in the United States and China. For the NCA’s Task Force on Internationalization, he played
key roles in organizing and hosting conferences in Beijing and Shenzhen. In this capacity, he served as both an effective
liaison between the NCA and our Chinese host universities and, more importantly, as a cultural ambassador helping to
translate norms, expectations, and hopes into workable relationships. Dr. Dong’s roles in these capacities were rendered
with such good cheer and efficiency that he received the President’s Award for Service to the NCA in 2017.
Alongside his long-standing service to the NCA, supplementing his international research record, and supporting his
award-winning teaching, Dr. Dong has also produced scholarship addressing pedagogical issues in international contexts.
Through his service on the NCA’s Learning Outcomes Committee, he has sought to bring our standards and models into
the Chinese context, for example, in his co-authored 2022 essay, “American Communication Learning Outcomes &
Inspirations,” published in Modern Communication, which is published by the Communication University of China. In
that same vein, in 2018 he published a co-authored study, “Advances in American New Media Education,” also
published by the Communication University of China. In both cases, we find Dr. Dong working as an intercultural bridgebuilder, sharing NCA’s values and practices with China’s emerging communication field, all while enhancing our
understanding of best pedagogical practices. On a personal note, I should say that Qingwen is a delightful colleague. He
is quick to laugh, always on-task, endlessly prepared, and, simply, a joy to work with. He would bring this tremendous
experience, excellence, and enthusiasm to the NCA’s Learning and Teaching Council. I therefore endorse his candidacy
with high hopes and great thanks.
With all best wishes,
SJH
Stephen John Hartnett; Professor, Department of Communication; Past-President of the NCA Director, the Democratic
Communication Workshops; University of Colorado Denver; 303.315.1914; Stephen.hartnett@ucdenver.edu
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ITEM 3

ACTION

ITEM 3 – NCA Policy on Issuing Public Statements
Motion: To approve the NCA Policy on Issuing Public Statements for inclusion in the NCA Policy Manual.
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NCA Policy on Issuing Public Statements
Submitted by: Roseann Mandziuk
Summary
NCA has a rich history of retaining three Public Policy Platforms: Public Policy Statements, Ethical Statements, and
Academic and Professional Statements. [https://www.natcom.org/advocacy-public-engagement/public-policy/publicstatements].
The NCA Resolutions process is prescribed as the path for these statements to become NCA policy, requiring that all
additions to the NCA Policy Platform meet the following standards (See Exhibit B):
"Preamble: This policy platform contains the positions officially endorsed by the researchers, teachers, and practitioners
allied as the National Communication Association on issues vital to human communication. The Association is committed
to include within this document only positions: (1) upon which the organization and membership have engaged in ample
and careful deliberation; (2) upon which a substantial consensus of supporting knowledge has been developed; (3)
addressing issues which have attracted the concerted inquiry of an acknowledged segment of the discipline, and (4)
central to the contribution of communication to the health and richness of the human condition, or to the commitments
of the membership to the study, teaching, or practice of communication."
NCA has a clear set of procedures that govern how such statements are to become a part of the NCA Policy Platform via
the NCA Resolutions process, ultimately culminating in presentation at the NCA Legislative Assembly and a subsequent
vote of that body (see Exhibit B).
However, a significant gap exists in our policies and procedures concerning how and when NCA should issue statements
in regard to contemporaneous issues in a more timely and responsive manner than currently is governed under the NCA
Resolutions process. NCA does not have a deep history of issuing statements that respond to current issues in a publicfacing way.
Such public-facing statements often are circulated by other academic associations individually or via the American
Council on Learned Societies. These statements sometimes come to the attention of NCA with a request for our
association to “sign on” in support of the statement. When this has happened in recent years, the elected NCA officers
have been asked to review such statements from our sister associations and render a judgment regarding whether NCA
should be listed as a supporting signer.
While NCA does not often initiate our own such issue-related statements, increasingly our members have expressed a
desire to have NCA take a bolder and more active stance on contemporary issues by releasing its own statements into
the public arena. To do so, however, requires that a clear set of guidelines is articulated that describes the criteria for
such statements, as well as the required procedures for their review and implementation.
One provision that has been exercised in some cases to issue statements that address contemporary issues is NCA’s
policy governing “Expedited Statements”. In this case, any member can initiate the process for review of a proposed
statement (see Exhibit A). Such statements are approved by the elected officers with the Executive Director as a tiebreak vote if necessary. However, the current description is unclear regarding what kind of statements are governed by
this Expedited policy, what criteria determine their appropriateness, as well as what happens to these statements once
they are approved.
This lack of clarity has led to the conflation of a handful of recent statements that were not approved by the process
prescribed in the guidelines (see Preamble above and in Appendix B), particularly the requirement that “the organization
and membership have engaged in ample and careful deliberation.” The Academic and Professional Statements Policy
Platform on the NCA website incorrectly mixes three recent statements that were not approved by the Legislative
Assembly with those that were approved via the NCA Resolutions process:
Statement Affirming the Importance of Academic Freedom within the Classroom (March 2022)
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Statement on COVID-19 Pandemic (March 2020)
NCA Statement on Free and Responsible Communication (approved September 2019)
This is not to say that these three statements were not relevant and significant. Rather, this conflation illustrates how
the “Expedited Statements” policy is unclear and is inadequate to address the need for NCA to be more responsive,
active, and timely regarding how and when we issue statements regarding public policy and contemporary issues.
Moreover, we currently offer no clear distinction between the types of statements, and do not have a clear process for
how statements not approved by the Legislative Assembly are to be categorized, employed, and distributed, and the
Executive Committee has no role in the current processes.
Specifically, our current NCA Policies are silent on several relevant issues:
No NCA policy currently prescribes the criteria that would govern how to judge the appropriateness and province of
such statements.
No NCA policy currently describes the procedures for initiating and approving such public statements, including the
necessary review and approval process.
No formal or informal NCA policy or procedure includes the full Executive Committee in such statement review and
approval.
No clear mechanisms exist for the distribution of such public statements.
No separate repository exists on the NCA website for such public statements.
Consequently, NCA needs to institute a separate set of guidelines that governs what, when, and how such public
statements are issued by NCA.
Strategic Priorities
Instituting a clear policy that governs what, when, and how NCA should issue public statements, outside of the
prescribed NCA Resolutions process, addresses several dimensions of our current strategic plan:
Goal 1: Cultivate Communication Research
Objective 1.2: Advocate for disciplinary research to policymakers, campus administrators, and
the public.
Goal 2: Enhance Communication teaching and learning
Objective 2.2: Advocate for Communication education to policymakers, campus administrators,
and the public.
Goal 3: Disseminate knowledge about Communication
Objective 3.2: Translate Communication research for public engagement
Goal 4: Facilitate professional development for Communication scholars and educators
Objective 4.3: Advocate for inclusive, positive, just, and safe academic workplaces to
policymakers, campus administrators, and the public.
Financial Implications
The primary expenditure for this policy is from National Office staff resources, including time devoted to such policy
development and dissemination by the NCA Executive Director, NCA’s Director of Communications and Marketing, and
NCA’s Director of Governance.
Implementation
The NCA Policy on Issuing Public Statements would reside in the NCA Policy Manual.
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Recommendation
NCA should play a larger role than it has in the past in responding to current policy, ethical, and academic and
professional issues. We should be more active in issuing statements that articulate the association’s stances and
advocate for changes regarding relevant current issues.
Main Motion
To approve the NCA Policy on Issuing Public Statements for inclusion in the NCA Policy Manual.
Exhibits
Exhibit 1: NCA Policy on Issuing Public Statements
Exhibit 2: NCA Requirements for Policy Platform Statements (Resolutions)
Exhibit 3: Revised Proposal after Comments (in purple)
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EXHIBIT 1
NCA Policy on Issuing Public Statements
This policy governs statements that NCA issues outside of the NCA Resolutions Process. As such, these Public Statements
are not additions to the NCA Policy Platform and should be housed separately on the NCA website and employed in a
public-facing manner.
The intent of issuing these statements is to disseminate them quickly to the public via our website and via other means
of communication, to distribute them to other academic associations to raise awareness and garner support, and to use
them as a vehicle for advocacy to policymakers and practitioners.
These statements are issued by the NCA leadership in a timely and responsive manner to address a pressing need that
cannot be adequately addressed within the procedures prescribed for the NCA Resolutions process.
The members of the NCA Executive Committee constitute the group that initiates and approves these NCA Public
Statements. This procedure encompasses a wider review process than that which is prescribed under the current
“Expedited Review” process. These Public Statements do not require the review and approval by the NCA Legislative
Assembly.
1. Criteria for When Public Statements are Issued
Public Statements that are issued by NCA for the purposes of public awareness and advocacy only should be made
regarding a) public policy and b) academic and professional issues.
A. Considerations in regard to all NCA Public Statements
Is there a credible amount of quality communication research and practice relevant to the issue upon which to frame
NCA’s response?
Would addressing this issue be consistent with and or advance NCA’s Core Values, Mission, and Strategic Plan?
How likely is NCA’s contribution to be unique and/or an important factor to help inform the public and policymakers
about the issue?
Have leaders in NCA’s governance bodies or units, or in regional or state communication associations, sought NCA’s
involvement and, if not, would they support it?
What are the likely benefits and costs to NCA’s relevant constituency groups?
To what degree is the broader NCA membership likely to view NCA taking action on this issue as appropriate?
B. Specific Criteria for Statements relevant to Public Policy
The National Communication Association should only take an official stand on those policy issues that are central to the
contribution of communication to the health and richness of the human condition or to the commitments of the
membership to the study, teaching, or practice of communication.
Consider the relationship of the issue to existing communication scholarship
Consider how the issue fits with the NCA public policy platform
C. Specific Criteria for Statements relevant to Academic and Professional Policy
The National Communication Association should only take an official stand on those academic/professional issues for
which support for a particular position would enhance the ability of communication educators/scholars to do their work
effectively and/or enhance the stature of the discipline in the academy or more broadly.
2. Procedures for How Public Statements are Approved
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A. Initiating the Process
Any member of the NCA Executive Committee may initiate the process of issuing a Public Statement by contacting the
NCA President and Executive Director to articulate the specific issue and concern.
Upon receipt of a request from a member of the Executive Committee, the NCA President will ask for a vote from the full
Executive Committee membership about whether a Public Statement is warranted regarding the specific issue/concern.
The members of the Executive Committee must consider the criteria for issuing public statements carefully before
casting their vote.
This vote should be taken quickly, and NCA Executive Committee members will need to be committed to responding in
as timely a manner as possible to the NCA President’s inquiry.
If two-thirds of the NCA Executive Committee votes to approve the issuing of an NCA statement regarding the specific
issue or concern, the NCA President will appoint a subcommittee consisting of the Executive Committee member who
initiated the statement request, plus two additional Executive Committee members, to write the Public Statement.
B. Statement Development and Approval
Following Executive Committee approval, the sub-committee of the Executive Committee that is appointed by the NCA
President will work with the NCA Director of Communication and the NCA Executive Director to develop an appropriate
statement in a timely manner.
Such statements need not be extensive in length, but they should clearly articulate the relevance of the issue/concern to
the communication discipline, include references to relevant communication research, pedagogy, or practice, and
specify the action/change for which NCA is advocating.
The members of the Executive Committee will be provided with the opportunity to review the statement prior to its
posting; however, such review requires a commitment to a very quick turnaround regarding comments submitted and
the production of the final version.
In circumstances when the issue/concern is extremely time-sensitive, the final version of the statement that has been
written by the sub-committee of Executive Committee may be approved by a sub-group consisting of the NCA President
and the NCA Executive Director.
C. Distribution Process
The specific means for distribution and the appropriate audience will be decided upon by the NCA President and NCA
Executive Director, in consultation with relevant NCA National Office Staff. Such actions could include distribution to
legislators, university administrators, public officials, media representatives, or corporate entities.
Statements that are deemed relevant to be shared with other academic associations, with a request for an expression of
their support, should be distributed via appropriate and available means.
Public Statements should be posted on the NCA website in a dedicated area, as well as distributed to members via
email, social media, or other appropriate means.
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EXHIBIT 2
Current Policies Governing NCA’s Policy Platform
https://www.natcom.org/advocacy-public-engagement/public-policy/public-statements/procedures-submission-andreview-public
Procedures for Expedited Statements
Issues that are not highly time sensitive are considered through the standard resolutions process which begins with
submission to the Resolutions Committee and may move forward to the Legislative Assembly for a vote.
In order to be considered in an expedited fashion, a compelling case has to be made by a proposal submitter that a
particular issue is sufficiently time sensitive that it cannot wait until the next Legislative Assembly meeting for
consideration. The content of a proposal for a time sensitive statement is the same as for other proposals with the
exception of also making the case for time sensitivity. Time sensitive proposals are reviewed by a committee composed
of the Immediate Past President, President, First Vice President, and Second Vice President with the Executive Director
serving as a tie-breaker. If there is extreme time sensitivity and that committee cannot be convened, there is
Presidential authority to make a decision with appropriate consultation.
The National Communication Association should only take an official stand on those policy issues that are central to the
contribution of communication to the health and richness of the human condition or to the commitments of the
membership to the study, teaching, or practice of communication.
Public Policy Submission and Review Procedures [Resolutions Approved by the LA]
The National Communication Association should only take an official stand on those policy issues that are central to the
contribution of communication to the health and richness of the human condition or to the commitments of the
membership to the study, teaching, or practice of communication.
The NCA Public Policy Platform shall consist of the following preamble and all resolutions approved by the Legislative
Assembly unless formally withdrawn from the platform or revised in future years:
"Preamble: This policy platform contains the positions officially endorsed by the researchers, teachers, and practitioners
allied as the National Communication Association on issues vital to human communication. The Association is committed
to include within this document only positions: (1) upon which the organization and membership have engaged in ample
and careful deliberation; (2) upon which a substantial consensus of supporting knowledge has been developed; (3)
addressing issues which have attracted the concerted inquiry of an acknowledged segment of the discipline, and (4)
central to the contribution of communication to the health and richness of the human condition, or to the commitments
of the membership to the study, teaching, or practice of communication."

1. Members of the Association shall be invited to submit resolutions to the Resolutions Committee for
consideration for inclusion in the NCA Public Policy Platform. The procedures for submitting
resolutions shall be printed annually in the association’s newsletter or similar outlet. In addition, the
Executive Director shall remind all NCA members that they are invited to contact the Resolutions
Committee Chair directly to discuss a resolution proposal.
2. Proposed resolutions must include the following content to be considered appropriate for Legislative
Assembly consideration:
a. rationale for why it merits Legislative Assembly consideration and how it meets the criteria for
inclusion in the Public Policy Platform specified in the Preamble
b. background information regarding the public policy issue being addressed
c. demonstration of the relationship of the issue to existing communication scholarship, including
specific citations
d. specific action being requested of policy makers
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e. specific actions the Association will be expected to take if the resolution passes
f. an explicit statement of the resolution, consideration of how this fits with the rest of the
current public policy platform, and
g. an assessment of the resources required (both financial and human) to implement the
resolution (to be determined in consultation with the Executive Director) and justification for
priority of this expenditure.
Ethical Statements Submission and Review [Resolutions Approved by the LA]
The National Communication Association should only take an official stand on those ethical issues that can guide more
specific decisions of the association and members of the discipline. The NCA Ethical Statements Platform shall consist of
the following preamble and all resolutions approved by the Legislative Assembly unless formally withdrawn from the
platform or revised in future years:
"Preamble: This ethical statements platform contains the positions officially endorsed by the researchers, teachers, and
practitioners allied as the National Communication Association related to general beliefs of right and wrong that can
guide more specific decisions of the association and members of the discipline. The Association is committed to include
within this document only positions: (1) upon which the organization and membership have engaged in ample and
careful deliberation; (2) upon which a substantial consensus of supporting knowledge has been developed; (3) addressing
issues which have attracted the concerted inquiry of an acknowledged segment of the discipline, and (4) central to the
concerns of communication scholars and teachers."
Members of the Association shall be invited to submit resolutions to the Resolutions Committee for consideration for
inclusion in the NCA Ethical Statements Platform. The procedures for submitting resolutions shall be printed annually in
the association’s newsletter or similar outlet. In addition, the Executive Director shall remind all NCA members that they
are invited to contact the Resolutions Committee Chair directly to discuss a resolution proposal.
Proposed resolutions must include the following content to be considered appropriate for Legislative Assembly
consideration:

1. Rationale for why this statement merits Legislative Assembly consideration and how it is reflective of
beliefs of those in the communication discipline
2. Relevant background information regarding the ethical issue
3. An explicit statement of the resolution
Academic and Professional Statements [Resolutions approved by LA]
The National Communication Association should only take an official stand on those academic/professional issues for
which support for a particular position would enhance the ability of communication educators/scholars to do their work
effectively and/or enhance the stature of the discipline in the academy or more broadly. The NCA
Academic/Professional Statements Platform shall consist of the following preamble and all resolutions approved by the
Legislative Assembly unless formally withdrawn from the platform or revised in future years:
"Preamble: This academic/professional statements platform contains the positions officially endorsed by the researchers,
teachers, and practitioners allied as the National Communication Association related to issues that are vital to the
professional endeavors of communication educators and scholars. The Association is committed to include within this
document only positions: (1) upon which the organization and membership have engaged in ample and careful
deliberation; (2) upon which a substantial consensus of supporting knowledge has been developed; (3) addressing issues
which have attracted the concerted inquiry of an acknowledged segment of the discipline, and (4) central to the
enhancement of the ability of communication educators/scholars to do their work effectively and/or to the enhancement
of the stature of the discipline in the academy or more broadly.”
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1. Members of the Association shall be invited to submit resolutions to the Resolutions Committee for
consideration for inclusion in the NCA Academic/Professional Statements Platform. The procedures for
submitting resolutions shall be printed annually in the association’s newsletter or similar outlet. In
addition, the Executive Director shall remind all NCA members that they are invited to contact the
Resolutions Committee Chair directly to discuss a resolution proposal.
2. Proposed resolutions must include the following content to be considered appropriate for Legislative
Assembly consideration:
a. rationale for why it merits Legislative Assembly consideration and how support for a particular
position would enhance the ability of communication educators/ scholars to do their work
effectively and/or enhance the stature of the discipline in the academy or more broadly
b. background information regarding the academic/ professional policy issue being addressed
c. specific action being requested by external parties and identification of those parties
d. specific actions the Association will be expected to take if the resolution passes
e. an explicit statement of the resolution, and
f. an assessment of the resources required (both financial and human) to implement the
resolution (to be determined in consultation with the Executive Director) and justification for
priority of this expenditure
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Executive Committee / Council Comments
A. Comments received from Andrea Vickery, Teaching and Learning Council member
1). There is Inconsistency/clarification needed in the expedited statements (last paragraph on p. 3): "any member can
initiate.. (see exhibit A")
Exhibit B, containing the expedited statements policy to which you refer, is the current NCA policy. Hence, this is
attached for reference purposes.
There is no exhibit A, and Exhibit 1 states that "members of the NCA executive committee constitute the group that
initiates and approves these NCA public statements."
Exhibit A is the proposed policy itself. This is attached to the Action Item that contains the justification for the policy,
the recommendation, and the main motion.
Can regular members initiate these expedited statements? Or do they come only from EC members? I have some
concerns if the same group that initiates is the exact same group approving them as a closed system. I understand if it's
for logistical purposes, but clarification if a regular member can contact an EC member and ask for a statement (e.g., a
Texan NCA member approaches and asks an EC member to initiate) or if only EC members can initiate would be helpful.
You raise a significant question here. As this policy governs statements from the NCA leadership that are issued
quickly, designating the Executive Committee as the initiators attends to that need for speedy response. However,
NCA members certainly may approach EC members with a request that they bring a statement forward – there is
nothing in this proposed policy that precludes this.
Still, I have adjusted the language in this proposed policy to make this member involvement more evident.
2.) Concerns regarding the considerations listed.
Some considerations appear easier to measure and rate than others in a short period of time, like credible amounts of
research and benefits/costs, and we know time, clarity, and precision will help with expedited processes. A quick dive
into journals works well for research, but the practice part? Do we look at teaching as practice and see if it aligns with
courses we teach?
Your question here is valid, however, I believe that the Executive Committee members will be able to judge this
question about practice on a case-by-case basis.
Additionally, if the goal is to sign on with sister organizations, I don't know why a "unique" contribution is seen as an
important consideration. If we are signing on in solidarity, isn't that the opposite of unique?
How would this be measured, rated, or considered (goes for all of the considerations)?
Regarding the issue of “unique” – I believe that you are misunderstanding the provenance of this proposed policy.
This proposed policy addresses statements that would be issued by NCA, hence the criterion that such statements
consider the unique contribution of communication on the issue.
However, this proposed policy does not govern the signing of statements from “sister organizations”, as you are
correct that to expect a unique aspect about communication expressed in those would be unwarranted. Rather, the
hope is that NCA’s statements would be sent to our sister organizations with requests for them to sign on.
To sum it up, I have concerns these considerations are too subjective and could be used to automatically dismiss moving
something to a vote and/or the interpretations would change based on who is on the EC team. What one NCA president
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sees as important may not be important to the next NCA president, and this is a concern given point #1 if it's the same
circle of people initiating and voting.
I appreciate this concern, but this policy is designed to actually broaden the members of the leadership who are
involved in choosing to issue statements to include the full EC membership, as opposed to the current expedited
statements policy which only requires a vote of the NCA elected officers. The broader consideration and deliberative
process of the Resolutions Committee and the Legislative Assembly is provided for in the current NCA policies that are
described in Exhibit B.
3.) Listing/sharing of the outcomes.
I agree with keeping these statements separate from the statements that have LA approval and need to be forward
facing, but I also wonder if keeping these statements can also involve some additional metadata for recording
governance involvement i.e., who initiated it or at least their relevant title if they wish to be anonymous (e.g., "A
graduate student member" for an expedited statement on grad student unions; "Members/chair of the research
council" for expedited statements on research."). Related to above point #1.
3b)..., particularly those outcomes where the result was no action/no statement
Will a general record of the issue and EC vote be retained somewhere if members ask for it? This would be especially
important for those that don't pass through after initiation. (e.g., ASA asked us to co-sign a statement of solidary for
academic freedom by ____ date. This issue was submitted to the EC for review by _____ as an expedited statement but
the EC voted to not co-sign, 70% / 30%) and would also be important to keep some record that could be requested for
requests that don't even make it past consideration.
I appreciate both of these suggestions about keeping data regarding those who initiate the statement and the votes
taken. However, I have chosen not to amend the proposed policy to include a requirement for such data collection.
The reason is that such statements are issued by NCA, not by individuals; hence, keeping records of who initiated
which one would serve to individualize, when the purpose of such statements is to advance the Association’s voice.
B. Comments received from David McMahan
The criteria area is really good – focusing on issues of communication without hindering too much. The issue becomes
the fact that communication is central to everything. The inclusion of “credible amount of quality communication
research and practice relevant to an issue is brilliant.” Even then, I am concerned that otherwise well-intentioned
people would be able to manipulate existing research to fit just about anything, including issues about which NCA has no
business commenting.
Thank you for the praise – however, I must give the credit to the American Psychological Association’s policy
governing their association’s statements, both for providing a good model as well as some very useful language to
adapt.
To prevent such actions, there should be a list of issues about which statements will not be issued/signed. Among
others, these might include international conflicts (sometimes it might be clear; other times not so much or there might
exist disagreement among membership); religious dispute/doctrine (sometimes it might be clear; other times not so
much or there might exist disagreement among membership); and support for any organization (no matter how
respectable they might seem, organizations change or may be shown to be less than respectable; there might exist
disagreement among membership).
You provide a good beginning list to address your concerns. I have amended Exhibit A, the proposed policy, to include
this list.
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It is important for us to remember that the membership does not agree on many issues, regardless of how we might
personally feel, how justified we might feel, or how many of our friends/network are in agreement. It is also important
for us to remember that the membership may not want statements going out/signed – the membership survey will help
determine.
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EXHIBIT 3 – Revised (in purple)
NCA Policy on Issuing Public Statements
This policy governs statements that NCA issues outside of the NCA Resolutions Process. As such, these Public Statements
are not additions to the NCA Policy Platform and should be housed separately on the NCA website and employed in a
public-facing manner.
The intent of issuing these statements is to disseminate them quickly to the public via our website and via other means
of communication, to distribute them to other academic associations to raise awareness and garner support, and to use
them as a vehicle for advocacy to policymakers and practitioners.
These statements are issued by the NCA leadership in a timely and responsive manner to address a pressing need that
cannot be adequately addressed within the procedures prescribed for the NCA Resolutions process.
The members of the NCA Executive Committee constitute the group that initiates and approves these NCA Public
Statements, either on their own or after having received a request from an NCA member or NCA constituency. This
procedure encompasses a wider review process than that which is prescribed under the current “Expedited Review”
process. These Public Statements do not require the review and approval by the NCA Legislative Assembly.
1. Criteria for When Public Statements are Issued
Public Statements that are issued by NCA for the purposes of public awareness and advocacy only should be made
regarding a) public policy and b) academic and professional issues.
A. Considerations in regard to all NCA Public Statements

•
•
•
•
•
•

Is there a credible amount of quality communication research and practice relevant to the issue upon
which to frame NCA’s response?
Would addressing this issue be consistent with and or advance NCA’s Core Values, Mission, and
Strategic Plan?
How likely is NCA’s contribution to be unique and/or an important factor to help inform the public and
policymakers about the issue?
Have leaders in NCA’s governance bodies or units, or in regional or state communication associations,
sought NCA’s involvement and, if not, would they support it?
What are the likely benefits and costs to NCA’s relevant constituency groups?
To what degree is the broader NCA membership likely to view NCA taking action on this issue as
appropriate?

B. Specific Criteria for Statements relevant to Public Policy
The National Communication Association should only take an official stand on those policy issues that are central to the
contribution of communication to the health and richness of the human condition or to the commitments of the
membership to the study, teaching, or practice of communication.

•
•

Consider the relationship of the issue to existing communication scholarship
Consider how the issue fits with the NCA public policy platform

C. Specific Criteria for Statements relevant to Academic and Professional Policy
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The National Communication Association should only take an official stand on those academic/professional issues for
which support for a particular position would enhance the ability of communication educators/scholars to do their work
effectively and/or enhance the stature of the discipline in the academy or more broadly.
D. Specific Considerations about which NCA Statements will not be issued

•
•
•

International conflicts
Religious disputes/doctrines
Support for any specific organization

2. Procedures for How Public Statements are Approved
A. Initiating the Process
Any member of the NCA Executive Committee may initiate the process of issuing a Public Statement by contacting the
NCA President and Executive Director to articulate the specific issue and concern.
Upon receipt of a request from a member of the Executive Committee, the NCA President will ask for a vote from the full
Executive Committee membership about whether a Public Statement is warranted regarding the specific issue/concern.
The members of the Executive Committee must consider the criteria for issuing public statements carefully before
casting their vote.
This vote should be taken quickly, and NCA Executive Committee members will need to be committed to responding in
as timely a manner as possible to the NCA President’s inquiry.
If two-thirds of the NCA Executive Committee votes to approve the issuing of an NCA statement regarding the specific
issue or concern, the NCA President will appoint a subcommittee consisting of the Executive Committee member who
initiated the statement request, plus two additional Executive Committee members, to write the Public Statement.
B. Statement Development and Approval
Following Executive Committee approval, the sub-committee of the Executive Committee that is appointed by the NCA
President will work with the NCA Director of Communication and the NCA Executive Director to develop an appropriate
statement in a timely manner.
Such statements need not be extensive in length, but they should clearly articulate the relevance of the issue/concern to
the communication discipline, include references to relevant communication research, pedagogy, or practice, and
specify the action/change for which NCA is advocating.
The members of the Executive Committee will be provided with the opportunity to review the statement prior to its
posting; however, such review requires a commitment to a very quick turnaround regarding comments submitted and
the production of the final version.
In circumstances when the issue/concern is extremely time-sensitive, the final version of the statement that has been
written by the sub-committee of Executive Committee may be approved by a sub-group consisting of the NCA President
and the NCA Executive Director.
C. Distribution Process
The specific means for distribution and the appropriate audience will be decided upon by the NCA President and NCA
Executive Director, in consultation with relevant NCA National Office Staff. Such actions could include distribution to
legislators, university administrators, public officials, media representatives, or corporate entities.
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Statements that are deemed relevant to be shared with other academic associations, with a request for an expression of
their support, should be distributed via appropriate and available means.
Public Statements should be posted on the NCA website in a dedicated area, as well as distributed to members via
email, social media, or other appropriate means.
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ITEM 4

ACTION

ITEM 4 – COMMNotes Position Announcement Policy Change
Motion 4.1: Require institutions posting job announcements to COMMnotes to disclose how their faculty healthcare
plan is trans-affirming (stigma-free, long-term medical transition and care) and/or trans-exclusionary (fails to cover
gender-affirming transition surgeries for both transmasculine and transfeminine people)
Motion 4.2: Require institutions posting job announcements to COMMnotes to disclose institutional support for
prospective faculty who are parents of TGE youth, particularly in states that criminalize transness (e.g. financial support
for safe refuge passage across state lines, etc.).
Exhibit 1: Revised proposal after comments
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COMMNotes Position Announcement Policy Change – Transgender and Gender expansive language added for
institutions posting position announcements
Submitted by: Trans and Gender-Expansive Contingency (TGEC) / Loretta LeMaster (Principle)
Summary
The US political landscape has proven particularly hostile to transgender and gender expansive (TGE) folks, especially
with regard to questions of: (a) access to trans-affirming healthcare; (b) support for parents of trans youth in states that
criminalize transness; (c) and access to stigma-free transition–medical and legal–support. That NCA is experiencing an
increase in TGE-identified students, faculty, and staff suggests a need for greater, assertive inclusionary efforts on behalf
of our organization that facilitates healthy working environments for communication colleagues.
Strategic Priorities Relevant to the Proposal
The strategies priorities relevant to our proposal are goals 4 and 5. Specifically, we envision the following items to be of
interest to our proposal:
Goal 4: Facilitate professional development for Communication scholars and educators
Objective 4.1: Foster career advancement
Objective 4.2: Foster professional success in teaching, research, service, and administration
Objective 4.3: Advocate for inclusive, positive, just, and safe academic workplaces to policymakers, campus
administrators, and the public
Goal 5: Manage the association effectively and efficiently
Objective 5.1: Maintain financial health and stability
Objective 5.2: Maintain appropriate member and staff human resources
Objective 5.3: Maintain appropriate risk management strategies
Objective 5.4: Modernize technological capabilities
Objective 5.5: Improve governance processes
Financial Implications
In giving our proposal earnest consideration, we can imagine at least two financial implications. First, this proposal might
require staff time to answer queries from departments. For those departments working in states that criminalize
transness, this might be an especially demanding task–verifying emergent and recent policies, etc. Second, there is a
chance that organizational revenue could be lost by departments choosing to refrain from posting position
announcements on COMMNotes. While position announcements are free to active department members, we
additionally imagine that some departments may choose to end their NCA membership due to having to disclose their
position on supporting, or not supporting, TGE faculty and their dependents.
Recommendation
While research on TGE faculty is scant, some findings are worth noting: (a) TGE faculty experience feelings of exclusion
and isolation; (b) TGE faculty often work on university campuses in which students have access to trans-affirming
healthcare while faculty and staff are denied the same; (c) TGE faculty are often denied access to trans-affirming
healthcare on the misunderstood premise that all healthcare plans include transition support by design–this is not the
case and is often denied, if not criminalized, by state legislatures; (d) TGE faculty experience interpersonal harassment in
addition to structural exclusion despite being “included” (Harris & Nicolazzo, 2020; Jourian et al., 2015; Siegel, 2019).
Our recommendation is modest: Update the policy wording for institutions posting position announcements on
COMMNotes to account for TGE wellness, safety, and belonging.
Motion
To implement our recommendation, we move to: Require institutions posting job announcements to COMMnotes to
disclose how their faculty healthcare plan is trans-affirming (stigma-free, long-term medical transition and care) and/or
trans-exclusionary (fails to cover gender-affirming transition surgeries for both transmasculine and transfeminine
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people); and Require institutions posting job announcements to COMMnotes to disclose institutional support for
prospective faculty who are parents of TGE youth, particularly in states that criminalize transness (e.g. financial support
for safe refuge passage across state lines, etc.).
Elaboration
Due to the broad variation in institutional support for TGE folks (often changing due to specific state policies), we
specifically move to adopt the following verbiage for the COMMNotes form:
This institution provides the following trans-affirming healthcare coverage (click all that apply):
Trans masculine confirming surgeries

Trans feminine confirming surgeries
TGE-competent mental health support

Hormone replacement therapy
Other: Please describe
None; our healthcare plan does not include trans-affirming healthcare coverage for TGE faculty.
This institution provides the following support for faculty-parents of TGE youth in states criminalizing transness (click all
that apply):

Interstate refugee funding support to access transition for TGE youth

TGE-competent mental health support for non-TGE parents
Dependents have the same access to the healthcare described above.
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Background/History
The US political landscape has proven to be especially hostile to TGE folks, especially with regard to questions of: (a)
access to trans-affirming healthcare including gender-affirming surgeries for both transmasculine and transfeminine
people; (b) support for faculty-parents of TGE youth in states that criminalize transness; and (c) access to stigma-free
transition–medical and legal–support. That NCA is experiencing an increase in TGE-identified students, faculty, and staff–
while making no significant structural changes in light of the radically shifting political landscape, not to mention the
shifting demographic makeup of our professoriate–suggests a need for greater, assertive inclusionary efforts on behalf
of our organization that facilitates healthy working environments for communication colleagues.
Point in case: Apr. 22, Vol. 12, no. 3 of NCAs C-brief details so-called “advancements in academia, by gender and
race/ethnicity” but accounts only for sex assigned at birth leading those of us who are TGE professors of communication
to wonder:
How exactly is NCA accounting for TGE colleagues in light of the trans-exclusionary data used to celebrate our
organizational “advancements”?
What do TGE graduate students have to look forward to in light of this anti-trans framing?
How does this data dissuade TGE students from pursuing a career in communication studies–or dissuade TGE faculty from
continuing on in the field at all?
In fact, without this data, TGE colleagues are left isolated in our/their respective departments, with little disciplinary
grounds for justifying expansion of local policies to account for TGE wellness, safety, and belonging more broadly. This is
upsetting if not downright offensive. In short, NCA has an opportunity to support our alienated TGE colleagues in search
of community and broader support.
We are admittedly inspired by the organizing efforts of our non-trans queer comrades who successfully petitioned NCA
to update its policy wording for institutions that post job announcements to COMMnotes to disclose whether or not
they recognize same-sex partnerships and marriages and, in turn, whether or not those institutions provide healthcare
for same-sex partners of communication faculty and colleagues prior to marriage equality becoming codified into law.
Seeing as how the Supreme Court of the US is poised to challenge marriage equality suggests a not-so-future need for
re-implementing this policy, too. Said quite differently, there is precedent for our modest proposal and now seems to be
an especially vital time to revisit this policy if not expand it to center TGE wellness.
Our modest proposal provides a low cost yet effective response to our current material conditions. Requiring institutions
to disclose their material support for TGE faculty (and faculty-parents of TGE youth) allows for us to minimize confusions
and administrative ambiguities when TGE folks go on the market. As noted in the NCA COMMNotes Disclaimer, we
understand that NCA “makes no representation or warranty of any kind concerning reliability or accuracy of information
provided directly or indirectly on or through COMMNotes.” As such, we want to punctuate that our proposal places the
onus for accuracy on the reporting departments/institutions rather than on NCA. Below are written testimonials by
members of our TGE contingency that speak to the nuances that would have made our trans-exclusionary working
conditions all the more bearable. To honor our members’ privacy, some testimonials are signed anonymously–this should
be understood as a necessary precaution for many TGE folks rather than as a refusal to self-name.
I was hired under the false pretense that my institution offers trans-inclusionary healthcare. After 4 years of engaging
with HR representatives–many of whom simply laugh at me in public meetings–I have no access to said transinclusionary healthcare. It is, as I have come to learn, a problem of semantics and cissexism. What my institution offers
is equal-access to trans-exclusionary healthcare. In particular, my healthcare plan (determined by state legislature)
denies transition care including, specifically, gender-affirming surgeries for transmsculine and transfeminine folks. In an
attempt to get around legislative exclusions, my institution has worked to construct a fund (a lifetime $10K allotment
per insured) that each insured person can “dip into.” Unfortunately, I recently learned that I will not be reimbursed for
the transition care I’ve had to invest ‘out of pocket’ while waiting for my institution to catch up (those costs have already
exceeded $10K, all placed on credit). So while I, a trans person, have access to healthcare, that healthcare does not
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include trans-affirming care including transition support. For the past 4 years, I have been told, “we should have an
update in a couple of months.” Meanwhile, my tenure packet is now in and I have yet to receive an affirming bout of
news. At the same time, my spouse, who is also trans, is battling addiction and depression while waiting and waiting and
waiting for trans-affirming healthcare and transition support. In fact, she is currently out of state and under the care of
the ONLY facility that will support a trans woman patient. I have been tending to homelife alone since November 2021
while my spouse is in another state and under less than ideal care. My graduate student advisees, however, have
relatively more access to transition support and trans-affirming healthcare.
–Lore/tta LeMaster, Ph.D.
TT Assistant Professor
Arizona State University
I began my university career in Florida. After I started transitioning, I learned that the state of Florida explicitly prohibits
insurance coverage for trans affirmative care for all healthcare plans offered to state employees. These types of policies
contribute to and are reflective of a culture that is also not affirming. I made the difficult decision to leave a ranked
(assistant professor) position for a non-tenure track position in a state that not only offers trans affirmative insurance
policies, but also requires them. My job search was burdened with hours of searching through insurance documents to
narrow my search to institutions that might value my well-being and existence. I was fortunate to be offered a position at
a relatively affirming place, but I know that many more continue to struggle.
-Billy Huff, Ph.D.
Lecturer
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Sometimes even profoundly supportive departments can be offset by hidden structural inequalities. As a graduate student
at Penn State University, I wanted access to gender-affirming transfeminine procedures. I felt (and was in fact) fully
supported by the entire CAS department in my decision. The university's ethics code included explicit support for gender
diversity; the university had gender-affirming doctors available; the university boasted a fantastic Sexual and Gender
Diversity center; and the university provided legal services to help me change my name legally. Based on the university's
and my department's explicit support, I fully expected to be able to have gender-affirming breast augmentation surgery
and laser hair removal covered by insurance. After over a month of seemingly endless phone calls and inquiries, I was
indeed informed that the insurance provided by the university would likely cover my top surgery. Excited, I received a
consultation from a surgeon, who later sent in the final paperwork to the insurance for approval.
I was profoundly disappointed to learn that my university insurance would cover neither the laser hair removal nor the
top surgery. I would like to highlight two signs of structural inequality in my story: First, the insurance didn't cover my
desired gender affirming medical care; secondly, despite my repeated inquiries, neither the university staff nor the
insurance representatives were able to provide me accurate information about gender-affirming medical care. Based on
my experiences, I think it would be profoundly helpful to us TGE folks not only to have the information about gender
support available to us before we apply to universities, but also to get to work with departments that have already
inquired into TGE care preemptively. For us, knowing is indeed half the battle—and we already have enough battles.
—Sophia Angela Maier
PhD candidate
The Pennsylvania State University
My first academic job post-graduate school was a one year position in a very rural part of Northern New York. I had
recently come out as trans as a graduate student and navigated the social dynamics of this while on the job market.
When I arrived at this first job, informally university leadership mentioned during orientation that it was common that
VAPs did not establish care with a provider, and relied instead on quick care for medical needs. The reason for this was a
combination of the length of our contract and because of the wait periods for providers in an extremely remote area.
Given the types of harassment I experienced by the administration over my name and more general climate issues, I did
not bother to ask how I could access culturally competent care. Instead, I just didn’t really have health care for a year
despite insurance coverage and despite needing care, the former of which was a continuity from graduate school.
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While on the job market for a long-term position, one of the selling points of my current employer was their LGBTQ
health clinic, which specializes in trans medicine and provides care to people across the midwest. Even so, when I asked
for information about insurance coverage, many could not answer my questions. When I arrived in my new city, it took
over 6 months to move off the waitlist for an initial appointment and to establish care. Shortly after I joined the faculty,
our insurance provider changed their policy to cover “medically necessary” gender affirming care, even as I don’t believe
my state is legally required to do so. This was a vast improvement in many ways, especially because trans healthcare
more generally is extraordinarily inaccessible and having insurance through a job is an enormous privilege in the United
States. However, later structural changes have created circumstances wherein I now face barriers to get the care I need.
In the past several years, our insurance was restructured to provide financial incentives to have care at the local hospital
and clinics (which houses the trans health clinic) and makes it more financially burdensome to seek care out of state.
More recently, when I tried to move forward with specific forms of care, I was met with newly imposed gatekeeping and
barriers (that were not an issue in previous years). Gatekeeping is common in the US trans medical landscape, but the
timing coincides with increasing hostility towards trans people in the state legislature and governor’s office, which
create added pressure on providers. The latter signed an anti-trans bill in the spring, and the former has proposed
legislation in the last few years that would criminalize trans health care providers. Given the current political
environment and transphobia on the right, center, (and yes, even the left), I don’t doubt that the legislature will try
again and will likely be successful in doing so. My options now are to wait multiple years to jump through arbitrary
hoops (if care in my state isn’t criminalized in the next few years); or, seek care out of state, which is far more costly
because it will not be covered by insurance to the extent it could be more locally. Further, several of their providers have
left, meaning the waitlists grow longer.
—-E Cram
Assistant Professor
University of Iowa
I’m early in my academic career (PhD Student) and early into my life as an ‘out’ trans person. Without a doubt, the
entrenched cisheterosexism of the Communication discipline prevented me from being open about my genderexpansiveness and, in turn, receiving trans-affirming resources. The pressure to best position myself on the job market
contributed to accepting a Master’s assistantship at an R1 in the American South, where my stipend didn’t come close to
covering my cost of living. My assistantship was listed as a 20 hours-per-week position; when I complained that I was
being strong-armed into working unpaid overtime, various department superiors told me it was “an open secret” that
this job required 50 or more hours of work per week. I took a second campus job to afford my rent, one that pertained
to queer/trans health needs in the South. My research revolves around trans healthcare, but I’ve never had the time,
money, or energy to seek it out for myself. As we work to make Communication a space for trans/gender-expansive
thriving, we must consider how our discipline’s labor politics and housing consciousness impact the accessibility of
healthcare for students, faculty, and staff.
I now attend school in the American West, and I still struggle to receive the trans-affirming care I need. While my
graduate school-provided insurance makes medical and psychological assistance more accessible, I am constantly
misgendered by staff and doctors despite being asked to list my gender and pronouns on all health consent documents.
Since I realized that I need gender-affirming (and potentially other, disability-related) surgery, I have been perpetually
distressed about when I can even afford to build that into my career. My graduate school’s policy for leaves of absence–
medical or otherwise–prevents doctoral students from taking leaves after they have completed comprehensive exams,
with the exception of birth-giving. No superiors in my department knew this when I was investigating the possibility of
leave. Not only should the university revise their policy on leaves of absence, my department and others in the same
position need to stay up-to-date on health-related student policies and actively resist the ones that uniquely
disenfranchise students with trans-affirming and other healthcare needs. I ultimately decided to take the leave before
my comps, but one semester is not sufficient time to schedule, consult, and be approved for major gender-affirming
procedures, among the other medical care I need for chronic illnesses. So I’m left wondering: when will I have the
chance to mitigate my dysphoria? How will it impact my degree completion, my tenure timeline, or most important: my
survivability?
--Dani R. Soibelman
PhD Student
University of Colorado Boulder
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Executive Committee / Council Comments
Comments
Roseann Mandziuk
The current NCA policy regarding position announcements should be attached to this item as an Exhibit. The history of
that policy is relevant: I believe that the original item passed by the NCA Legislative Assembly later had to be amended
to include another check box that specified “This Institution Chooses not to disclose its benefits”.
My concern is that many departments may not be able to find the information about their policies (I recall stories of
difficulties with recalcitrant or unresponsive HR programs) – but, in these cases, unequivocally, the responsibility begins
and end with those job posters. It should not be the responsibility of the NCA National Office staff to research and locate
the missing information.
So, I recommend that the choices for the check boxes be amended to mirror the current choices for the Partner benefits
disclosure in both sections, regarding the benefits question and the faculty-parents question.
This is a significant item, and in particular, I am grateful to the members who courageously shared their personal stories
David McMahan
I am supportive of efforts to increase inclusion and support for members, especially those members experiencing
exclusion and isolation. However, it would be helpful to revisit discussions about previous issues encompassing job
announcement posts. There seemed to have been issues at institutional levels. There is also great concern about added
labor and accountabilities for the national office staff.
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EXHIBIT 1: Revised Proposal
COMMNotes Position Announcement Policy Change – Transgender and Gender expansive language added for
institutions posting position announcements
Submitted by: Trans and Gender-Expansive Contingency (TGEC) / Loretta LeMaster (Principle)
Summary
The US political landscape has proven particularly hostile to transgender and gender expansive (TGE) folks, especially
with regard to questions of: (a) access to trans-affirming healthcare; (b) support for parents of trans youth in states that
criminalize transness; (c) and access to stigma-free transition–medical and legal–support. That NCA is experiencing an
increase in TGE-identified students, faculty, and staff suggests a need for greater, assertive inclusionary efforts on behalf
of our organization that facilitates healthy working environments for communication colleagues.
Strategic Priorities Relevant to the Proposal
The strategies priorities relevant to our proposal are goals 4 and 5. Specifically, we envision the following items to be of
interest to our proposal:
Goal 4: Facilitate professional development for Communication scholars and educators
Objective 4.1: Foster career advancement
Objective 4.2: Foster professional success in teaching, research, service, and administration
Objective 4.3: Advocate for inclusive, positive, just, and safe academic workplaces to policymakers, campus
administrators, and the public
Goal 5: Manage the association effectively and efficiently
Objective 5.1: Maintain financial health and stability
Objective 5.2: Maintain appropriate member and staff human resources
Objective 5.3: Maintain appropriate risk management strategies
Objective 5.4: Modernize technological capabilities
Objective 5.5: Improve governance processes
Financial Implications
In giving our proposal earnest consideration, we can imagine at least two financial implications. First, this proposal might
require staff time to answer queries from departments. For those departments working in states that criminalize
transness, this might be an especially demanding task–verifying emergent and recent policies, etc. Second, there is a
chance that organizational revenue could be lost by departments choosing to refrain from posting position
announcements on COMMNotes. While position announcements are free to active department members, we
additionally imagine that some departments may choose to end their NCA membership due to having to disclose their
position on supporting, or not supporting, TGE faculty and their dependents.
Recommendation
While research on TGE faculty is scant, some findings are worth noting: (a) TGE faculty experience feelings of exclusion
and isolation; (b) TGE faculty often work on university campuses in which students have access to trans-affirming
healthcare while faculty and staff are denied the same; (c) TGE faculty are often denied access to trans-affirming
healthcare on the misunderstood premise that all healthcare plans include transition support by design–this is not the
case and is often denied, if not criminalized, by state legislatures; (d) TGE faculty experience interpersonal harassment in
addition to structural exclusion despite being “included” (Harris & Nicolazzo, 2020; Jourian et al., 2015; Siegel, 2019).
Our recommendation is modest: Update the policy wording for institutions posting position announcements on
COMMNotes to account for TGE wellness, safety, and belonging.
Motion
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To implement our recommendation, we move to: Require institutions posting job announcements to COMMnotes to
disclose how their faculty healthcare plan is trans-affirming (stigma-free, long-term medical transition and care) and/or
trans-exclusionary (fails to cover gender-affirming transition surgeries for both transmasculine and transfeminine
people); and Require institutions posting job announcements to COMMnotes to disclose institutional support for
prospective faculty who are parents of TGE youth, particularly in states that criminalize transness (e.g. financial support
for safe refuge passage across state lines, etc.).
Elaboration
Due to the broad variation in institutional support for TGE folks (often changing due to specific state policies), we
specifically move to adopt the following verbiage for the COMMNotes form:
This institution provides the following trans-affirming healthcare coverage (click all that apply):
Trans masculine confirming surgeries

Trans feminine confirming surgeries
TGE-competent mental health support

Hormone replacement therapy
Other: Please describe
None; our healthcare plan does not include trans-affirming healthcare coverage for TGE faculty.
This Institution chooses not to disclose its benefits
This institution provides the following support for faculty-parents of TGE youth in states criminalizing transness (click all
that apply):

Interstate refugee funding support to access transition for TGE youth

TGE-competent mental health support for non-TGE parents

Dependents have the same access to the healthcare described above.
This Institution chooses not to disclose its benefits
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Background/History
The US political landscape has proven to be especially hostile to TGE folks, especially with regard to questions of: (a)
access to trans-affirming healthcare including gender-affirming surgeries for both transmasculine and transfeminine
people; (b) support for faculty-parents of TGE youth in states that criminalize transness; and (c) access to stigma-free
transition–medical and legal–support. That NCA is experiencing an increase in TGE-identified students, faculty, and staff–
while making no significant structural changes in light of the radically shifting political landscape, not to mention the
shifting demographic makeup of our professoriate–suggests a need for greater, assertive inclusionary efforts on behalf
of our organization that facilitates healthy working environments for communication colleagues.
Point in case: Apr. 22, Vol. 12, no. 3 of NCAs C-brief details so-called “advancements in academia, by gender and
race/ethnicity” but accounts only for sex assigned at birth leading those of us who are TGE professors of communication
to wonder:
How exactly is NCA accounting for TGE colleagues in light of the trans-exclusionary data used to celebrate our
organizational “advancements”?
What do TGE graduate students have to look forward to in light of this anti-trans framing?
How does this data dissuade TGE students from pursuing a career in communication studies–or dissuade TGE faculty from
continuing on in the field at all?
In fact, without this data, TGE colleagues are left isolated in our/their respective departments, with little disciplinary
grounds for justifying expansion of local policies to account for TGE wellness, safety, and belonging more broadly. This is
upsetting if not downright offensive. In short, NCA has an opportunity to support our alienated TGE colleagues in search
of community and broader support.
We are admittedly inspired by the organizing efforts of our non-trans queer comrades who successfully petitioned NCA
to update its policy wording for institutions that post job announcements to COMMnotes to disclose whether or not
they recognize same-sex partnerships and marriages and, in turn, whether or not those institutions provide healthcare
for same-sex partners of communication faculty and colleagues prior to marriage equality becoming codified into law.
Seeing as how the Supreme Court of the US is poised to challenge marriage equality suggests a not-so-future need for
re-implementing this policy, too. Said quite differently, there is precedent for our modest proposal and now seems to be
an especially vital time to revisit this policy if not expand it to center TGE wellness.
Our modest proposal provides a low cost yet effective response to our current material conditions. Requiring institutions
to disclose their material support for TGE faculty (and faculty-parents of TGE youth) allows for us to minimize confusions
and administrative ambiguities when TGE folks go on the market. As noted in the NCA COMMNotes Disclaimer, we
understand that NCA “makes no representation or warranty of any kind concerning reliability or accuracy of information
provided directly or indirectly on or through COMMNotes.” As such, we want to punctuate that our proposal places the
onus for accuracy on the reporting departments/institutions rather than on NCA. Below are written testimonials by
members of our TGE contingency that speak to the nuances that would have made our trans-exclusionary working
conditions all the more bearable. To honor our members’ privacy, some testimonials are signed anonymously–this should
be understood as a necessary precaution for many TGE folks rather than as a refusal to self-name.
I was hired under the false pretense that my institution offers trans-inclusionary healthcare. After 4 years of engaging
with HR representatives–many of whom simply laugh at me in public meetings–I have no access to said transinclusionary healthcare. It is, as I have come to learn, a problem of semantics and cissexism. What my institution offers
is equal-access to trans-exclusionary healthcare. In particular, my healthcare plan (determined by state legislature)
denies transition care including, specifically, gender-affirming surgeries for transmsculine and transfeminine folks. In an
attempt to get around legislative exclusions, my institution has worked to construct a fund (a lifetime $10K allotment
per insured) that each insured person can “dip into.” Unfortunately, I recently learned that I will not be reimbursed for
the transition care I’ve had to invest ‘out of pocket’ while waiting for my institution to catch up (those costs have already
exceeded $10K, all placed on credit). So while I, a trans person, have access to healthcare, that healthcare does not
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include trans-affirming care including transition support. For the past 4 years, I have been told, “we should have an
update in a couple of months.” Meanwhile, my tenure packet is now in and I have yet to receive an affirming bout of
news. At the same time, my spouse, who is also trans, is battling addiction and depression while waiting and waiting and
waiting for trans-affirming healthcare and transition support. In fact, she is currently out of state and under the care of
the ONLY facility that will support a trans woman patient. I have been tending to homelife alone since November 2021
while my spouse is in another state and under less than ideal care. My graduate student advisees, however, have
relatively more access to transition support and trans-affirming healthcare.
–Lore/tta LeMaster, Ph.D.
TT Assistant Professor
Arizona State University
I began my university career in Florida. After I started transitioning, I learned that the state of Florida explicitly prohibits
insurance coverage for trans affirmative care for all healthcare plans offered to state employees. These types of policies
contribute to and are reflective of a culture that is also not affirming. I made the difficult decision to leave a ranked
(assistant professor) position for a non-tenure track position in a state that not only offers trans affirmative insurance
policies, but also requires them. My job search was burdened with hours of searching through insurance documents to
narrow my search to institutions that might value my well-being and existence. I was fortunate to be offered a position at
a relatively affirming place, but I know that many more continue to struggle.
-Billy Huff, Ph.D.
Lecturer
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
Sometimes even profoundly supportive departments can be offset by hidden structural inequalities. As a graduate student
at Penn State University, I wanted access to gender-affirming transfeminine procedures. I felt (and was in fact) fully
supported by the entire CAS department in my decision. The university's ethics code included explicit support for gender
diversity; the university had gender-affirming doctors available; the university boasted a fantastic Sexual and Gender
Diversity center; and the university provided legal services to help me change my name legally. Based on the university's
and my department's explicit support, I fully expected to be able to have gender-affirming breast augmentation surgery
and laser hair removal covered by insurance. After over a month of seemingly endless phone calls and inquiries, I was
indeed informed that the insurance provided by the university would likely cover my top surgery. Excited, I received a
consultation from a surgeon, who later sent in the final paperwork to the insurance for approval.
I was profoundly disappointed to learn that my university insurance would cover neither the laser hair removal nor the
top surgery. I would like to highlight two signs of structural inequality in my story: First, the insurance didn't cover my
desired gender affirming medical care; secondly, despite my repeated inquiries, neither the university staff nor the
insurance representatives were able to provide me accurate information about gender-affirming medical care. Based on
my experiences, I think it would be profoundly helpful to us TGE folks not only to have the information about gender
support available to us before we apply to universities, but also to get to work with departments that have already
inquired into TGE care preemptively. For us, knowing is indeed half the battle—and we already have enough battles.
—Sophia Angela Maier
PhD candidate
The Pennsylvania State University
My first academic job post-graduate school was a one year position in a very rural part of Northern New York. I had
recently come out as trans as a graduate student and navigated the social dynamics of this while on the job market.
When I arrived at this first job, informally university leadership mentioned during orientation that it was common that
VAPs did not establish care with a provider, and relied instead on quick care for medical needs. The reason for this was a
combination of the length of our contract and because of the wait periods for providers in an extremely remote area.
Given the types of harassment I experienced by the administration over my name and more general climate issues, I did
not bother to ask how I could access culturally competent care. Instead, I just didn’t really have health care for a year
despite insurance coverage and despite needing care, the former of which was a continuity from graduate school.
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While on the job market for a long-term position, one of the selling points of my current employer was their LGBTQ
health clinic, which specializes in trans medicine and provides care to people across the midwest. Even so, when I asked
for information about insurance coverage, many could not answer my questions. When I arrived in my new city, it took
over 6 months to move off the waitlist for an initial appointment and to establish care. Shortly after I joined the faculty,
our insurance provider changed their policy to cover “medically necessary” gender affirming care, even as I don’t believe
my state is legally required to do so. This was a vast improvement in many ways, especially because trans healthcare
more generally is extraordinarily inaccessible and having insurance through a job is an enormous privilege in the United
States. However, later structural changes have created circumstances wherein I now face barriers to get the care I need.
In the past several years, our insurance was restructured to provide financial incentives to have care at the local hospital
and clinics (which houses the trans health clinic) and makes it more financially burdensome to seek care out of state.
More recently, when I tried to move forward with specific forms of care, I was met with newly imposed gatekeeping and
barriers (that were not an issue in previous years). Gatekeeping is common in the US trans medical landscape, but the
timing coincides with increasing hostility towards trans people in the state legislature and governor’s office, which
create added pressure on providers. The latter signed an anti-trans bill in the spring, and the former has proposed
legislation in the last few years that would criminalize trans health care providers. Given the current political
environment and transphobia on the right, center, (and yes, even the left), I don’t doubt that the legislature will try
again and will likely be successful in doing so. My options now are to wait multiple years to jump through arbitrary
hoops (if care in my state isn’t criminalized in the next few years); or, seek care out of state, which is far more costly
because it will not be covered by insurance to the extent it could be more locally. Further, several of their providers have
left, meaning the waitlists grow longer.
—-E Cram
Assistant Professor
University of Iowa
I’m early in my academic career (PhD Student) and early into my life as an ‘out’ trans person. Without a doubt, the
entrenched cisheterosexism of the Communication discipline prevented me from being open about my genderexpansiveness and, in turn, receiving trans-affirming resources. The pressure to best position myself on the job market
contributed to accepting a Master’s assistantship at an R1 in the American South, where my stipend didn’t come close to
covering my cost of living. My assistantship was listed as a 20 hours-per-week position; when I complained that I was
being strong-armed into working unpaid overtime, various department superiors told me it was “an open secret” that
this job required 50 or more hours of work per week. I took a second campus job to afford my rent, one that pertained
to queer/trans health needs in the South. My research revolves around trans healthcare, but I’ve never had the time,
money, or energy to seek it out for myself. As we work to make Communication a space for trans/gender-expansive
thriving, we must consider how our discipline’s labor politics and housing consciousness impact the accessibility of
healthcare for students, faculty, and staff.
I now attend school in the American West, and I still struggle to receive the trans-affirming care I need. While my
graduate school-provided insurance makes medical and psychological assistance more accessible, I am constantly
misgendered by staff and doctors despite being asked to list my gender and pronouns on all health consent documents.
Since I realized that I need gender-affirming (and potentially other, disability-related) surgery, I have been perpetually
distressed about when I can even afford to build that into my career. My graduate school’s policy for leaves of absence–
medical or otherwise–prevents doctoral students from taking leaves after they have completed comprehensive exams,
with the exception of birth-giving. No superiors in my department knew this when I was investigating the possibility of
leave. Not only should the university revise their policy on leaves of absence, my department and others in the same
position need to stay up-to-date on health-related student policies and actively resist the ones that uniquely
disenfranchise students with trans-affirming and other healthcare needs. I ultimately decided to take the leave before
my comps, but one semester is not sufficient time to schedule, consult, and be approved for major gender-affirming
procedures, among the other medical care I need for chronic illnesses. So I’m left wondering: when will I have the
chance to mitigate my dysphoria? How will it impact my degree completion, my tenure timeline, or most important: my
survivability?
--Dani R. Soibelman
PhD Student
University of Colorado Boulder
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ITEM 5

DISCUSSION

ITEM 5 – Elevating Research Practices: Longitudinal Research in Communication Education
The EC is asked to discuss the viability and provide feedback for the following proposal. Per the recently passed policy by
the EC, proposals with budgetary implications can only be approved at the August meeting.
While the FC and the EC may review proposals with budgetary implications at any of our regularly scheduled EC
meetings, the EC will only endorse/approve such proposals at our August meeting so that the following year budget can
be amended before it goes to the LA for a vote.

•
•
•
•

At the August FC meeting, the FC will review all the proposals alongside each other, our strategic goals,
and our proposed budget in order to bring FC recommendations to the EC.
Aside from the rare instances that mandate immediate response, such as a global pandemic, the EC
will not commit to requests for funds except in August for the following year’s budget.
These changes will not interrupt our three-year funding cycle except to move approval of items from
the February meeting to the August meeting.
Once the budget is approved, it will not be changed except in very rare instances.
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Elevating Research Practices: Longitudinal Research in Communication Education
Submitted by: C. Kyle Rudick, University of Northern Iowa, Editor-elect of Communication Education
Summary
Extant research in Communication Education is dominated by cross-sectional research design (Myers, 2017; Myers et al.,
2014). Although there is nothing inherently wrong with cross-sectional research, longitudinal research is “more effective
at capturing the processual nature of communication” (Frey et al., 2000, p. 208). As a result, longitudinal research
advances scholarship in ways that simply cannot be mimicked by cross-sectional research design. The dearth of
longitudinal research in Communication Education is due to a two primary issues: 1) Resources barriers for its execution,
particularly for early career faculty who need quick turnaround on projects to obtain promotion/tenure and 2)
Traditional focus on classroom communication rather than communication across students’ time in an institution.
I envision a special issue in Communication Education that is based entirely on longitudinal types of scholarship
(including social science, ethnographies, rhetorical analysis of historical collections, etc. to be broad and inclusive
methodologically). To realize this vision, I believe creating a grant to fund this type of work would address the two issues
that have barred scholars from this type of research. First, the grant would provide professional (e.g., demonstration of
scholarly activity) and financial (e.g., funding for software, transcription, or travel) resources for faculty, providing them
the means to pursue this higher-level scholarship. Second, it would signal to potential submitters that Communication
Education and the National Communication Association are serious about raising its scholarly profile by producing work
that is more rigorous and complex than has been done to date.
The benefits of this special issue are manifold. Perhaps most importantly, it showcases Communication Education (in
particular) and communication scholarship (in general) as the premiere outlets for knowledge about communication
processes as they relate to teaching and learning. Currently, educational psychology, educational sociology, and
curriculum and instruction research dominate these conversations, but none have the same tools and insights into the
teaching-learning dynamic as our discipline does. By elevating our methodological practices, we can leverage our
discipline as a leader in pedagogical knowledge and practice. Relatedly, it provides Communication Education scholars
and others in the discipline with the chance to produce some of the most complex, resource-intensive work in academia.
Doing so will raise the scholarly profile of our field, and promote the same level of rigor in other parts of the discipline.
Finally, the special editors, authors, and myself could propose pre-conference workshops about executing longitudinal
design research at the NCA conference to help scholars interested in raising their methodological profile.
Funding for the grant would be $30,000, or $10,000 each year for three years. In Year One, I would choose the special
editors for the issue, who would select an editorial board for submissions. A call would be put on COMMNotes alerting
scholars of the opportunity. The call would require a 2-3 page abstract of the project, financial plans for funds, and
authors’ current curriculum vitaes. The special editors, with the board, would select 5-10 projects to accept/fund. Those
authors would be granted up to the amount of money divided by the number of accepted projects (e.g., if 10 are
accepted, then each project could be granted up to $1,000 per year for three years). Each year, the authors would check
in with the special issue editors to demonstrate progress on their work. In Year Three, my final issue would be a special
issue showcasing the scholarship.
Strategic Priorities Relevant to This Proposal (see NCA Strategic Plan): This proposal supports every goal of NCA’s
strategic plan:
The project cultivates communication research by promoting rigorous methodological practices that can be used by
policymakers, campus administrators, and the public (Goal 1).
The project’s focus is on research about communication, teaching, and learning, supporting curricular development and
showing the importance of communication education to policymakers, campus administrators, and the public (Goal 2).
The project maintains and enhances Communication Education as a premiere outlet for scholarship regarding
communication, teaching, and learning (Goal 3).
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The project provides grant funding, and ongoing support, for professional development for communication scholars and
educators (Goal 4).
The project is a financially responsible way for the association to elevate its reputation and support its membership
doing cutting-edge, resource-intensive scholarship (Goal 5).
Financial Implications:
Funding for the grant would be $30,000, or $10,000 each year for three years. In Year One, I would choose the special
editors for the issue, who would select an editorial board for submissions. A call would be put on COMMNotes alerting
scholars of the opportunity. The call would require a 2-3 page abstract of the project, financial plans for funds, and
authors’ current curriculum vitaes. The special editors, with the board, would select 5-10 projects to accept/fund. Those
authors would be granted up to the amount of money divided by the number of accepted projects (e.g., if 10 are
accepted, then each project could be granted up to $1,000 per year for three years).
Implementation:
Recommendation:
Main Motion:
Background/History:
Exhibit(s):
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LA Agenda Review
Agenda
Legislative Assembly Agenda
Wednesday, November 16, 2022

AF
T

INTRODUCTORY BUSINESS
Call to Order
ACTION ITEM 1 – Standing Rules
ACTION ITEM 2 – Credentials Report
Introductions
ACTION ITEM 3 – Approval of Agenda
In Memoriam
Executive Director’s Report
BUSINESS / DISCUSSION ITEMS
Membership Survey Discussion
ACTION ITEM 4 – Independent Auditor’s Report & Proposed 2023 Budget
ACTION ITEM 5 – Strategic Plan
IDEA Consultants Discussion
ACTION ITEM 6 – IDEA Strategic Plan
CONCLUDING BUSINESS
Review / President’s Remarks
ADJOURN

R

Saturday, November 19, 2022

D

INTRODUCTORY BUSINESS
Call to order
Credentials report
Presidential Citations of Service
Nominating Committee Report – Second Vice President Candidate Statements
BUSINESS ITEMS
ACTION ITEM 7 – Leadership Development Committee Election
ACTION ITEM 8 – Proposed New Interest Group: Communication and Anxiety Apprehension Division
ACTION ITEM 9 – Approval of the Leadership Development Committee Slate
DISCUSSION ITEM
IDEA Consultant Presentation / Discussion
CONCLUDING BUSINESS
First Vice President Convention Report
ADJOURN
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President
Submitted by Roseann M. Mandziuk
This year as NCA President has been challenging and exciting as we ventured into the significant process of crafting a
new strategic plan, enhanced our member initiatives, and launched comprehensive IDEA efforts. I wish to express my
sincere gratitude to my fellow NCA Officers, the other members of the NCA Executive Committee, and our NCA National
Office staff for their support. Their collegiality and dedication, particularly during this year of transformational change
for NCA, has been extraordinary.
Communication with Membership
During 2022, NCA continued our series of Conversations with the NCA Officers. I moderated two sessions, the first in
April that focused on our strategic plan, and a second in September provided that updates regarding the plan as well as
the 2022 Convention. These open forums afford an opportunity to share updates about NCA initiatives and listen and
respond to questions from members.
Second, this year I authored five columns for NCA’s online magazine, Spectra, in which I discussed the development of
the strategic plan, the significance of our member survey, and, most recently, argued for an enhanced engagement for
NCA with contemporary issues.
Third, I coordinated the NCA panels that will be included at the 2023 regional conferences. These are significant
opportunities for our association to share perspectives with our regional colleagues and collaborate in our efforts to
advance our discipline.
Fourth, in preparation for the Convention, I prepared my report to the Legislative Assembly and my Presidential
Address. I also am honored to be a part of the Opening Session about “Dismantling Oppression.” I engaged in a planning
session with the other panelists and composed my opening remarks.
Association Management
Throughout the year, I have engaged in weekly meetings with our NCA Executive Director. Especially in the last two
months these meetings have focused on the realignment of our NCA National Office to better serve our member needs,
planning for the Executive Committee and Legislative Assembly meetings at the Convention, and the new initiatives that
are emerging from our strategic planning process.
Second, as President it is my responsibility to conduct the annual review of the NCA Executive Director. This review
process included working with First Vice President Walid Afifi to survey the NCA Executive Committee and national office
staff, draft the review letter, coordinate the Executive Committee review at our August meeting, and complete the
review process in September with our Executive Director.
Third, I served on NCA’s Leadership Development Committee. In this role I reached out to members to invite them to
serve in significant roles in our association. In our meeting at the Convention, the LDC, after reviewing over 170
applications, will make recommendations to the Legislative Assembly for over fifty appointments.
Strategic Initiatives
Finally, I continued to work on our new NCA Strategic Plan. At the August NCA Executive Committee Meeting I presided
over our discussion of the final version of the plan’s goals and objectives. I also collaborated on the efforts to prepare
the plan for presentation to the Legislative Assembly.
When I chose this NCA Strategic Planning effort as my primary Presidential initiative, I hoped that the plan that emerged
would orient NCA toward a future wherein our deep commitments to ethical principles and IDEA practices would be
realized. I am excited about the prospects for the future of our association as this plan guides us to create a more
responsive, inclusive, and responsible community.
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First Vice President
Submitted by Walid Afifi
The update on the list of activities on which I have been involved as 1st Vice President since our August 2022 EC meeting
are these, in no particular order:
Planning for the 2022 convention in New Orleans: Final preparations for the convention have been underway.
The pre-convention virtual series: The pre-convention virtual series is in its last week as of the writing of this report. The
range of live attendees was about 15 to about 25; much fewer than I had hoped. I look forward to receiving final counts
for the number of views for the recordings, as well as the final number of unique attendees. If it was about 20 per, and
they were each unique to the particular event, then the final tally of about 120 across the series may show more impact
than the individual live attendance suggests, or maybe the view on the recordings also gives a different picture. Of
course, another metric is the impact they had for the few attendees. I also look forward to receiving feedback from the
convention survey. Together, these data should provide insight into whether it served the purposes I hoped for, and
whether there is justification for doing something like this in the future. My immediate thoughts are that the
honorarium of $1500 per speaker is far too high (I would recommend $750), especially given that it was shortened from
75 to 60 minutes. I might also recommend that it not be tied to convention attendance and that, instead, any series is
part of membership benefits.
Local community participation at our convention: Working as closely as I have with the convention has revealed some
gaps that I would hope we would address. Right now, the only options for participation in the convention are full
registration, family/friend registration ($50), or guest (free, but reserved for individuals who are officially a part of
sessions (as presenters) but are not part of the discipline). There has been expression of interest from community
members (e.g., HBCU students & faculty, non-profit leaders, interested college students, interested community
members) who would like to be involved to explore what our convention and association has to offer but who are not
friends/family and who are not official presenters on sessions. I urge us to consider local community registration options
that are free or deeply discounted (eg, $25) as one way in which NCA can give back to the community that hosts us,
while simultaneously potentially attracting a larger membership base.
ACLS Learned Society Leadership/Governance Seminar: I joined Shari in NYC for a full day leadership and governance
seminar offered by the American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS). Several important challenges of association
leadership were addressed. One of the (many) takeaways is that NCA must prioritize toward developing a succession
plan; I will work with Shari and NCA staff on this goal during my Presidential year.
Transition to 2023 as NCA President: Meetings with Shari: In preparation for the start of my year as NCA President, I
have begun meeting regularly (every two weeks) with Shari. The first task is to work on the February leadership retreat
and EC meeting.
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Ongoing past proposals:
Planners’ survey (introduced August 2021):
Update: As reported in the August 2nd VP report, we gathered to seek planner insights about the planning process and
related software/website. The survey was sent to all scholars who served as unit planners between 2018 and 2021. We
received 118 responses. LaKesha Anderson summarized both quantitative and qualitative data in September. Next steps
are currently being considered. No progress since February.
Future Conventions Task Force (introduced February 2021):
Update: I hope to receive the Future of Conventions Task Force in the coming weeks. The process has been uneven and
frustrating in some ways for Task Force members, partly as a result of the change in NCA staff and leadership, and
inconsistent guidance regarding methods, timing, and responsibility for data collection. Still, they held an August “town
hall” and have engaged in other strategies to collect preliminary information regarding member interests in virtual
access.
Transparency Initiative (Introduced February 2021):
A “Conversation with NCA Officers” was held on September 30, 2022, which included updates from the NCA Office and
all Officers.
General Update: NCA staff has been working on creating a document that identifies members who have
served in leadership roles and on web pages for past and current Task Forces. No update since February. 2022. Greater
transparency remains a high priority commitment of mine, and I expect to advance related proposals during my time
as President.
Compensation for NCA service: From my Feb 2021 report: “It seems appropriate to discuss the possibility of
compensation for particular types of (particularly labor-intensive) service, whether through waived registration fees, an
honorarium, some other form of compensation, or some mix of compensation methods (e.g., registration fee waiver +
honorarium).
Update: Shari will be proposing something along these lines in the coming year, and I will work with her on it, as
appropriate.
Connecting CC colleagues to AU research colleagues: From my February 2021 EC meeting report: “I would like to
develop a system for connecting interested CC colleagues with other members interested in research collaboration.”
Update: No progress to report.

Reminder of Commitments: I ran on a firm commitment to work toward a more inclusive and community-engaged
association and discipline. I will uphold that promise. I will add that I encourage leadership and other members of the
discipline to hold me to that commitment and name ways in which I can do better.
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Second Vice President
Submitted by Marnel Niles Goins

2nd Vice President Report November 2022
Since my last report, my primary work has been related to planning the 2023 Convention. Items worth noting include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I attended Zoom meetings with the elected officers of NCA and the Executive Director, as well as an
Executive Committee meeting.
I completed the process of selecting members to lead the special series related to the 2023
Convention, including Scholar to Scholar, Research in Progress Roundtable, Pre-Conferences, Short
Courses, Scholars Office Hours, Children’s Freedom Festival, and a special plenary session.
I led a Zoom meeting with my special series planners to thank them for their service, go over my
expectations for them, and answer any questions.
Working with Kristin, I completed the 2023 slot allocation for the 2023 Convention, as well as the 2023
Program Planner’s book.
I have been in communication with the 2023 program planners and finalized the agenda for our
meetings at the Convention.
I have been in communication with the National Office and individual members about virtual options
for the 2023 Convention.
Kristin and I have finalized the date for our January site visit to the Gaylord Hotel in National Harbor,
MD.
I attended Leadership Development Committee meetings and approached several NCA members to
submit their applications for a number of positions.
I also approached NCA members to submit their applications for the position of Second Vice President.
The Legacy Scholarship Committee (of which I am a member) has dispersed the call for nominations
and created a timeline for reviewing applications.

In service,
Marnel
Marnel Niles Goins, NCA 2nd Vice President
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Immediate Past President
Submitted by David T. McMahan
Since our previous meeting, I have met regularly with the Executive Director, National Office Staff, the other Elected
Officers.
I took part in a Conversation with the Officers Event, which provides a valuable opportunity to engage with membership.
As Chair of the Leadership Development Committee, I have been actively recruiting members to submit applications to
serve in various leadership roles, meeting regularly with members of the committee, and engaging in other related
endeavors. I am pleased to report, due to the extraordinary work of the committee members, National Office Staff, and
our incredible membership, we received a record number of applicants this year.
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Publications Council
Submitted by Dr. Devika Chawla

•
•
•
•
•

The Publications Council (PC) chair and NCA officers met several times in the past months to discuss
NCA planning.
Early in the fall, Taylor & Francis informed all NCA journal editors that there would no more page limits
for journal issues. The news has been received very favorably.
The PC Chair, Taylor & Francis, and NCA staff met editors for their yearly individual meetings before
NCA.
The PC chair deployed a qualtrics survey to gather responses about journal editor experiences, in
preparation for the NCA Journal Editors Workshop in New Orleans.
The Council continued with its regular tasks of supporting the publishing program and the 12 journal
editors.
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Research Council
Submitted by Charles E. Morris III, Chair (2020-2022)
Current Members: Iccha Basnyat (2021-2023), Christopher Carpenter (2021-2023), Richard Craig (2020-2022), Shinsuke
Eguchi (2020-2022), Paul Schrodt (2022-2024), Benjamin Warner (2022-2024). Shaunak Sastry, incoming chair, shadowed
in 2022.
National Office liaison: Marjorie Lightman
Here are 2022 updates regarding key agenda items.
Mid-Career Scholars’ Writing Retreat (MCSWR). The 2021 MCSWR, postponed in 2020 because of the pandemic, was
successfully hosted in July 2021 by Patrice Buzzanell and the Department of Communication at University of South Florida.
Seven scholars participated, mentored by Laura Ellingson (Santa Clara University) and Travis Dixson (University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champagne). The next MCSWR is scheduled for summer 2023. Previous participants have been surveyed
regarding their experience as part of the NCA Strategic Planning process.
NCA Convention Programming. The RC completed its planning for four program slots for NCA 2022 in New Orleans. The
inaugural RCG (Research Cultivation Grant) panel, which will be a regular feature of the RCG process, will be held this
November after being postponed last year because of the pandemic.
Research Cultivation Grant (RCG). The third cycle (2022) of the RCG competition was a success. There were 6 applications,
significantly lower than in the first two cycles. The RC decided to fund five of the proposals:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mina Choi, Mei-Chen Lin, Jihyun Kim, and Matthew Craig, “The Effect of VR Contact on American
Domestic Students’ Attitudes toward International Students from Asian Countries,” $11,588.00.
Dasol Kim, “K-Beauty Project: Race, Gender, and Transnational Travel of Beauty,” $6,500.00.
Sarah LeBlanc, “You Got Your What?: Parent, Adolescents, and Menstruation Communication,”
$12,062.00.
Kristella Montiegel, “Communication in Individualized Education Program Meetings for Special
Education Students,” $15,000.00.
Judy Watts, “Investigating the Effects of Media on Racial Literacy Among Black, Latino, and White
Families,” $14,850.00
Woolbert Award. The 2022 Woolbert selection process was successfully completed. The RC received 17
submissions for the 2022 cycle.

This was the second cycle operating with the revisions to eligibility requirements that were approved by the NCA Awards
Trustees Committee. Beginning with the 2021 cycle, any article older than 10 years is eligible. Additionally, the rule
prohibiting nominations for articles that previously received other NCA awards has been eliminated. It is clear that the
revised eligibility criteria have had an affirmative impact on submissions, and we anticipate that submissions will continue
to increase in future years as word of the eligibility revisions continues to circulate.
The 2022 Woolbert recipient is Ronald L. Jackson II, “Cultural Contracts Theory: Toward an Understanding of Identity
Negotiation” (Communication Quarterly 50 [2002]: 359-367).
New RC Initiatives. At its February meeting in Virginia, the RC discussed the possibility of an NCA Oral History Project. The
RC is also discussing support for late-career scholars and projects that may contribute to greater intergenerational
collaboration within the organization.
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Teaching and Learning Council
Submitted by Vinita Agarwal
Members: Kristen Blinne, SUNY Oneonta; Andy Kai-chun Chuang, La Guardia Community College; Eddah Mutua, St.
Cloud St. University; Sandy Pensoneau-Conway, Southern Illinois University; Andrea Vickery, SUNY Oswego
Chair: Vinita Agarwal, Salisbury University
NCA National Office Liaison: Dr. Marjorie Lightman
Mission: The TLC supports and promotes disciplinary pedagogy through facilitation of professional development
opportunities for communication educators and through dissemination efforts beyond thediscipline. The board works
jointly with the director of academic and professional affairs.
This report summarizes the TLC’s efforts in 2022 to further its mission as stated above.
Summary of TLC’s Contributions in 2022
In the realm of dissemination efforts beyond the discipline, the TLC was charged by National Communication Association
(NCA) President Dr. Roseann Mandzuik to draft a resolution in support of the foundational course in communication.
Special thanks for feedback and input go to Scott Myers, Isa Engleberg, Kyle Rudick, Luke LeFebvre, and Michelle Volanti
from the Resolutions Committee for feedback. The resolution will be presented to the LA next year. The TLC also
submitted a letter responding to the California Assembly Bill 928 drafted by the National Office (NO), NCA to the
Executive Committee (EC) for feedback and approval.
Resolution in Support of the Foundational Course in Communication
The resolution is titled National Communication Association - Resolution Supporting the Inclusion of the Foundational
Communication Course in U.S. College and University Core Requirements. After incorporating feedback and with the
approval of the EC, the Resolution was submitted by the National Office (NO) to the Resolutions Committee in August
2022. Feedback received from the Resolutions Committee in the August through October 2022 time frame was
incorporated in a series of two revisions that included reaching out to others in the Basic Course Division whose
scholarship and NCA service has focused on the Basic Course in Communication departments and higher education
institutions. It will be presented to the LA next year.
CA Assembly Bill Letter
The National Office worked on a proposal and a letter responding to the California Assembly Bill 928 that addresses the
barriers in transferring from California’s community colleges to colleges and universities in the California State University
system and the University of California system. Upon receiving the TLC and EC’s approval, NO, NCA officially submitted
the letter to the members of the Associate Degree for Transfer Intersegmental Implementation Committee. [See
attached]
In the realm of supporting recognition of pedagogical accomplishments and facilitation of professional development, in
2022, the TLC received, reviewed, ranked, and selected the following individuals for TLC-sponsored awards for their
efforts in furthering pedagogical excellence within their institutional structures.
TLC-Sponsored Awards
TLC members reviewed, ranked, and selected the award submissions received by the National Office for the Donald H.
Ecroyd Award for Teaching in Higher Education (six nominations); Marcella E. Oberle Award for Outstanding Teaching in
Grades K-12 (three nominations); Michael and Suzanne Osborn Community College Outstanding Educator Award (three
nominations). No nominations were received for the Wallace A. Bacon Lifetime Teaching Excellence award this year. The
TLC thanks all the members who took the time and initiative to nominate a colleague or apply themselves and
encourages members to consider nominating or encouraging others as appropriate to apply for these awards.
TLC-Sponsored NCA Conference Programming at the New Orleans Convention
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The TLC’s convention sponsorship contributions in 2022 sought to focus on the idea of (re)envisioning education as a
meaningful experience. The following three panels have been submitted by TLC members for the November 2022
conference programming on the conference theme of Honoring PLACE: People, Liberation, Advocacy, Community, and
Environment, and TLC’s focus for 2022 on belonging and making communication meaningful.
Title: Decolonizing assessment: Exploring “place” of grades in the communication classroom
Chairs: Kristen C. Blinne & Andy Kai-chun Chuang
Panelists: Kakali Bhattacharya Chakrabarti, Austin Peay State University; Alexa Dare, University of Portland; Alexis (Lexi)
de Coning, University of Colorado-Boulder; Rebecca Curnalia, Youngstown State University; Hunter Fine, University of
Guam; Lucy Gichaga, Bowie State University; Guy Harrison, University of Tennessee, Knoxville; Jessica Hatrick, University
of Southern California; Nance Heise, Texas State University (soon-to-be Texas A&M University); Greg Hummel, SUNY
Oneonta; Kanika Jackson, Towson University; Xianlin Jin, University of Toledo; Tiffany Lewis, Baruch College, CUNY;
Bernardita Yunis Varas, University of Colorado-Boulder; Angela Lynn Putman, Pennsylvania State University,
Brandywine; Corey Reutlinger, Arizona State University; Stephen Spates, Missouri State University; Yusaku Yajima,
University of Louisiana; and Minglei Zhang, University of Maine.
Title: Honoring diverse epistemologies in our research, teaching, and learning.
Chair: Eddah Mutua
Panelists: La Royce Batchelor, Clever Crow; Ashley Cordes, University of Oregon; Eletra Gilchrist-Perry, The University of
Alabama, Huntsville; Satarupa Dasgupta, Ramapo College of New Jersey; Tao Zhang, Utah State University; Sahar
Khamis, University of Maryland, College Park; and Reslie Cortés, James Madison University.
Title: Disturbing discourse: Strategic responses of legislation restricting classroom content targeting identity and systemic
oppression
Chair: Sandy Pensoneau-Conway
Panelists: Derek Bolen, Grand Rapids Community College; Jessica Johnson, Front Range Community College; Patrick
Seick, University of Tampa; Adrienne Viramontes, University of Wisconsin, Parkside; and Molly Wiant Cummins,
University of Texas Arlington.
In 2022, in the realm of supporting and promoting disciplinary pedagogy through development of professional resources
for communication educators, the TLC contributed to the graduate and undergraduate syllabi development with a
particular focus on making available syllabi of scholars working on the intersections of the contemporary domains of
Black feminism; environment; race; gender; identity; social justice; ethics and technology; disaster communication; and
identity. Contributions by the following scholars and educators in the following pedagogical domains including Teachers
on Teaching and e-Tools is especially appreciated.
TLC “Academic and Professional Resources” Section Pedagogical Resource Development on NCA’s Website:
The following resources were contributed by the TLC for addition to the Academic and Professional Development
Resources section, Teaching and Learning subsection on NCA’s website [URL: https://www.natcom.org/academicprofessional-resources/teaching-and-learning ].
The TLC would like to especially acknowledge the Environmental Communication Division chair, Phaedra Pezzullo, and
Environmental Communication Division teaching chair, José Castro Sotomayer, for their proactive engagement with the
TLC and support of its mission for NCA membership by providing a curated and robust body of syllabi on a range of
topics of contemporary significance in environmental communication and sharing these syllabi with the TLC for making
available for NCA members. The following syllabi can be found under the graduate and undergraduate syllabi section of
the Academic and Professional Resources web page.
I. Graduate Syllabi:
A. Environmental Communication

•
•

Climate Change Communication_Berube
Ecological Communication_Barnett
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Pandemic Communication_Berube
Environmental Communication-de Onis
Environmental Justice_Mitra
Environmental Communication_Endres
Environmental Communication_Crisis and Care_Pezzullo
Environmental Communication_Pedelty

•
•
•

Communication Theory_Hanchey
Black Communication and Identity_Hopson
Foundations in Communication Theory_Young

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental Communication:
Media and the Environment_de Onis
Rhetoric and Earthly Existence_Barnett
Disaster Communication_Berube
Risk Communication_Berube
Media and the Environment_Communicating Water_de Onis
Environmental Communication_Garrett

•

Sports Communication_Pieciak

•

Ethical Internet_Bailey

•
•

Black Feminist Health Sciences_Bailey
Communication, Race, Gender_Stern

•
•

Ahmet Atay
Diana Ivy

•

ClickeriCloud_Andrea

B. Communication Theory

II. Undergraduate Syllabi:

B. Sports Communication:

C. Communication Technology
D. Feminist Studies

II. Teachers on Teaching:

III. e-Tools:

Looking Ahead: 2023
Looking ahead at 2023, working in collaboration with the National Office Executive Director, Dr. Shari Miles-Cohen and
TLC’s National Office liaison, Dr. Marjorie Lightman, some potential domains of our focus may range from support for
National Office creation and dissemination of resources via mechanisms such as awards programs to supporting
National Office efforts in developing modules on educational, instructional, and pedagogical relevance and in developing
Academic and Professional Resources web page section in areas where there currently exists a knowledge gap, such as
resources on diversity, accessibility, and privilege and open educational resources (OERs).
Respectfully submitted,
Vinita Agarwal
Chair, Teaching and Learning Council
National Communication Association
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Executive Director
Submitted by Shari Miles-Cohen

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hiring is underway for critical staff positions that will provide NCA with greater expertise for
accomplishing its revenue and mission goals.
Exploring alternate business models in response to anticipated changes in NCA revenue-generating
activities.
Robust submissions for the 108th Annual Convention with an expected attendance of ~4,000.
Almost 1,300 members completed the All-member survey, which is providing the National Office and
Leadership with baseline data about members' goals and needs.
Publications Portfolio is growing with the launch of a new journal – Communication and Race – that is
an important IDEA milestone
The new strategic plan – the first one in over a decade – will be ratified at the Annual Convention.
The IDEA strategic plan will be endorsed at the Annual Convention. Also engaged an IDEA consulting
firm to help NCA determine how best to achieve our IDEA goals.
Re-establishing NCA’s ability to fundraise in all 50 states.
National Office refresh is revitalizing, restoring, and securing the Dupont Circle brownstone and
companion carriage house.
Instituting essential personnel practices – both for morale and legal reasons – that had been
disregarded previously. Also, in addition to staff development funds, established plans to introduce
team billing and management training for staff in 2023.
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Communications Department
Submitted by B. Denise Hawkins, M.A.
Director of Communications and Public Engagement
Note: Updates for the new Communications Department cover the period September 15, 2022-November 7, 2022.
For the Executive Committee. In 2022, the Department:
• Worked across all National Office departments to keep the membership informed about important Association
news
o Spectra magazine (October and November editions)
o Social media (Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn)
o Member e-blast
• Coordinated the editing, design, production, and dissemination of other departments’ reports and external
communications, identifying
• Supported and promoted the development of a new and emerging NCA partnership with the Public Relations
Society of Kenya (PRSK)
o Spectra magazine
o Drafted remarks for the executive director who was invited by PRSK to deliver opening day remarks on
November 14 at the East Africa PR Week Conference hosted by PRSK
• Provide ongoing communications counsel
• Supported internal and external communications
o Contracted with a social media consultant to audit NCA social media platforms (Twitter, Facebook, and
LinkedIn) and support efforts to securely re-establish access to these pages and platforms. its important
social media platforms (Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn). These were necessary first steps before
jumpstarting social media outreach and preparing for social media outreach before, during, and after the
annual convention
• Produced the October and November editions of Spectra magazine
• Provided writing and editing support for a variety of convention communications products that include event
scripts, newsletters, and website content
• Worked with the executive director to develop the NCA Leadership Update, a monthly email to all Executive
Committee and Council members aimed at keeping NCA’s leaders up to date on current NCA activities and
initiatives
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Conventions and Meetings
Submitted by Kristin Yednock
Director of Convention and Meetings
For the Legislative Assembly, in the year 2022 the Department:

•

•

•

•

Planned the NCA 108th Annual Convention in conjunction with First Vice President Walid Afifi
o Registration: As of this writing, we are expecting about 4,000 registrants to gather in New
Orleans.
o Implemented a virtual registration process, per NCA Executive Committee decision at their June
2022 meeting. As of this writing, nearly 100 attendees will be virtual.
o Nearly 4,000 submissions were received, similar to the 2019 (pre-COVID) submission totals.
o More than 5,000 unique names appear in the program in 1,000 sessions.
o Secured agreements with several convention sponsors.
 Waterhouse Family Institute - Opening Session & Community Engagement Speakers
 Routledge, Taylor & Francis - Presidential Address and Awards presentation
 Kendall Hunt Publishing Co. - Day of Service
 Fairfield University - tote bags
 University of Connecticut – attendee hand sanitizer
 Purdue University - PowerUp Stations & Networking Lounge
In conjunction with the Executive Office, managed logistics of the February 2022 Leadership retreat,
the virtual June 2022 Executive Committee meeting, and the in-person 2022 August Executive
Committee meeting.
o Planning is underway for the February 2023 Leadership retreat in Washington, DC.
The beginning stages of planning for the 109th Annual Convention in National Harbor MD has begun
with Second Vice President Marnel Niles-Goins with the convention theme of “Freedom.”
o Submissions will open January 9, 2023
Served as staff liaison to the Future of Conventions Task Force
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Membership and Governance
Membership and Governance
Submitted by Justin Danowski, Director of Membership and Governance
The Governance and Membership Departments have continued its work supporting volunteer leadership as needed and
providing continued member enhancement by ensuring commonly asked queries are answered in an expedient manner.
Governance
The Leadership Development Committee, chaired by David McMahan has overseen a record number of nominations for
various council, committee, and award selection committees.
Utilizing the new awards nomination portal, the National Office accepted 189 nominations for 2022.
The National Office oversaw and approved close to 440 submissions for the Student Caucus Travel Grant. Each student
was awarded $200.
Membership Numbers as of November 7, 2022
Total Individual Membership
Life
Retired
Regular Members
Regular Three years
Regular Two Years
Student

5797
312
373
2515
400
441
1756

Department Membership
Student Organizations
Lambda Pi Eta
Sigma Chi Eta

255
479
23

Membership in January
Life
Retired
Regular
Regular Three Years
Regular Two Years
Student
Department Memberships
Student Organizations
Lambda Pi Eta
Sigma Chi Eta

5262
314
358
2438
277
289
1586
264
451
24
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IDEA Consultants Report

INFORMATION

IDEA Consultants / IDEA Strategic Plan
Submitted by: Shari Miles-Cohen
Summary:
This item summarizes the first steps toward IDEA actions undertaken by the National Office in consultation with
Arredondo Advisory Group, a well-respected IDEA consulting firm.
Strategic Priorities relevant to this proposal:
Financial Implications:
The Executive Committee set a $100,000 cap for initial IDEA activities in 2022. These activities fall within the $100,00
cap.
Recommendation:
None
Main Motion 1:
None
Background/History:
During the February 2022 Executive Committee meeting, “a motion was made to allocate up to $100,000 to charge the
NCA Executive Director to bring a plan for the first steps toward IDEA actions with budget implications, including
gathering data, to the Executive Committee for consideration at the June meeting.” The motion carried. Dr. Miles-Cohen
identified two consulting firms. Arredondo Advisory Group, to work on IDEA efforts, and Millan Chicago, to focus on
conducting the NCA member survey and assisting with the NCA Strategic Plan. This item describes AAG’s work.
Exhibits:
Arredondo Advisory Group Capability Statement, AAG Consultant Biographical sketches, and Activities to Date.
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Overview of the Arredondo Advisory Group
www.arredondoavisorygroup.com
The Arredondo Advisory Group (AAG) provides consultation services specific to organizational change through a focus
on Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Belonging (DEIB). Our mission is to provide insights for successful and sustainable
organizational strategy, and our motto is to facilitate 21st century leadership through a culture-centered mindset. Our
work is predicated on the values of racial equity, integrity, inclusivity, collectivism, and the celebration of all differences.
Our DEIB-centered consultation allows us to engage on a long-term basis with academic institutions, governmental
agencies, nonprofits, professional associations, and corporations. We also provide executive coaching to leaders from
marginalized identities, generally the only person of that background in a leadership position.
AAG engages in collaborative organizational relationships, facilitating processes of change that are co-created with
organization leaders and other stakeholders. Through our cultural competency development framework, we advance
the three domains of awareness, knowledge, and skills for more effective DEIB/IDEA goals and results.
AAG is comprised of highly experienced consultants with backgrounds primarily in the social sciences. We possess higher
education backgrounds and have experience consulting in the DEIB space. Additionally, the majority of the consultants
are well published in their areas of expertise and have held leadership positions in professional associations. Although
we all have extensive backgrounds as consultants, we value our relationships as AAG team members. We bring this
relationship orientation to our work.
Dr. Patricia Arredondo has been president of AAG, based in Arizona, since 2016. Previously, she led Empowerment
Workshops for 13 years, a DEIB consulting firm in Boston.
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Overview of the IDEA Consultation Process
The consultation process on behalf of the National Communication Association commenced in August 2022. Our focus is
to facilitate the advancement of the IDEA effort for the association. For the 2022 year, we have addressed six tasks.
Task 1:
Preview and update the 2021 Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, & Access Strategic Planning Taskforce Report of 67 pages.
Two consultants engaged with this review and updating process and completed their work in early September.
Task 2:
Listening Sessions: Executive Committee members participated in individual interviews. We met with 12 members of the
Executive Committee regarding IDEA efforts and other topics as these relate to their leadership alignment.
Task 3
IDEA Council: Focus group with six members of the Council regarding their perspective of IDEA efforts for the
association.
Task 4
Listening sessions with NCA National Staff. Individual interviews with seven individuals. We inquired about the scope of
their work and how it interfaces with DEIB efforts.
Task 5
In-person meeting with the Executive Committee and Legislative Assembly in New Orleans in November to report on
findings from interviews held and recommendations for next steps.
Task: Present findings and recommendations to the Executive Committee and a one-hour session on leadership to
advance IDEA Opportunities and Priorities.
Task 6: Preparation of a written report informed by our listening sessions and focus group.
On-going consultation with Dr. Miles-Cohen.
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The Arredondo Advisory Group Consulting Team
www.arredondoadvisorygroup.com
Patricia Arredondo, EdD is president of AAG. A psychologist and former university administrator and tenured professor,
she has practiced in the DEIB space for more than 20 years. Patricia’s scholarship addresses cultural competency
development, Latinx and immigrant mental health, women’s leadership, and leadership in the DEIB space. She is the
author of 8 books and more than 100 journal articles and book chapters. Her recent co-authored book is Women in
STEM: Thriving in the Chilly Climate. A servant leader, she is a past-president of the American Counseling Association and
founding president of the National Latinx Psychological Association. She is on the board of Gay Sons & Mothers and the
Association of Counseling Sexology & Sexual Wellness. Her doctorate in Counseling Psychology is from Boston
University. She resides in Phoenix and Mexico City.
Ed Delgado-Romero, PhD is a professor and Associate Dean for Faculty and Staff Services Mary Frances Early College of
Education, University of Georgia. He oversees organizational climate studies, recruitment and retention of
underrepresented faculty and staff, and the identification of gaps in organization practices as these relate to diversity,
equity, and inclusion. He is a regular presenter and facilitator of discussions addressing diversity in the workplace. He is
well-published in the areas of individual and organizational leadership, social justice advocacy, and Latinx mental health.
Dr. Delgado-Romero presents at national and international conferences, particularly with his students. He is a licensed
psychologist and past president of the National Latinx Psychological Association. He currently serves as a board member
for the American Association of Hispanics in Higher Education.
Courtland Lee, PhD, is a nationally known expert on the educational and social issues of African American male youth
and has written three books on counseling African American males and has served as a multicultural and diversity
consultant both in the United States and abroad. Dr. Lee conducts workshops and trainings in areas such as developing
cultural competency, promoting social and educational empowerment for youth of color, facilitating cross racial
dialogues, combating structural racism, and planning strategically for inclusive work and educational environments. He
resides in Philadelphia.
Renée Middleton, PhD, is Dean Emeritus of the David and Gladys Patton School of Education, Ohio University. She was a
tenured professor in Rehabilitation Counseling and Special Education, Auburn University. Dr. Middleton has an
established record of research, professional publications and presentations on topics including racial identity
development, multicultural counseling competency, disability policy, education & workforce diversity, conflict
management, anti-racism, leadership in higher education, innovations in educator preparation, and mentoring through
cultural humility. Currently, Dr. Middleton serves as a member of the Board of Directors of The National Board for
Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS) and is a member of the Executive Committee and the Policy and Advocacy
Committee. She resides in Athens, Ohio.
Ruttanatip (Dang) Chonwerawong, PhD, is an experienced education administrator particularly in the area of access to
higher education for students who are historically underrepresented in American higher education settings. Most
recently, she served as the Associate Vice President for Student Success at California State University, Dominguez Hills
where she coordinated the implementation of many campus-wide initiatives and supervised first year advising units and
student support services programs including Educational Opportunity Program, former foster youth program, career
center, and student affairs assessments office. She is currently a member of the Boys and Girls Club of Dane County
Education Committee and a proposal reviewer for the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators
(NASPA). She resides in Madison, WI.
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PART I: INTRODUCTION
Building upon the momentous labor of both named and unnamed NCA
members who embody IDEA practices1 —to whom our discipline owes
much gratitude—this Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Access (IDEA)
Strategic Plan marshals our organization’s history, mission statement,
bylaws, policies, reports, and practices to delineate IDEA goals, objectives,
tasks, and assessment measures in service to achieving IDEA as standard
NCA organizational practice.
NCA’S Commitment to IDEA
NCA’s commitment to IDEA flows from its mission statement, and also, it’s
various policy statements adopted by the Legislative Assembly (See Part II,
Appendix III, and Appendix IV of the 2021 IDEA Strategic Planning Task
Force Report). NCA’s IDEA commitment also emerges from an
organizational desire to reckon and respond to our past failures as an
organization so as not to repeat them.
NCA seeks to cultivate an organization in which all members feel valued
and respected. Our mission as an organization calls on us to do our best to
support all individuals to explore their professional interests in teaching,
research, and service.
NCA’s framework for IDEA acknowledges how individuals and groups
differ, while also focusing explicitly on historically
underrepresented/underserved persons/groups in the categories of race,
ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender, citizenship status, ability, nationality,
religion, socioeconomic status, veteran status, and their intersections.
NCA’s (re)new commitment to IDEA is:
To exemplify and champion Inclusive Excellence.2
To exemplify Inclusive Excellence, IDEA values should guide our
organization and the communication discipline. Building organizational
infrastructure, inciting consistent IDEA best practices, targeted goal
identification and completion, and engaging in assessment and process
1
2

See Appendix i of the 2021 IDEA SP Task Force Report
See Part II of the 2021 IDEA SP Task Force Report
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improvement via accountability (i.e., incentives, rewards, and penalties)
form the bedrocks of institutional courage and transformation. All
individuals who are NCA members, National Office staff, or leaders should
feel a responsibility to make our organization more inclusive, diverse,
equitable, and accessible.
NCA’s IDEA Values3
NCA believes that diversity, equity, inclusion, and access (IDEA) are core
values within the communication discipline and our organization.
NCA defines these core values as follows:
● DIVERSITY embraces the presence and strengths of all forms of
difference. Diversity refers to the meaningful representation and
visibility of a full intersectional range of identities, ideologies,
institutional affiliations, and areas of scholarly inquiry across the
communication discipline in the U.S. and globally. Valuing diversity
within our organization and discipline includes recognizing that
people and groups of people differ and that those differences are
sites of creativity and innovation that enrich the organization, our
research, and the discipline.
● EQUITY aims for fairness of outcome by identifying and overcoming
disparities. Seeking equity within the organization involves
recognizing and resolving structural disadvantages that prevent the
full participation of members of the organization and wider discipline.
Valuing equity is characterized by a commitment to equitable
treatment, access, opportunity, and advancement for all members at
every stage of education and career development. Different from
equality, equity factors in the effects of past injustices, the realities of
structural inequalities, and the persistence of subtle and overt biases.
Diligent inquiry and measuring the degree to which efforts have
materially resolved structural disparities is required.
● INCLUSION ensures everyone has meaningful opportunities to
participate and develop a sense of belonging within the organization.
An inclusive organization must proactively create an environment of
openness where structural barriers are removed, and all members
3

For an explanation on how these values were located and defined, please see the 2021 IDEA SP Task
Force Report part II.
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are empowered to participate and shape the organization. All
members feel respected, valued, and supported in every aspect of
organizational decision-making and culture. While a truly inclusive
group is necessarily diverse, a diverse group may not necessarily be
inclusive.
● ACCESS ensures equivalent use of services, resources, and entry
into material and immaterial spaces, networks, learning opportunities,
and interactions. An organization that prioritizes access as a core
value works proactively to improve the entry and success of all
members, regardless of differences in ability and experience.
Entrance alone is inadequate if members are unable to belong and
thrive, and an accommodating environment remains meaningless if
only a narrow range of members can gain entry.
Utilizing these IDEA values as a guiding light, we can work toward
exemplifying and championing inclusive excellence throughout the
organization.
NCA supports just and fair policies and actions that seek to realize IDEA
values in our organizational structure and culture, but also in the workplace
and classroom. Innovative policies at Universities and Colleges that
address inclusion, diversity, equity and access in admissions, financial
support of students, leadership development, equitable access, and faculty
hiring and retention are needed to advance the discipline of
communication. NCA should take a leadership role in advocating for larger
structural change guided by IDEA values that transforms the future of
communication education and research.
This strategic plan builds a foundation for centralizing IDEA values in
our organization and discipline. To do this, the strategic plan seeks
to:
1. Advance NCA’s processes of data collection about our members and
their needs so we can respond to emergent IDEA concerns.
2. Create accountability structures within NCA to ensure IDEA work is
ongoing and prioritized.
3. Offer pathways forward towards transformational structural and
organizational policies and practices that prioritize IDEA.
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PART II: GOALS, OBJECTIVES, & TASKS
In this section, we detail five IDEA goals and subsequent objectives and
tasks required to achieve these goals. These goals, objectives, and tasks
are designed to be completed over the next five years.
We have highlighted the urgency of each of the tasks in the categories
Low, Medium, High to signify the emergent need for items.4 Additionally,
estimated costs are scaled at Low, Medium, High costs. Best practices,
when referenced, are understood as “procedure(s) that have been shown
by research and experience to produce optimal results and that [are]
established or proposed as standard suitable for widespread adoption.”5
Tasks are expected to be addressed over the next five years. While
Suggestions are additional insights or potential pathways for achieving
goals and objectives.
We fully acknowledge that NCA staff, volunteers, and leadership may need
to adjust the timeline of this plan or reassess priorities to respond to
immediate concerns and needs. IDEA work requires accountability, but
also flexibility to identify urgencies, address emergent priorities, and adjust
plans as obstacles arise. Although this strategic plan has been endorsed by
the Executive Committee of NCA and will be officially endorsed by the
Legislative Assembly, it should also be considered a living document.
NCA LEGAL DISCLAIMER: This document is aspirational in nature and
does not create any legal obligation. It is not intended to and shall not be
used to support a cause of action or legal claim.

4

This should not be interpreted as ascribing an explicit timeline, as that will be directed by the Executive Director and
the Executive Committee of NCA. Some objectives and tasks are marked with more urgency because they are
foundationally imperative and achievable earlier on. Certain items may indeed be foundationally imperative but may
take longer to complete so are marked with a lower urgency.

Merriam-Webster Dictionary, “Best Practice” https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/best%20practice
5
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GOAL 1: Assess and improve the organizational climate of
NCA for historical disenfranchised members.

Objective 1.1: Develop a biennial organization wide membership survey
designed to assess organizational climate and identify emergent needs
related to diversity, equity, inclusion, and access across the organization.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

High

Executive Director, Executive Committee

Medium

Tasks
● Create a survey to collect data on our membership and assess
organizational climate.
● Collect data from the survey and analyze the results to identify
longstanding and emergent equity gaps.
● Following each survey, the EC must produce a report that includes
a summary of results that is accessible to members, the IDEA
Council, and Legislative Assembly. This report should provide
recommendations for specific actions to resolve equity gaps.

Suggestions
● The survey tool should be theoretically developed based on IDEA
research in communication and related disciplines, utilize diverse
methodologies beyond standard social scientific methods, and
identify current obstacles to IDEA values and emerging needs.
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● Give respondents an opportunity to report on each unit of which
they are a member. Then, pair this data with reports from unit
leaders on equity gaps.
● Identify persistently reported barriers and challenges and determine
the appropriate personnel to be tasked with resolving them,
whether at the member, unit, committee, or institutional level.
● Enumerate solutions to be pursued in the two-year interval between
the report and the next membership survey. Solutions should be
explained in terms of how they address both the reported
experiences of members and the root causes of the problems they
aim to solve.
● Determine resources needed to support the meaningful
implementation of the proposed solutions.
● Justify the priority given to the barriers addressed by the proposed
solutions. Since a single membership assessment cannot identify
and address all existing concerns, the report should explain why it
is prioritizing the resolution of certain issues as opposed to others.
●

The report should also revisit previous IDEA recommendations and
assess the progress made towards achieving them (or explain the
lack of progress).
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Objective 1.2: Create an assessment protocol for all NCA units to identify
equity gaps and develop innovative solutions to resolve those gaps.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

Medium

Executive Director, Executive Committee, Low
IDEA Council, Director of Membership
and Governance, NCA Unit Leaders

Tasks
● Design a process for interest group leadership to identify equity
gaps and implement solutions.
● The EC shall be responsible for creating a report specifically
assessing the EC, National Office, and NCA Councils. The resulting
report should be provided to Legislative Assembly.

Suggestions
● It is highly suggested that all current units must perform an
assessment of their missions, bylaws, processes, and practices to
make sure they are in alignment with IDEA values and principles.
● Annually, units should identify equity gaps within the unit and
articulate an action plan to address those gaps in the next year.
● Implement online infrastructure to easily submit reports alongside
annual unit and EC reports.
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Objective 1.4: Create an IDEA Leader Program to support a mentorship
pipeline for NCA members interested in pursuing IDEA work.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

Medium to Executive Director, Executive Committee, Medium to
low
IDEA Council, Director of Membership
High
and Governance, Publications Council,
Research Council, Leadership
Development Committee, Teaching and
Learning Council, NCA Office Staff

Tasks
● Design an IDEA Leader Program to support NCA members in
pursuing IDEA work within NCA and/or externally in their
communities, on their campuses, and in their research.
● Secure funding for stipends/honoraria for IDEA Leaders.
● Develop a formal process for applying and being accepted into the
IDEA Leader program.

Suggestions
● Potential responsibilities include presenting work on an IDEA
Leaders panel at national convention, mentoring NCA members
with IDEA interests or ambitions, participating in NCA programming
to ensure dissemination of IDEA work, or pursuing an IDEA related
project on their campus or in their communities.
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GOAL 2: Create an IDEA accountability structure
throughout NCA that fosters transparency and responds to
measurable data.

Objective 2.1: Hire an IDEA Director to serve as NCA’s Chief Diversity
Officer.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

High

Executive Director, National Office,
Executive Council, IDEA Council

High

Tasks
● Design a permanent staff position in the national office for an IDEA
director.
● Develop and implement a national search to hire the IDEA director.

Suggestions
● Include the IDEA Council in the process to ensure the hiring
committee is respondent to minoritized member’s needs.

Objective 2.2: Develop and initiate a process to hold NCA units
accountable.
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Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

Medium

Executive Director, National Office,
Executive Council, Legislative Assembly

Low

Tasks
● The EC must develop a transparent accountability process to help
NCA units respond to identified equity gaps and IDEA concerns in
their annual reports (see Objective 1.2)
●

Routinely examine and improve assessment procedures in
consultation with NCA members and units to ensure the process
remains useful and productive.

Suggestions
● NCA units who fail to follow IDEA assessment processes and
policies implemented in response to this plan should be held
accountable, perhaps by losing convention slots or other penalties.
The accountability structure should be transparent, simple, and be
applied consistently. For example, if the unit leadership does not
submit the IDEA assessment (alongside additional annual reports),
then the unit's funding from NCA could be withheld until all required
assessments are completed.
● Establish a publicly accessible page on the NCA website that
archives all units’ annual reports for maximum transparency.

Objective 2.3: Increase the capacity of NCA leadership to respond to
crises and conflicts, including discriminatory incidents at organizational
events and in online forums.
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Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

High

Executive Director, Executive Council,
IDEA Council, Publications Council,
Research Council, Teaching and
Learning Council, Leadership
Development Committee, NCA National
Office Staff

Low

Tasks
● Develop a Code of Conduct for the National Convention that goes
beyond sexual harassment to include other forms of harassment
(such as racist, homophobic, transphobic comments or other micro
aggressive behaviors towards marginalized members). Such a
Code of Conduct allows NCA leadership and staff to quickly identify
inappropriate behavior and make swift decisions to hold those who
enact harm accountable.
● Develop a clear, direct, and publicly accessible process (with
options for anonymity and within all relevant legal restrictions) for
submitting IDEA grievances concerning individuals/NCA units and
potential violations of the convention Code of Conduct to the EC.

Suggestions
● Require ongoing professional development and training for all NCA
leaders and staff who interact with the public to respond to crises
and conflicts with integrity, empathy, institutional courage, and
transparency. The American Council on Education (ACE) identifies
three key skills such leaders and staff need to build: active listening,
speaking from the heart, and acting with constituents. Such
communication also requires an attunement to the perspectives of
the marginalized.
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● Develop a framework that considers pathways for offering
organizational support to Communication scholars that are targeted
for their teaching, research, and public scholarship surrounding
IDEA.
● Develop operational procedures for effective and timely
communication with constituents to ensure that crises are
addressed promptly and that members are well-informed on the
events unfolding, the organization’s response, and the ways in
which IDEA values guide the corrective actions that will be taken.
● Institute regular assessment of the effectiveness of communication
with members, particularly after crises.
● Create space for members to express anger, distrust, fear, and
fatigue. As the ACE report reminds us, “Leaders, who despair a
divided [organization], romanticize the myth of a time when
everyone felt included, embraced, and valued. Wishing everyone
could just get along reflects values of white fragility and the need to
make the white community comfortable. By acknowledging and
taking responsibility for racism, hatred, microaggressions, and pain,
and directly accepting criticism, leaders stand for anti-racist values
that can support [an organization] through the crisis.” (p. 27)
● Build robust formal and informal two-way communication channels
across multiple media. These should include opportunities for public
dialogues and forums with clear ground rules and well-trained
moderators.

Objective 2.4: Strengthen policies that create accountability to IDEA in
the hiring and evaluation of National Office staff.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

Medium

Executive Director, Executive Committee

Low
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Tasks
● Executive Director’s performance goals should be revised to include
an assessment for moving IDEA goals and praxis forward within the
organization.
● Evaluation of all National Office staff should include additional
positive accolades for professional development and/or
accomplishments related to IDEA work.

Suggestions
● Hiring committees for National office staff positions should reflect
the diversity of our organization.
● An IDEA advocate should be appointed on any established hiring
committee to ensure an IDEA lens is prioritized. An IDEA advocate
can be any member of the hiring committee, appointed by the
Executive Director.

Objective 2.5: All new NCA Interest Groups must center IDEA values in
their processes and policies.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

High

Executive Director, National Office,
Executive Committee, IDEA Council,
Legislative Assembly

Low

Tasks
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● Proposals for new Interest Groups must include a clear articulation
of how they plan to center IDEA values and put forth a clear plan for
how they will institutionalize IDEA values into their processes, such
as elections, leadership structures, and awards.
● The Legislative Assembly must consider whether a proposal for a
new interest group meets and adheres to IDEA values.

Suggestions
● Proposals for new Interest Groups could be reviewed for
endorsement or non-endorsement by the IDEA Council and
Executive Committee before being brought to the Legislative
Assembly for a vote.

Objective 2.6: NCA must build IDEA practice into elected National officer
leadership responsibilities to ensure long standing accountability.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

High

Executive Director, National Office,
Executive Committee, Legislative
Assembly

Low

Tasks
● Create and maintain three separate branches of IDEA leadership. In
addition to the proposed IDEA Director (national office staff position)
and the current IDEA council (membership representation to
oversee and review IDEA practices and policies) NCA must create
a pipeline for elected offers to be accountable for completing IDEA
work.
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● The elected Second Vice-President of NCA should be tasked with
moving the IDEA strategic plan forward and overseeing the IDEA
Leaders Program.

Suggestions
● Revise NCA bylaws as needed to clarify the relationship between
these three branches and instantiate the role of the Second Vice
President.

GOAL 3: Equip all NCA leaders and members to carry out
IDEA vision and initiatives within and beyond NCA.

Objective 3.1: Develop and circulate common IDEA definitions.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

High

Executive Committee, Executive Director, Low
Legislative Assembly, NCA
Communication Department, IDEA
Council, Teaching and Learning Council,
Publications Council, Research Council

Tasks
● Host reoccurring opportunities for NCA decision-makers (ED, EC,
Councils, and LA) to engage with NCA members and stakeholders
in the ongoing development of the living definitions of IDEA values
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(e.g., via webinars, convention panels, publications, teaching &
learning resources).
● Work to ensure that NCA messaging is consistent with up-to-date
IDEA values. Consistent language across internal and external
documents is necessary. This includes but is not limited to bylaws,
policies, manuals, awards, and public statements.
● Revise NCA’s mission to center IDEA values in the Communication
discipline.
● Revise the 2018 Statement on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion to
provide consistent definitions of inclusion, diversity, equity, and
access (as defined in this strategic plan). See Appendix III of the
2021 IDEA Strategic Plan Task Force Report for a draft of this
revision.

Objective 3.2: Require annual IDEA education and training for all leaders
in NCA.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

High

Executive Committee, Executive Director, Low to Medium
Legislative Assembly, NCA Staff, IDEA
Council, Teaching and Learning Council,
Publications Council, Research Council,
NCA Units

Tasks
● Develop a virtual “Introduction to IDEA” training course specific for
the Communication discipline or identify an already existing course
that meets the discipline’s specific needs.
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● All members serving in elected and leadership positions in NCA
units must complete the “Introduction to IDEA” training. This is
including but not limited to the Executive Committee, the Legislative
Assembly, Editors-Elect, and the Executive Board or equivalent for
every NCA unit.

Objective 3.3: Center IDEA values in our communication strategy.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

Low

Executive Committee, Executive Director, Medium
Legislative Assembly, NCA Staff, NCA
Communications Department, IDEA
Council, Teaching and Learning Council,
Publications Council, Research Council,
NCA Units

Tasks
● Develop an IDEA hub on the organization’s website that provides
information, resources, tools, and research bibliographies rooted in
NCA’s IDEA values and communication research. Such materials
will help NCA units, as well as departments, institutions, and
individuals to carry out IDEA practices. It will also work to advocate
for the Communication discipline’s central role in creating positive
change that supports IDEA values.
● Create organization-wide guidelines for inclusive language. These
guidelines will address gender pronouns but also other language
and inclusive language issues such as capitalization, hyphenation,
pronouns, identities, abilities, agency of subjects, and people-first
language.
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Suggestions
● Create a 3-minute YouTube training video about implicit bias
featuring Communication scholars.
● Create a 3-minute YouTube training video about microaggressions
featuring Communication scholars.
● Create a short YouTube training video about communication and
decolonization featuring Communication scholars.
● Create a Best Practices for Hiring Guide for the Communication
discipline.
● Create an IDEA-Based framework for evaluating research and
scholarly productivity that can be utilized by member departments,
schools, and colleges of communication.
● Create a Best Practices for Graduate Admissions Guide for the
Communication discipline.
● Create a Best Practices for IDEA in Departments Guide for the
Communication discipline.
● Create a virtual training for department chairs that emphasizes
institutionalizing IDEA principles, organizational resilience, and
institutional courage.
● Create guidelines for offering inclusive presentations.
● Create guidelines for anti-racist and anti-imperial communication
practices.
● Provide advocacy resources for those at the institutions that fall
short of NCA’s IDEA policies and practice. Suggestions for how to
approach Chairs, Deans, etc. to make IDEA changes.
● Suggest that all units contribute educational tools, such as IDEA
pamphlets, educating how their specific area of inquiry teaches and
upholds IDEA principles (i.e. how can the Public Relations Division
offer educational tools about its investments in IDEA
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mission/objectives).
● Create guidelines for Interest Groups to initiate proactive IDEA work
(e.g., creating a new officer position, an IDEA subcommittee, review
or grievance procedures, or IDEA assessment measures).

Objective 3.4: Align infrastructure and processes for external job
advertisement with NCA so that these processes reflect and embody
IDEA values.

Timeframe Personnel Responsible
Year 2

Budget

Executive Committee, Executive Director, Low
NCA Staff, IDEA Council

Tasks
● Assess and improve infrastructure and processes for job
advertisements posted on NCA’s website and CommNotes listserv
to be consistent with IDEA values.
● Create a Best Practices for Job Advertising Guide for the
Communication discipline that centers IDEA values.

Suggestions
● Develop an IDEA certification program that individual search
committees in Communication departments may elect to complete.
The certification program will consist of an online training video and
a quiz. If all members of the search committee complete the
training, their job advertisement will have a special insignia placed
on the advertisement on COMMNotes. They are also welcome to
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include their certification in the wording of the job advertisement.
The IDEA certification program will not eliminate job advertisements
from being advertised via NCA if they elect not to participate.
Rather, this program helps signal to potential applicants a search
committee’s IDEA practices and reward department’s for completing
the training.
● Provide all members with training on how to write “IDEA
Statements” as applicants and how to evaluate “IDEA Statements”
as search committee members.
● Require institutions that advertise available jobs through NCA to
disclose whether their employee benefits provide gender-affirming
healthcare (including top surgery, gender affirmation surgery,
hormone replacement therapy, and expansive reproductive health
care).

Objective 3.5: Increase and promote the importance of IDEA strategic
planning across the discipline.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

Low

Executive Committee, Executive Director, Low
NCA Staff, IDEA Council

Tasks
● Identify how NCA can serve as a reflective and empowering partner
in the discipline and humanities for IDEA strategic planning.
● Implement communication and advocacy strategies to promote
IDEA strategic planning across the discipline.
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Suggestions
● Establish a strategic planning liaison whose duty is to connect with
regional and international Communication learned societies to
facilitate a better dialogue throughout the discipline on IDEA
principles. Both the Rhetoric Society of America (RSA) and the
Eastern Communication Association also have IDEA strategic plans
in development.
● Develop a guide for IDEA strategic planning housed on NCA’s
website that can be used by Communication departments.
● Develop training for IDEA strategic planning at the annual NCA
Chair’s Retreat and Hope Conference.

Objective 3.6: Create an NCA archive specifically for IDEA histories and
materials to preserve ongoing and past efforts of the global community of
communication scholars.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

Low

Executive Committee, Executive Director, Medium
NCA Staff, IDEA Council

Tasks
● Secure funds to support the development of an IDEA archive.
● Designate a curator for the IDEA archive and/or identify an
academic library with which to partner for the creation and curation
of the archive.
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● Determine how to make the archive’s collection, preservation, and
availability practices consistent with IDEA principles.

Suggestions
● Collect artifacts and documents from NCA units and members for
inclusion in the archive.
● Collect oral histories of members and key figures in NCA’s IDEA
history.

GOAL 4: Expand NCA members’ access to facilitate full
participation in the discipline across the dimensions of
space, borders and boundaries, language, and material
resources.

Objective 4.1: Commit resources and expertise to ensure that full
participation is not solely defined by or reduced to social acceptance or
accommodation.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Low

Executive Committee, Executive Director, Medium
NCA Communication Department,
Teaching and Learning Council,
Publications Council, Research Council,
NCA Units
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Tasks
● Create and promote Universal Design for Learning through the
Teaching and Learning Council resources. This includes developing
communication specific teaching and learning resources on
Universal Design for Learning to be distributed and used by NCA
members and units.
● Provide a land acknowledgement statement for panelists at the
Annual National Convention.

● Continue to create opportunities for virtual and hybrid events to
increase access to under-engaged and underserved populations.

Suggestions
● Train NCA staff and convention volunteers to ensure they
understand and implement best accessibility practices when hosting
NCA events.
● Create resources for units and members to examine their own
habits and practices for inherent inaccessibility (e.g., social events
that primarily or only center alcohol; presentations that do not use a
microphone; events promoted and conducted solely in English; lack
of access to virtual options for participation; networking
opportunities that take place in spaces that require participants to
spend money to attend).
● Invest in interpretation staff, equipment, and software to support
multilingual access at NCA events where needed.
● Continue inquiring with Taylor and Francis about options and
possibilities for Open Access publishing for NCA journals.
● Research and implement more practices and procedures that
support neurodiversity. “Neurodiversity refers specifically to the
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limitless variability of human cognition and the uniqueness of each
human mind.”6

● Circulate instructions for a visual impairment statement that calls for
participants and speakers to include brief descriptions of
appearance for those with visual impairments and/or face blindness
to visualize and/or identify us.

Objective 4.2: Prioritize and annually enhance convention site
accessibility in terms of space.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

High

Convention Planner, Convention
Medium to
Committee, Unit Program Planners, IDEA High
Council, Executive Director, Executive
Committee

Tasks
● Continue the practice of assessing convention site accessibility
each year and refine this practice to target specific issues that are
commonly raised from one convention to the next.
● Identify best practice accessibility criteria to be considered in the
future contracting of hotel convention sites. How is accessibility
being valued in the decisions? How is access guaranteed? How is
preference for new sites weighed against accessibility needs?

6

Judy Singer, “NeuroDiversity 2.0” https://neurodiversity2.blogspot.com/p/what.html
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Suggestions
● Assess and amend current delivery mechanisms of conference
materials to ensure they match principles of University Design for
Learning (UDL).
● Circulate accessibility reports prior to the convention so that
members can prepare for any potential accessibility issues and
request necessary accommodations.
● Ensure that everything a hotel or conference center vendor includes
in the “accessibility tour” is available and included in NCA’s
convention package.
● Create a list or “key” in convention programs that identifies
networking events with and without alcohol, food, etc.
● Encourage interest group business meetings to be held virtually or
in hybrid formats.
● Create an easily accessible mechanism and process for attendees
to submit individual accommodation requests for convention, and
for those needs to be addressed.

Objective 4.3: Increase the recruitment of new members from historically
disenfranchised groups.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Low

Convention Planner, Convention
High
Committee, Executive Director, Executive
Committee
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Tasks
● Identify barriers to membership and active participation for
historically disenfranchised individuals and groups.
● Examine current promotional efforts (such as public-facing
materials, event structures, advertising and social media strategies)
to identify gaps in representation and outreach.
● Partner with other scholarly organizations serving communities of
scholars that are underrepresented in NCA to create special events
or opportunities for collaborations across memberships.

Suggestions
● Amplify and reward the efforts of units that make documented
progress in recruiting and retaining members from historically
disenfranchised groups, potentially through access to additional
funds, panel slots, and publicity.
● Create a report detailing how Western/US/European practices of
research and knowledge production have historically functioned to
disenfranchise peoples/groups from participating equitably in
shared knowledge generation through publication, engagement,
and inclusion in traditional modes of inquiry. Offer resources for
addressing such practices in Communication scholarship.

Objective 4.4: Identify and address cost-prohibitive requirements,
practices, and expectations that create access barriers for members
struggling with fiscal insecurity.
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Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

Low

Convention Planner, Convention
High
Committee, Executive Director, Executive
Committee

Tasks
● Assess national convention’s affordability for various subgroups of
NCA membership, based on factors like income, academic rank,
and institutional support.
● Revise pricing structure for convention attendance to remove
financial barriers to participation.
● Identify and secure options for increasing access to food and
decreasing costs of food, such as discounts at local restaurants or a
box lunch program.
● Create and implement options for virtual conferencing to reduce
cost of attendance and increase access to the national convention.

Suggestions
● If financially feasible, create an annual convention micro-grant
program for financial accessibility for all NCA members to address
convention costs (e.g., food insecurity, pre-conference fees,
conference attire, etc.). Commit $60,000 each year to the financial
insecurity micro grant program. Create an annual matching fund for
donations from individual members and donors to support the micro
grant program. Incentivize donations from individual members and
departments. e.g., accumulative rewards program.
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● The 2022 Future Conventions Task Force will issue a report on
options for virtual conferencing for the NCA Leadership to
implement.
● Educate all members on how to advocate for increased funding
resources from various constituencies based on accessibility needs.
● Research what happens to food that is thrown away at convention
and attempt to develop practices to utilize this food to reduce food
insecurity.

Objective 4.5: Work toward eliminating access barriers related to
language.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

Low

Executive Director, Executive Committee, High
Publications Council, Research Council,
Convention Planner, Convention
Committee, IDEA Council, NCA
Communications Department

Tasks
● Research how other organizations have addressed language
access barriers.
● When gathering information from members and non-members
during registration for NCA’s conferences, inquire about the
language needs of constituents.
● Using measurable data, develop financially responsible and creative
solutions to eliminate language access barriers.
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Suggestions
● Support the provision of translators on an as needed basis at the
convention and other NCA events.
● Inquire with Taylor and Francis about options and possibilities for
publishing NCA journals (or at least article abstracts) in additional
languages.
● Continually be conscious about reproducing a hierarchy of
languages. The most widely used or common languages are those
that are likely to be chosen to be translated, yet lesser-used
language needs might persist.
● Create a micro-grant program for translation of articles published in
NCA journals. NCA members can apply for the micro-grant program
to translate key NCA articles. Keep a publicly available archive of
these articles available on NCA’s website.

Objective 4.6: Work toward internationalizing NCA on myriad sustained
fronts including leadership, membership, and practices.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Medium

Executive Director, Executive Committee, Medium to
Publications Council, Research Council,
High
Convention Planner, Convention
Committee, IDEA Council, NCA
Communications Department,
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Nominating Committee, Teaching and
Learning Council

Tasks
● Beyond current initiatives to cultivate internationalization, NCA
should recruit and promote work and pedagogy that examines
international contexts and centers international epistemologies from
multiple contexts.
● Investigate ways for NCA to support international travel to the US
for the convention, possibly through assisting with the visa process.
● Create and implement options for virtual conferencing that occur
simultaneously with conferences.
● Maintain practice of hosting international scholars’ reception at NCA
annual convention.

Suggestions
● NCA should continue to assess and be conscious of the varying
financial disparities that face international graduate and
undergraduate students studying in the U.S., while working to find
practical solutions to help these students.
● The Publications Council should work with Taylor and Francis to
develop a book series that publishes scholarship on international
contexts, communication, theories, and methods.
● While moving towards internationalization, NCA must refuse to
embrace the violence nationalist ideologies can enact on
undocumented and stateless people, people marginalized by
nation-states because of their gender identity, or people who have
had human rights restricted due to nationalist endeavors, both in the
U.S. and abroad.
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● NCA should center the voices, experiences, and research of the
Global South along with underrepresented peoples and cultures
traditionally excluded from U.S./European paradigms.
● NCA should seek partnerships with journals that publish primarily
the work of international scholars.
● NCA should establish collaborations with international organizations
that feature communication scholars from around the globe who
have been historically excluded including but not limited to the
International Communication Association and the World
Communication Association.
● NCA should feature on the front page of NCA’s website scholars
and collaborations with international scholars and organizations.
● NCA should establish a task force, primarily of international
scholars, to focus on specific plans and processes for promoting
continual internationalization.

GOAL 5: Evaluate and restructure the organization to
render NCA a more inclusive, diverse, equitable, and
accessible organization.

Objective 5.1: Assess how power is created and circulated by NCA's
organizational structure, interrogate how those structures serve to reify
power, and develop strategies to reshape these power dynamics to be
more inclusive, diverse, equitable, and accessible.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Low

Executive Committee, Executive Director, Low
Legislative Assembly, IDEA Council,
Research Council, Publications Council,
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Teaching and Learning Council, NCA
Staff

Tasks
● Create a power flow and organizational chart that details how power
and authority flow through the organization. How are hierarchies
established and reinforced?
● Assess the power dynamics of the organization and whether we
need to restructure NCA and revise bylaws in ways that reflect
IDEA values and practices. Review the bylaws and make policy
recommendations to the Legislative Assembly for changes that may
be needed.
● Document the formal and informal governance procedures that
NCA councils/committees and National office staff use to identify
gaps that limit broad participation and collective governance.
● Develop long-term strategies to reshape organizational power
dynamics to be more inclusive, diverse, equitable, and accessible.

Objective 5.2: Increase diversity of nominees for leadership positions
throughout NCA units.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

Low

Executive Committee, Executive Director, Low
Legislative Assembly, Leadership
Development Committee, NCA Staff

Tasks
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● Assess effectiveness of current communication and publicity
practices for disseminating information regarding running for elected
and nomination-based leadership positions at NCA.
● Develop and implement an improved communication strategy to
inform members about election processes and leadership
opportunities at the national level and in individual units.

Suggestions
● Create an accessible infographic for members at all levels of the
organization that details how to become a leader throughout NCA.
Require Interest Groups to do the same to educate members about
how to pursue leadership in the group and beyond.
● Create an online tutorial for getting more involved with NCA that
shows how election and leadership processes work and when
people generally make such moves at various stages in their
career. Include information about key aspects of each leadership
position.
● Expand leadership opportunities at the interest group and
organizational level, which could include requiring student
representatives for each Interest Group.
● Create additional convention events that allow interested members
to network with current leaders and learn about leadership positions
and opportunities.

Objective 5.3: Institutionalize transparency, access, and consistency in
all NCA leadership elections and processes.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible
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High

Executive Committee, Executive Director, Low
Legislative Assembly, NCA Staff,
Leadership Development Committee,
NCA Unit Leaders

Tasks
● Create an Inclusive Excellence Best Practices plan for election
processes that every NCA unit can choose to adopt and implement
or craft their own to adopt and implement (because agency at the
unit level is essential and equity gaps are unit specific).
● NCA Executive Committee sessions should be public and
accessible. At minimum, NCA should require that EC sessions be
transcribed and available to NCA legislative assembly and
members by written request.

Suggestions
● Potentially require each unit to assess and report diversity
representation on their executive committees or in their leadership
structures.
● Potentially eliminate the Nominating Committee through a bylaws
change and shift its functions to the Leadership Development
Committee and the other national councils as necessary. The
Leadership Development Committee will oversee any additional
responsibilities previously held by the Nominating Committee. NCA
leadership retreat will dedicate time to all councils assessing the
nomination pool to ensure diverse candidates, recruit additional
candidates if necessary, and vote to confirm the pool is adequately
diverse before sending it to the Legislative Assembly for
confirmation.
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● Potentially consolidate and standardize nominations and election
processes across the organization.
● NCA second VP could be an open election (anyone with a certain
number of member signatures can run). This would potentially
reduce structural barriers for those seeking to run for second VP.
● Develop online election processes and infrastructure for NCA units.

Objective 5.4: Cultivate an equitable and transparent process for award
nomination and selection at the NCA and unit level.

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

High

Executive Committee, Executive Director, Low
Legislative Assembly, NCA Staff, IDEA
Council, Leadership Development
Committee, NCA Unit Leaders

Tasks
● Create an Inclusive Excellence plan for awards processes that
every NCA unit can choose to adopt and implement or craft their
own to adopt and implement (because agency at the unit level is
essential and equity gaps are unit specific).
● Continue assessing and potentially restructuring the NCA national
award committees.
● NCA units should place their award procedures on their unit
website.
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Suggestions
● Awards should include IDEA as at least one evaluative area of all
awards’ criteria.
● Each unit should individually assess and report representation of
diversity with regards to nominees and awardees. All units should
annually track, update, and publicly post lists of all awardees.

Objective 5.5: Cultivate a practice of responsible stewardship of the
lands on which NCA convenes for its national events (conference, honors
seminars, etc.)

Urgency

Personnel Responsible

Budget

High

Executive Director, Executive Committee, Low to Medium
IDEA Council, National Office

Tasks
● Cultivating a practice of responsible stewardship of the land on
which NCA convenes requires that the organization develop a plan
for learning and engaging with local communities and histories in
advance of the convention.
● Assess NCA’s current procedures and practices for responsible
stewardship and develop practices that reflect IDEA values.
● The National Office should produce a digital pamphlet or newsletter
to be sent out to attendees of each national event (conference,
honors seminars, etc.) no more than a month ahead of the event. In
the pamphlet, members would find information about original
Indigenous stewards of the lands on which the event will take place
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along with information about where those people are active today.
The digital pamphlet should also include information on treaties,
land grants, and other aspects of land dispossession directly related
to the sites where events are held. The pamphlets should also,
where relevant, describe ecological and environmental challenges
facing residents of the sites where NCA visits. The pamphlets
should list suggestions for businesses where members can spend
their money to support IDEA communities (i.e., Queer-owned,
Black-owned, Indigenous-owned business) while at the events.

Suggestions
● The National Office could submit the final draft of the pamphlet to
the IDEA council for review.
● Each unit should create an intentional and ongoing campaign to
communicate NCA’s Land Acknowledgement at all events.
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PART VIII: ASSESSMENT & ACCOUNTABILITY
This strategic plan will not be successful without routine assessment and
accountability by the National Communication Association. This section
defines both terms and provides an overview of the process of assessing
accountability regarding the IDEA strategic plan’s implementation.

Assessment
Assessment is the systematic process of collecting and interpreting
measurable data to help inform opportunities for improvement. This
process is ongoing and involves establishing clear, measurable outcomes
in alignment with the stated Mission and Vision.
In this strategic plan, we have:
● Articulated a new IDEA Mission for NCA, defined NCA’s IDEA values,
outlined goals and objectives, and assigned tasks to begin to work
towards achieving these goals.
● Identified a timeline of prioritization and estimated costs.
● Called for institutionalizing assessment procedures throughout the
organization infrastructure in service of achieving the outlined goals
and objectives of this plan. This includes biannual membership
surveys, annual IDEA assessments for all NCA units, the hiring of an
IDEA Director, and the establishment of an IDEA Leader program.
As objectives and tasks actualize, the assessment process we
recommend includes three phases:
● Phase One consists of launching the strategic plan and beginning of
the assessment cycle with the development of, at minimum,
quantitative and qualitative measures to generate data.
● Phase Two entails the: 1) implementation of the strategic plan, 2)
administration of a mid-cycle assessment in preparation for an annual
report, and 3) updating and building upon the plan needed.

● Phase Three comprises the: 1) conclusion of the assessment cycle,
2) production of an annual report that reviews and summarizes NCA’s
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organizational wide IDEA progress, and 3) beginning of identifying
and integrating new goals, objectives, tasks, and overall strategies for
implementation.
After five years, potential indicators of the success of the strategic
plan include:
● IDEA values are firmly anchored and normalized into organizational
structure through policy, practices, and processes of accountability.
● Members and non-members from historically disenfranchised
populations consistently see and hear ourselves reflected in
organizational units, initiatives, and communications from the NCA.
● NCA earns a reputation as a place for everybody.
● International communities experience a sense of organization-wide
belonging.
● NCA becomes a role model for organizational courage and structural
transformation.
● NCA operates from a default position of transparency wherein
organizational action and follow through are proactive not reactive.
Accountability
Accountability includes both positive recognition of successful
implementation of new strategies and progress towards Inclusive
Excellence, along with a clear articulation of consequences if there is
persistent lack of follow-through on working towards achieving goals and
objectives.
Detailing how units, leaders, and the organization will be held accountable
is necessary to secure the success of the plan. The goal of accountability
structures must not be overly punitive; rather, accountability should be
leveraged to foster growth and development for NCA members, leaders,
and units to incorporate IDEA values swiftly and effectively into their
practices and processes.
● The EC has been tasked with constructing a fair accountability
process for NCA units (see Goal 2/Objective 2.2).
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● A three-branch accountability structure has been suggested to be
built into the leadership infrastructure of NCA (See Goal 2). The IDEA
Director will serve as the Chief Diversity Officer (Objective 2.1). The
Second Vice President of NCA will be tasked with moving the IDEA
values and vision forward during their first year in officer rotation
(Objective 2.6). Finally, the IDEA council will continue to represent
the interests of the caucuses and serve in an advisory capacity to the
officers and office staff, while also working on their own projects that
advance IDEA throughout the organization.
● Annual NCA IDEA Awards will reward members, units, and programs
who aid in the advancement of IDEA values and this strategic plan.
● Multiple public reports and assessments throughout the strategic
plan’s duration offer opportunities for public accountability and
member feedback regarding the organization's progress at all levels.
● The EC will commit to updating the IDEA strategic plan every 5 years.
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PART I: BACKGROUND
Founded in 1914, the National Communication Association (NCA) has a
long history of scholarship and activism dedicated to advancing inclusion,
diversity, equity, and access (IDEA) in the discipline. As demonstrated in
the “Timeline of Key IDEA Moments,” (see Appendix I) IDEA work has
been omnipresent on myriad fronts for decades across the organization-often in direct response to calls for organizational change from within the
membership. The dynamic relationship between resistance, advocacy, and
change dates all the way back to the very beginning of NCA’s history
wherein the organization was founded as an oppositional act in response to
the “diminished importance of speech instruction within departments of
English.”1
For years, caucus members have called for NCA to proactively attend to its
organizational structure through an IDEA lens in service to structural
change that surpasses statements of support, resolutions, committees, task
forces, and policies that lack accountability measures. While such
endeavors are crucial to NCA’s long IDEA history and the march toward
generating the 2022 IDEA Strategic Plan, they have not and will not result
in consistently sustained IDEA organizational practices that: (1) withstand
changes in leadership and (2) materially improve the NCA experience for
our most disenfranchised members.
One of the ways that we know this to be true in the context of NCA’s very
own history is because the 1988-1990 SCA Taskforce on Affirmative Action
submitted a “Common Points of Agreement” that called for determining “the
degree to which” the SCA Publications Board utilized the SCA Affirmative
Action Statement in its recruitment processes and eventual
recommendations for Editor appointments to the Legislative Council.
Despite their decades of previous acknowledgment and intervention in the
lack of diversity represented among editors, “editorial policies, practices,
and programs governing SCA Publications,” NCA members called for
change yet again via the 2018 “Lack of Diversity in NCA’s Journal
Editorships and Editorial Boards.” In part, what the necessity of this
renewed call to action reveals is that much of the IDEA progress that NCA
National Communication Association, “A Brief History of NCA” https://www.natcom.org/about-nca/whatnca/nca-history/brief-history-nca
1
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has indeed made has not resulted in the removal of structural barriers that
impede inclusion, diversity, equity, and access. Moreover, when
exclusionary structures remain in place (i.e., allowing some, yet limiting
IDEA progress), organizational transformation is far more provisional than
abiding. Therefore, this strategic plan builds IDEA infrastructure in service
to removing structural barriers and sustaining progress.
Echoing generations of NCA members before us, the guiding principle of
our task force and foundational assertion of this strategic plan is:
NCA can only achieve excellence as a learned society with perpetual
organization-wide commitment to inclusion, diversity, equity, and
access.
Communication scholars and activists have enacted this principle in myriad
ways throughout NCA history. That they have done so without consistent
IDEA infrastructure within NCA is a testament to their determined
intellectual and emotional labor to create a discipline in which scholars
matter not despite our differences, but because heterogeneity fosters
excellence far more so than rigid un/spoken commitments to homogeneity,
tradition, and normativity. Organizational communication scholar Brenda J.
Allen reminds us that:
If organizations deal effectively with difference and embrace
it as a positive force…, they can optimize accomplishing
their goals...Equally as important (if not more so), when we
value differences, we can help to fulfill the United States
credo of liberty and justice for all.2

Similarly, Mohan Dutta calls for us to interrogate how the discipline
maintains U.S. American hegemony in its values, beliefs, and knowledge
production:

2

Allen, B. J. (2011). Difference matters: Communicating social identity (2nd ed.). Illinois: Waveland
Press, Inc.
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The study and practice of communication, in the originary
narratives of the field, were deeply intertwined with the US
imperial interests, creating markets for US capital, and
generating geostrategic spaces of support for the empire
globally. The centers of knowledge production in
Communication Studies, located in the metropoles of the
North, therefore, are constituted by inequalities in material
infrastructures of knowledge production, and in turn,
perpetuate these fundamental inequalities.3

NCA members who have incited awareness and transformation in service
to IDEA values exemplify situating difference as a disciplinary strength
partnered with a reflexive understanding of our discipline’s positionality in
the global world.
Such efforts originating from within NCA include:
● Founding of our caucuses to amplify the scholarship of “historically
underrepresented demographic groups”4 who experience
institutionalized disenfranchisement in not only our discipline but also
societally and globally.
● Selection of culturally responsive convention themes and
programming by NCA’s elected officers. For example, in 2011
Richard West’s theme was VOICE and the New Orleans, Louisiana
convention included an exhibit of local artists of color. Additionally,
Ronald L. Jackson II positioned diversity, equity, and inclusion as the
bedrocks of his campaign for 2nd Vice President, “Our Legacy, Our
Relevance” convention theme, and Presidential Address “Markers,
Monuments, Metaphors, and Memes: Charting NCA’s Legacies.”

3

Dutta, M. (2020). Whiteness, internationalization, and erasure: Decolonizing futures from the Global
South, Communication and Critical/Cultural Studies, 17(2), 228-235. DOI:
10.1080/14791420.2020.1770825
4

National Communication Association Bylaws, 2018
https://www.natcom.org/sites/default/files/pages/NCA_Bylaws_2018.pdf
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● Formation of several task forces by NCA officers to address key IDEA
concerns and social issues. Examples encompass: Steven Beebe’s
“Enhancing the Internationalization of Communication” task force in
2013; Kathleen J. Turner’s “Inclusivity” task force in 2014; Carole
Blair’s “Political Economy of Higher Education and Academic Labor”
taskforce in 2015; Christie S. Beck’s “Anti-Bullying” task force in
2015; and Kent A. Ono’s mentorship task force in 2018.
● 2014 Centennial archives that document IDEA scholarship and
activism including “1968-1977, The Decade that Changed the Face of
the NCA” and Spectra 100 Years: Reflecting on Continuity and
Change 50(1 & 2).
● 2017 formation of The Social Justice Exchange by former NCA
President Stephen J. Hartnett who calls for:

NCA to chart a new course: to acknowledge the desperate
needs of communities not traditionally present at the
convention or represented in our scholarship; to reclaim
Communication’s civic callings from decades of high-theory;
to link Communication scholarship to grassroots, democratic
practices; to point our teaching, research, and service in the
direction of justice; and to dedicate our institutional
resources and personal energies to addressing community
needs.5
For a timeline of activism and history related to IDEA, please see Appendix
I.
While strategic plans are often presented as “final” and approved to
greenlight action, they are also organic documents that should be revised
as goals are met, gaps appear, and new strategies emerge. Relevant in
disciplinary contexts ranging from classrooms to workplaces to

Hartnett, S. J. (2017). Communication’s civic callings: The social justice exchange and community
engagement. National Communication Association.
https://www.natcom.org/sites/default/files/pages/SJE_Online_Social_Justice_Exchange.pdf
5
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conventions, Brenneise importantly reminds us of the need for reflexivity
and adaptability when she says:
As communication experts reconsider the implications that are associated
with potentially exclusionary frameworks, concepts and practices . . .the
definition of acceptable and desired communication broadens and
changes.6
Echoing Brenneise and others, IDEA progress occurs on a continuum of
reflection, engagement, innovation, implementation, and resistance
characterized by cycles of learning, unlearning, and relearning. Elemental
to this continuum is engagement, described as “as a potentially inventive
conversation between communities with differences.”7 Attending to
mutuality and power amid dialogic processes, Deetz speaks to the
disciplinary and real-world benefits of co-generative engagement across
our many differences:

In everyday settings dealing with everyday problems we recognize that
different forms of knowing and processes of finding out are differentially
distributed across groups and individuals. Scholarship traditionally has
produced knowledge that reflects distinctly white, middle-class,
professional, male concerns and codifiable knowledge at the expense of
others and other forms of knowing. Engagement shows others as simply
different, not biased, unknowing or deficient. For many scholars
significant identity costs and risks come with this. Talking about rather
than from our knowledge is conversationally different...only in our
relationships can we be co-generative for our mutual enrichment.8

6

Brenneise, A. (2020). Presuming competence: Troubling the ideal student. Communication Education,
69(3), 2020, p. 331. 10.1080/03634523.2020.1770307
7

Deetz, S. (2008). Engagement as co-generative theorizing. Journal of Applied Communication
Research, 36(3), 289-297, p. 296-297.
8

Ibid, p. 290.
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Ultimately, the overarching goal of the IDEA strategic plan is to align
NCA, in its entirety, with IDEA values.
Of importance to note is that any measures taken to serve our most
marginalized and vulnerable members will function to the benefit of all of
our members. The goal of the NCA’s IDEA work is to facilitate engagement,
equity, and humanizing co-existence across our many differences
throughout the discipline and organization.
Convening the 2021 IDEA Strategic Plan Task Force
The 2021 Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, & Access (IDEA) Strategic Planning
Task Force was convened by First Vice President Roseann M. Mandziuk in
February 2021. This task force reflects a continuation of the scholar-activist
momentum in our organization that has incited requisite transformation
(see Appendix I).
Task Force Composition
The task force membership consists of long time IDEA innovators, leaders,
and activists across the Communication discipline.
The task force membership was compiled based on applications submitted
to First Vice President Mandziuk after her circulation of a call for
applications (see Appendix II for the announcement of the original task
force on COMMnotes). First Vice President Mandziuk appointed Dr. Rachel
Alicia Griffin (University of Utah) and Dr. Teresa Maria Linda Scholz
(University of California Santa Cruz) as co-chairs of the task force.
In March 2021, concerns involving representation on the task force were
brought to the task force’s attention. At this time, Dr. Scholz also had to
step down as co-chair due to emergent responsibilities at her home
institution. To ensure the task force composition was in line with IDEA
values and principles, Dr. Ashley Noel Mack (Louisiana State University)
was brought on as co-chair and Dr. Fatima Zahrae Chrifi Alaoui (San
Francisco State University) was added as a task force member.
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Task Force Mission
Based on our charge from First Vice President Mandzuik, and further
instructions from NCA Executive Directors, our mission was to produce an
IDEA Strategic Plan that marshals our organization’s history, mission
statement, bylaws, policies, reports, and practices to delineate IDEA
mission for the organization supported by clear definitions of IDEA values.
The strategic plan should also provide goals, objectives, tasks, and
assessment measures in service to achieving IDEA as standard NCA
organizational practice.
This task force report details much of our efforts towards this goal.
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PART II: IDEA POLICY & MISSION
NCA’s Current IDEA Policy and Values
To capture what we do as the learned society with the largest membership
in the field of Communication9, we first looked to NCA’s Mission Statement
and Statement on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion for direction.
NCA’s Mission Statement10 reads as follows:
The National Communication Association advances Communication
as the discipline that studies all forms, modes, media, and
consequences of communication through humanistic, social scientific,
and aesthetic inquiry.
NCA serves the scholars, teachers, and practitioners who are its
members by enabling and supporting their professional interests in
research and teaching. Dedicated to fostering and promoting free and
ethical communication, NCA promotes the widespread appreciation
of the importance of communication in public and private life, the
application of competent communication to improve the quality of
human life and relationships, and the use of knowledge about
communication to solve human problems. NCA supports
inclusiveness and diversity among our faculties, within our
membership, in the workplace, and in the classroom; NCA supports
and promotes policies that fairly encourage this diversity and
inclusion.
Originally dating back to 1995, currently NCA’s Statement on Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion11 reads:

9

As of October 2022, the NCA has approximately 5,800 members.
NCA’s Mission Statement, https://www.natcom.org/about-nca/whatnca#:~:text=Dedicated%20to%20fostering%20and%20promoting,of%20knowledge%20about%20commu
nication%20to
10

NCA’s Statement on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (approved 1995, revised in 2012 and 2017),
https://www.natcom.org/sites/default/files/Public_Statement_NCA_Statement_on_Diversity_Equity_and_I
nclusion_2017_0.pdf
11
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The National Communication Association defines diversity as a fair
and just commitment to equity, access, and inclusion for all persons.
The NCA values the right to free and open communication for all
people and groups.
The NCA believes that disenfranchisement of groups in our society
threatens and destroys the framework of open and free human
communication.
The NCA believes that communication is essential for addressing
social strife and challenging barriers to access.
The NCA believes that diversity enriches the academic
understanding, analysis, and use of human communication, which
can be understood only to the extent that ideas from diverse
spokespersons and perspectives are heard and valued.
The highest quality criticism and research of communication requires
an understanding and appreciation of diversity within and across
cultures.
The NCA urges communication professionals to study and
understand the diversity of U.S. and global cultures in order to more
fully include in our teaching and research the range of human
communication.
The NCA values diversity, inclusion, and access among our faculties,
within our membership, in the workplace, and in the classroom.
We support just and fair policies that promote equity.
We believe that policies on admissions, financial support of students,
leadership development, equitable access, and faculty hiring and
retention can be used to advance the goals of diversity, equity, and
inclusion.
The NCA opposes efforts to eliminate or restrict policies or actions
that are designed to foster the goal of diversity.
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Notably, NCA enacts its Statement on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in
numerous ways, ranging from events held at every annual convention, to
foci of particular initiatives and workshops:
At every convention, NCA offers
several events that have
facilitate/d its IDEA values:
● Networking opportunities such
as Scholars’ Office Hours and
the Intercaucus Reception
● Carroll C. Arnold
Distinguished Lecture
● Interest Group and National
Awards
● Caucus Business Meetings
and Programming
● IDEA Council Programming

NCA also regularly funds,
features, and supports initiatives
and programs related to IDEA:
● “Communication Matters”
podcast
● Resource Banks on
Antiracism, Discrimination,
and Anti-Bullying
● Teaching Consortia
● Mini-Conferences
● Microgrants
● State-of-the-Art
Communication Research
Publications
● Center for Communication,
Community Collaboration,
and Change
● NCA and Communication
University of China
Conference

NCA’s New IDEA Mission
In alignment with ethical imaginings of our national and global futures, the
promise of communication inquiry, and the role of learned societies, the
NCA’s new IDEA Mission should be:
To exemplify and champion Inclusive Excellence.
This requires enacting IDEA values throughout our organization and the
communication discipline. Mobilizing IDEA via an Inclusive Excellence
framework necessitates that it is not positioned as secondary to the mission
of any given unit nor as the sole responsibility of any singular unit or
person. When IDEA is the primary focus, there is an integrated
2021 IDEA STRATEGIC PLANNING TASK FORCE REPORT
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commitment throughout the organization that reinforces NCA’s communal
commitments to communication, collaboration, cooperation, and
coordination towards a common purpose. To achieve excellence,
institutions and organizations must build and sustain IDEA infrastructure
toward the end goal of creating a respectful culture of belongingness
across and among difference(s).
What is Inclusive Excellence?
Coined by the American Association of Colleges and Universities (AACU)
in 2005, Inclusive Excellence (IE) is a philosophical framework that “seeks
to bring about comprehensive educational reform.”12 As a continuation of
decades long efforts to institutionalize “diversity,” “multiculturalism,” and
“intercultural competence,” the most unique aspect of IE in comparison to
previous frameworks is the intentional positioning of inclusion, diversity,
equity, and access at the core of an institution’s pursuit of excellence.
In 2019, the American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) succinctly
captured the core ethos of IE and what is at stake in the pursuit of
transforming higher education:

The humanities and social sciences will not thrive
unless they reflect the diversity of the experiences
they seek to interpret.13

In “Shaping Our Century: Strategic Priorities for 2020-2024,” the ACLS
outlines “six factors accelerating change in academia”14 as key priorities
including:

12

Williams, D. A., Berger, J. B., & McClendon, S. A. (2005). Toward a model of inclusive excellence and
change in postsecondary institutions. Association of American Colleges and Universities, p.viii.
13

American Council of Learned Societies. (2019). Inclusive excellence. https://www.acls.org/OurWork/Inclusive-Excellence
14

American Council of Learned Societies. (2021). Strategic Priorities for 2020-2024.
https://documents.acls.org/About/Our-Work/Strategic%20Plan/ACLS-Strategic-Plan.pdf
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● Inequality across institutions of higher education,
nationally and internationally
● Financial constraints at many colleges and
universities
● Challenges to the status and visibility of humanistic
education and scholarship inside and outside
academia
● An evolving, diverse population in the United States
on a planet with increased levels of international
exchange
● Availability of alternative methods of exposure to
humanistic knowledge outside traditional educational
and cultural institutions
● Calls from various sectors to reimagine academia

Notably, all six of the factors identified as essential are interconnected with
IDEA.
IDEA Values Defined
Inclusive excellence served as the guiding framework for our work on the
proposed 2022 NCA IDEA Strategic Plan. To further clarify, we drafted
definitions of the four core IDEA values: inclusion, diversity, equity, and
access.
INCLUSION ensures everyone has meaningful opportunities to
participate and develop a sense of belonging. An inclusive organization
must proactively create an environment of openness where structural
barriers are removed in service to all members being encouraged and
empowered to shape the organization. All members should feel respected,
valued, and supported in every aspect of organizational decision-making.
Why this definition? To achieve Inclusive Excellence, NCA needs all
of its members to be able to choose to create, maintain, experience,
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and extend the bonds of mutual respect and norms of reciprocity in
organizational contexts including but not limited to: decision-making
processes, publishing, recognition, awards, and leadership. We
emphasize intentional action to pursue inclusion because it makes
diversity consequential, “while a truly inclusive group is necessarily
diverse, a diverse group may or may not be inclusive.”15
DIVERSITY embraces the presence and strengths of all forms of
difference. Diversity requires meaningful representation and visibility of the
full intersectional range of members’ intersectional identities, ideologies,
institutional affiliations, and areas of scholarly inquiry. Diversity recognizes
that people and groups of people differ and that those differences are sites
of creativity and innovation that enrich organizations and institutions.
Why this definition? NCA’s membership is already diverse in its
intersectional identities, ideologies, institutional affiliations, and areas
of scholarly inquiry. Yet, diversity as an orienting value requires selfreflexivity and intentional practices to manifest variability across all
NCA units.
EQUITY aims for fairness of outcome by identifying and overcoming
disparities. Equity involves recognizing and resolving structural
disadvantages that prevent the full participation of members. This process
is characterized by a commitment to equitable treatment, access,
opportunity, and advancement for all members at every stage of education
and career development.
Why this definition? Until we achieve equity, our efforts at creating a
diverse and inclusive organization will remain incomplete. Different
from traditional diversity work, insisting on equity necessitates
organizational accountability to actualizing IDEA values and
measuring the degree to which efforts have materially resolved
structural disparities. Different from equality, equity factors in the
effects of past injustices and the persistence of subtle and overt
biases, and advocates for the diligent intervention required.

15

D5. (2014). What is DEI? D5: Advancing diversity, equity, and inclusion in philanthropy. d5coalition.org
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ACCESS ensures equivalent use of services, resources, and entry
into im/material spaces, networks, learning opportunities, and
interactions. An organization that prioritizes access works proactively to
improve the entry and success of all members, regardless of differences in
ability and experience.
Why this definition? We highlight both entry and success in our
definition because access demands both; entrance alone is
inadequate if members are unable to belong and thrive, and an
accommodating environment remains meaningless if only a narrow
range of members can gain entry. Members of myriad backgrounds
and experiences have varying needs and abilities, and an
organization that facilitates all members’ entry into and success within
its community benefits from this rich diversity.
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PART III: STRUCTURAL & INTERPERSONAL BARRIERS
TO INCLUSIVE EXCELLENCE
This taskforce identified multiple structural and systemic barriers that
impede the previously defined IDEA values from being realized for our
membership both organizationally and interpersonally. These barriers
include ideological barriers; restrictive scholarly norms; weaknesses within
NCA’s current IDEA infrastructure (or the lack thereof); existing association
processes and practices; appropriation; leadership gaps; and finally, a lack
of accountability measures. In this section, we discuss each barrier in turn,
and we conclude by describing the consequences of these barriers for
members’ NCA experience(s) and for the organization’s standing and
operations.
Ideology
First, myriad ideological barriers interfere with NCA’s prospects for
achieving Inclusive Excellence and the realization of IDEA values. First,
there is a lack of a shared, organization-wide understanding of and
responsibility for IDEA work. Without a sustainable organizational
articulation of IDEA values and responsibilities, there is too little common
ground for coordinated IDEA practices. NCA leaders and members may be
highly adept at speaking in support of IDEA values, but actions achieving
IDEA goals too often fail to materialize in enduring ways.
Oftentimes, this is because the absence of specified definitions,
commitments, and responsibilities prevents meaningful uptake and
embodiment. Moreover, widespread circulation of logical fallacies
concerning IDEA generates skepticism of what IDEA initiatives are and
who they serve. Such fallacies include the suggestions that IDEA simply
represents a “trend” that will pass, or mere rhetoric that “sounds right,” but
fails to produce actual change. Opposition to IDEA values may come from
fears that jobs are being “taken” from historically privileged groups or
“reverse” racism and sexism now place them at a disadvantage.
The prevalence of “post-IDEA” rhetoric—the problematic notion that racism,
sexism, cissexism, xenophobia, ableism, and other forms of systemic
discrimination are relics of a past that society has moved beyond—further
inhibits progress by discouraging the essential intellectual and political work
2021 IDEA STRATEGIC PLANNING TASK FORCE REPORT
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needed to remove structural barriers that foster inequities. Likewise,
contemporary discourses of “wokeness” and “cancel culture” have
energized opposition to IDEA work as they gain social capital within and
beyond the academy. In this context, as Calvente, Calafell, and Chávez
(2020) remind us, “participating in the politics of inclusion feels like survival”
(p. 203) for minoritized scholars in Communication.16
The preceding ideological barriers are compounded by restrictive scholarly
norms that reflect and reinforce the marginalization of IDEA work in the
discipline and higher education writ large. Put simply, what “counts” as
scholarship is determined by normative standards and traditional
exclusions of IDEA-oriented intellectual traditions, theories, and
methodologies. For example, the Howard Journal of Communications was
originally established because work about race and racism was routinely
excluded from NCA’s journals. More recently, NCA established
Communication and Race, a new journal devoted to studies of race and
racism from a communication perspective. These journals aim to
counteract the ongoing exclusions of scholars and scholarship related to
race and racism from NCA’s top journals, as well as the suspicious
questions scholars of color face around issues of “objectivity.” Still today,
scholars such as Chakravartty and Jackson (2020) and Ng, White, and
Saha (2020) continue to observe the exclusions of race scholarship in
Communication research and teaching.17
Likewise, scholarship grounded in embodied research, community
engagement, performance, activism, and creative work are too often
dismissed within the NCA community as subjective, less epistemologically
sound, or lacking rigor.18 Additionally, the hegemony of English in
16

Calvente, L. B. Y., Calafell, B. M. & Chávez, K. R. (2020) Here is something you can't understand: the
suffocating whiteness of communication studies. Communication and Critical/Cultural Studies, 17(2), 202209. DOI: 10.1080/14791420.2020.1770823
17

Chakravartty, P., & Jackson, S. J. (2020) The disavowal of race in communication theory.
Communication and Critical/Cultural Studies, 17(2,) 210-219. DOI: 10.1080/14791420.2020.1771743;
and Ng, E., White, K. C., & Saha, A. (2020). #CommunicationSoWhite: Race and power in the academy
and beyond. Communication, Culture and Critique, 13 (2), 143–151. https://doi.org/10.1093/ccc/tcaa011
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publishing and citational practices creates obstacles for international
scholars and work that is not centered around U.S. American, Western,
cisgender-hetero-patriarchal perspectives (e.g., Calafell, 2020; Dutta, 2020;
Eguchi, 2020; McCann, Mack, & Self, 2020; Mukherjee, 2020).19 Absent
robust translation resources and opportunities, NCA scholarship prohibits
inclusive access for international scholars and readers. Such exclusions
are perpetuated by the consistently homogeneous makeup and mindset of
editorial boards, convention planners, search committees, and tenure and
promotion reviewers that have been educated and professionalized by
scholarly norms that do not value multidimensional, intersectional
perspectives on communication.
Infrastructure
Several features of NCA’s current IDEA infrastructure (or the lack thereof)
inhibit IDEA work from emerging and gaining traction within the
organization. NCA is structured around a laissez-faire faculty governance
model that reproduces normativity without direct intervention because the
proliferation of individual units allows for some interest groups to continue
persistent exclusionary and discriminatory actions. NCA has historically
attempted to pursue greater inclusivity by adding interest groups. While this
resulted in the establishment of several much-needed caucuses and
divisions representing marginalized members and IDEA scholarly pursuits,
it has also resulted in a lack of organization-wide accountability and a
failure to challenge the implicit and explicit claims that IDEA work is
somehow outside of or irrelevant to particular areas of study.
We see this dynamic most frequently appear in the tensions between
divisions and caucuses. Historically, the divisions were organized around a
19
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shared scholarly pursuit, while the caucuses were created for community,
support, and activism. Although this was an important step in increasing the
inclusivity of NCA, it had the unintended consequence of implying that
disenfranchised members are “fine” in “their” space, while failing to require
divisions that marginalize or exclude IDEA work to change their climate
and/or address equity gaps. Moreover, NCA’s individualistic governance
structure inhibits the full potential of Inclusive Excellence because the
consolidation and dispersal of power creates hierarchies among units and
members, typically favoring and empowering normative bodies and fields of
study. IDEA efforts are thus often siloed and uncoordinated, leading to
unnecessary duplication and ineffective uses of time and resources. The
lack of organizational infrastructure and formal obligations of units to
advance IDEA means that progress hinges on the individual leaders while
they serve.
Additional obstacles to accomplishing IDEA goals result from NCA
processes and practices that remain uninformed by IDEA values. There is
inadequate assessment at nearly every level of the organization. For
example, interest groups do not regularly assess their governance and
award processes to identify and resolve equity gaps or obstacles to access.
Additionally, elections in units fail to recruit and retain candidates and
nominees that reflect the vast diversity of the NCA community. Because
many nomination and review processes rely on word-of-mouth recruitment
and the activation of personal networks, they often neglect to engage
members who have been historically excluded from NCA. This is
particularly the case in the relationship dynamics between interest groups,
the Leadership Development Committee, and the Nominating Committee,
which do not yet consistently function in service to IDEA. Programming and
convention practices often remain exclusive and inaccessible because
materials and events are not offered in multiple languages to reach the full
audience of existing and potential NCA members. Without actively
scrutinizing processes and practices at every level, NCA ends up allowing
unintended exclusions and structural IDEA barriers to persist.
In NCA’s existing form, multiple leadership gaps add to the barriers in the
way of achieving Inclusive Excellence. Primary among these is the lack of a
Director for Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Access (IDEA Director) for the
organization. This IDEA Director would assume the role and responsibilities
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often carried out by a Chief Diversity Officer (CDO), but we suggest that the
CDO title no longer captures the full range of IDEA values driving this
strategic plan. Without an IDEA Director, NCA fails to adequately assess
and improve organizational climate, advance IDEA initiatives, and enact
accountability measures within the organization.
An IDEA Director could be charged with collaborating with the national
office, NCA leadership, and NCA membership, in addition to coordinating
with the existing IDEA Council and any expansion of leadership roles
related to IDEA. The lack of broad theoretical experience with or
understanding of IDEA values among membership slows progress
throughout the organization because individuals remain inadequately
equipped to initiate and lead their own efforts in their units. And without a
robust leadership development and mentoring pipeline, NCA fails to foster
diverse future leadership capacity. This is exacerbated by the absence of
NCA-provided coordination, education and training materials, resources,
and publicity in support of IDEA work.
Appropriation
An additional barrier to IDEA realization across NCA is that IDEA concepts,
frameworks, and rhetorics can be appropriated by institutions as a means
of maintaining the status quo of hierarchal dominance. NCA and its leaders
must be ever mindful that this kind of work is always vulnerable to
cooptation by the very forces whose exclusionary violence created the
need for this strategic plan in the first place. Frequently, predominantly
white organizations lay claim to IDEA work performed by minoritized,
disenfranchised, and/or marginalized individuals/groups. Doing so often
erases the labor and critical insights of those whose painful experiences
generate the knowledge needed to confront racism, misogyny, and other
forms of oppression. Cooptation also enables organizations to absolve
themselves of their many exclusionary practices by proclaiming their own
cosmopolitan virtue through the work of others.20 The institutionalization of
such work also glosses over specific kinds of oppression in favor of oftenvacuous appeals to “multiculturalism” and “diversity.”21 Although NCA’s
20
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organizational infrastructure and resources provided important means for
creating this strategic plan and seeking its endorsement, rank-and-file
activists within the organization must be diligent in ensuring that leadership
on such matters continues to come from the grassroots, or from the
margins to the center.
In addition to cooptation, inclusion frameworks have proven insufficient and
at times harmful. Ahmed pointed out that diversity and inclusion initiatives
in higher education are often designed to undermine their articulated goal
by seeking to include or diversify populations into an already existing
system without challenging business as usual.22 Diversity work is a
phenomenological practice, Ahmed argues, whereby in doing the work to
transform institutions (by both not quite inhabiting its norms and by working
to be more inclusive) we learn about institutions as formations. Ahmed
writes that “each new strategy or tactic of getting through the wall
generates knowledge of what does or does not get across.”23 It is for these
reasons that IDEA work should be understood as ongoing—it never
“arrives” or ceases or finishes. It is through doing the work and coming up
against structures in our efforts that new horizons are constantly
established. This shifting horizon makes institutionalize IDEA work
necessary, but fraught. By gaining insights into these dynamics of
appropriation, NCA can work to adopt an openness to change and adaption
in response to members’ evolving conceptions and experiences of IDEA.
Accountability
Finally, a lack of measurable accountability jeopardizes the incremental
progress that has been made in support of IDEA goals. Within NCA, there
are too few measures that require leaders, units, and members to
document and assess their professional development and
accomplishments related to IDEA. As we have seen in the preceding
discussion, absent specific accountability measures, the organization fails
to recognize and resolve the various structural and interpersonal barriers
that continue to hinder IDEA. NCA does not yet model best practices for
IDEA policy and accountability, and therefore, these same structural
barriers are replicated outside of NCA via routine processes like graduate
admissions, job calls, search committees, and promotion and tenure
22
23
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review. NCA does not provide assessment or information about how
member departments adhere to stated IDEA principles or fail to do so. As
such, member departments are not held accountable in any formal or
consistent way for violating NCA’s commitments to IDEA values.
The structural barriers outlined above continue to interfere with NCA’s
ability to become an exemplar of Inclusive Excellence among learned
societies. Leaving these barriers unaddressed threatens the integrity and
reputation of the organization, as well as its ability to function ethically and
in accordance with its stated IDEA commitments. The consequences of
these structural barriers also affect historically marginalized members’
everyday experiences within NCA by resulting in harmful interpersonal
practices that contribute to a culture of incivility and hostility, such as the
following:
Glossary of IDEA Barriers
Barrier

Definition24

Implicit Bias

Also known as unconscious or hidden bias, implicit
biases are negative associations that people
unknowingly hold. They are expressed automatically,
without conscious awareness. Everyone holds
unconscious beliefs about various social and identity
groups, and these biases stem from one’s tendency
to organize social worlds by categorizing.

Microaggressions Brief and commonplace daily verbal, behavioral and
environmental indignities, whether intentional or
unintentional, that communicate hostile, derogatory,
or negative racial, gender, sexual orientation and
religious slights and insults to the target person or
group.

24
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Silencing

The conscious or unconscious processes by which
the voice or participation of particular social identities
is excluded or inhibited.

Spotlighting

The practice of inequitably calling attention to
particular social groups in language, while leaving
others as the invisible, de facto norm.

Stereotype Threat A situational predicament in which people are, or feel
themselves, to be at risk of confirming a stereotype
about their social group.
Tokenism

Hiring or seeking to have representation such as a
few women and/or racial or ethnic minority persons
so as to appear inclusive while remaining monocultural.

To achieve Inclusive Excellence, NCA has an obligation to address these
discriminatory interpersonal practices, but it cannot do so by focusing on
individual behavior alone. Instead, we urge the organization to recognize
the relationship between the macro-structural forces we have explored in
this section and the interpersonal practices that extend their harms into the
everyday experiences and interactions of members. To accomplish this,
NCA must invest in communicating its commitment to and promoting key
IDEA practices.
Glossary of IDEA Practices
Practice

Definition25

Antiracism

Being antiracist results from a conscious decision to
make frequent, consistent, equitable choices daily.
These choices require ongoing self-awareness and
self-reflection as we move through life. In the absence
of making antiracist choices, we (un)consciously

25
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uphold aspects of white supremacy, white-dominant
culture, and unequal institutions and society. Being
racist or antiracist is not about who you are; it is about
what you do. … When we choose to be antiracist, we
become actively conscious about race and racism and
take actions to end racial inequities in our daily lives.26
Justice

The establishment or determination of rights according
to rules of law and standards of equity; the process or
result of using laws to fairly judge crimes and
criminality.27

Social Justice

A broad term that connotes the practice of allyship
and coalition work in order to promote equality, equity,
respect, and the assurance of rights within and
between communities and social groups. Social
justice includes a vision of society in which the
distribution of resources is equitable, and all members
are physically and psychologically safe and secure.
Social justice involves social actors who have a sense
of their own agency as well as a sense of social
responsibility toward and with others and society.27

26

National Museum of African American History & Culture. Being Antiracist.
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PART IV: STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
The structural and interpersonal barriers we identified have kept IDEA work
at the margins of our discipline for too long. No matter what disciplinary
subfield(s) members identify with or what type(s) of research they carry out,
the embodiment and enactment of IDEA must be fundamental to all
communication scholarship. Professional respect, humanization, and equity
are not merely or only “activist” issues, nor should they be relegated to
isolated corners of the discipline. IDEA work must permeate the
scholarship, teaching, service, and outreach of NCA, and we turn next to
outlining specific steps for achieving key IDEA goals.
Utilizing Inclusive Excellence as a guiding framework and the IDEA values
outlined in Part II of this report as grounding principles, the task force
believes the NCA can work toward actualizing IDEA values throughout the
organization through changes in policies and practices/norms that render
the organization more inclusive, diverse, equitable, and accessible. Such
alterations should be responsive to the structural and interpersonal barriers
outlined in Part III of this report, and to emergent barriers identified through
new processes of data collection about NCA members called for in the
strategic plan. We envision the implementation of this strategic plan on a
five-year timeline from 2022-2026.

For the NCA to fully realize the IDEA Mission of Inclusive Excellence it
must:
● Recognize that respect and professional ideals of “niceness” do not
constitute belongingness, transformation, or activism.
● Decenter organizational silos that fuel tokenism and short-term
change.
● Embed IDEA engagement, practices, and accountability across all
units.
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● Shift from a reactive to a proactive stance on identifying and
eliminating structural exclusion and its subsequent harms.
● Practice transparency by exposing issues and harms that run counter
to the NCA’s IDEA values and new IDEA mission to exemplify and
champion Inclusive Excellence.
● Nourish a climate in which members whose research, teaching,
service, and overall presence is characterized by historical
disenfranchisement not only endure and survive, but also thrive and
flourish.
● Build and reinforce mechanisms that prioritize agency, access, and
belonging for all members.
● Create mechanisms of open exchange that allow NCA to grow and
respond to the needs of historically marginalized members.

After five years, potential indicators of the success of the strategic
plan include:
● IDEA values are firmly anchored and normalized into organizational
structure through policy, practices, and processes of accountability.
● Members and non-members from historically marginalized
populations consistently see and hear ourselves reflected in
organizational units, initiatives, and communications from the NCA.
● NCA earns a reputation as a place for everybody, as opposed to a
place for some and/or the “first, few, only” representatives of
marginalized constituencies.
● International communities experience a sense of organization-wide
belonging as well as NCA initiating global engagement and
establishing long-term global partnerships.
● NCA becomes a role model for organizational courage and structural
transformation regarding IDEA more than an organization in which
members are consistently organizing/petitioning/struggling to rectify
structural exclusion.
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● NCA operates from a default position of transparency wherein
organizational action and follow-through are not a behind-the-scenes
scramble. Proactive processes would largely replace reactive
processes.
● NCA deploys an omnipresent IDEA lens informed by research that
stays consistent regardless of who is elected to office, serving in a
position, hired, etc. A focus on IDEA would be a feature of every
leadership team via infrastructure built into the officer rotation,
executive committee, and national office. Metaphorically, IDEA would
be part of NCA’s operational DNA.

Narrative of Strategic Planning Process
The task force approached this strategic planning process with the goal of
building IDEA infrastructure into NCA that will lead to the transformation of
the organization and bring it in line with espoused IDEA values.
The task force, while convened by a member of the NCA executive
leadership, saw this strategic plan as for the membership, by the
membership. Such a plan has been requested by our caucuses (which
have historically served to represent the members of our organization who
are disenfranchised in society and within the organization), the IDEA
council, and members of the LA.
The task force is made up of 13 individuals who have been leaders in NCA
and performing diversity work within and outside of the organization for
decades, some of us for more than 40 years. Every member of the task
force is from a historically marginalized positionality in the context of U.S.
social relations (the primary context in which NCA exists). We know deeply
the pain and harm of structural oppression and how it manifests in NCA,
but also at our home institutions and in our lived experience.
In preparation for writing the plan, the task force researched what strategic
plans are, read more than 50 different organizational IDEA plans, and
investigated best practices for IDEA work across learned societies. We are
also all members of NCA’s caucuses, many of us multiple of them. Our
knowledge as leaders in NCA infrastructure, individuals with embodied
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knowledge of historical marginalization at various intersections, and
members of the caucuses provides us with unique insight into why NCA
has functioned to be historically exclusionary, and how we might challenge
it to transform. We chose to approach this plan with a desire to address
multiple sites of marginality as they intersect, not just race, gender, and
sexuality as single axes. Our focus was structural transformation in
perpetuity.
The strategic plan we produced calls for the development and actualization
of best practices based upon research and current standards of excellence
in higher education. Best practices are “procedure(s) that have been shown
by research and experience to produce optimal results and that [are]
established or proposed as standard suitable for widespread adoption.”28
The plan also calls on each NCA unit29 to leverage expertise and
leadership to design and implement area-specific IDEA infrastructure.
The strategic plan we present is not, however, perfect, and it will not solve
or eradicate structural oppression. We are volunteers who have given
hundreds of hours of our time to developing this plan and responding to
myriad reviewers. We are also humans who make mistakes and likely have
omitted something. We look forward to the many voices of the LA and our
membership helping to address inevitable gaps in the plan. We invite and
yearn for its revision and growth as a living document.
The process for bringing this strategic plan forward is multi-faceted
because a task force has never presented a strategic plan they developed
to be endorsed by LA before. In many ways, the process was developed as
we progressed. Normal task forces only work for one year, we are now
wrapping up our second year in service. We also faced difficulties as the
national office went through major transitions while we were working.
An original draft of the strategic plan was developed between February
2021 and November 2021. In that time, the NCA National Office and
Merriam-Webster Dictionary, “Best Practice” https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/best%20practice
28
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Executive Committee offered feedback and circulated the draft to the IDEA
council for review. In November 2021, the draft was conditionally endorsed
by the EC (pending a review by legal and the new Executive Director). The
task force presented the basic structure and some takeaways to the LA at
the national convention in Seattle. We also held an open forum for NCA
members to attend to learn about the plan, our process, and provide any
insight. The task force worked to respond to concerns and comments
brought up throughout these various reviews. In January 2022, we
submitted a revised plan to the EC and they voted in February 2022 to
endorse it in its entirety. At this time, the EC also voted to utilize the five
goals outlined in the plan in the organization’s overarching strategic plan
that is currently in development. We agreed, if the labor and work produced
by the task force (a group of historically disenfranchised and/or
marginalized members/persons) was recognized and preserved.
Background on Anonymous Review Process
In preparation for bringing the IDEA strategic plan forward for what will
hopefully be its penultimate endorsement vote at the LA in November 2022
at convention, the task force worked closely in collaboration with the
National Office and Executive Director Dr. Shari Miles-Cohen. We were
instructed in June 2022 that NCA would like one additional round of
reviews/revisions before we took the plan forward to LA for endorsement.
This time, it was suggested that we do what is akin to an “anonymous peer
review” of the document–sending it to communication scholars and
organizational experts for review. The National Office coordinated this
process. We were originally told we would get these reviews in July and
have a month to finish the review. However, we did not receive the reviews
until late September.
On September 22, 2022, the task force received anonymous reviewer
feedback from the NCA National Office compiled into an excel file. The
office asked that the task force respond to the grid so that the revisions
could be transparent to the LA. The task force submitted the revised
documents, a grid responding to reviewer’s comments, and a letter
addressing the revisions on October 12th.
The review response letter and a grid of reviewer comments/task force
responses can be found in Appendix V.
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APPENDIX I: A TIMELINE OF KEY IDEA MOMENTS IN
NCA’S HISTORY
The strategic plan produced from the labor of this task force reflects a
continuation of our discipline’s journey toward establishing inclusion,
diversity, equity, and access (IDEA) as paramount to the National
Communication Association’s organizational structure and culture. To
honor the labor of named and unnamed leaders and situate this SP within
our discipline’s rich IDEA history, we offer a timeline that aims to be
representative across the discipline, rather than definitive or exhaustive.
While a comprehensive archive of IDEA activism, service, teaching, and
research in the communication discipline is beyond the scope of any
singular task force report, the purpose of the cursory attempt at a timeline
of IDEA activism is to make clear how long such efforts have been at work
in and around NCA. In Goal 3 of the Strategic Plan, we call for the
development and maintenance of a comprehensive archive of NCA IDEA
labor and activism, including but not limited to scholar-activist, research,
teaching, and service endeavors.
1932 Henrietta Prentiss is the first woman elected Speech Communication
Association (SCA) President.30
1968 Jack L. Daniel chairs the ad hoc Committee on Social Relevance.
This committee asked the discipline, “Are we a field aimed only at the
perpetuation of white, middle class standards and concepts of spoken
discourse?” via A Manifesto to the Speech Profession.31 Other members of
the original committee included: John C. Condon Jr., Frank E. X. Dance,
Franklyn Haiman, Thomas Hopkins, Charles G. Hurst Jr., Rosa Lee Nash,
Lyndrey A. Niles, Thomas Pace, Robley Rhine, Donald H. Smith, and
Frederick Williams.
1969 Molefi Kete Asante, Carolyn Calloway-Thomas, Melbourne
Cummings, Jack Daniel, Lucia Hawthorne, Lyndrey A. Niles, Dorthy J.
30

For clarity, please note that the Speech Communication Association (SCA) was renamed the National
Communication Association in 1998.
31

Jackson, R. L., & Givens, S. M. B. (2006). Black pioneers in communication research. Sage
Publications, p. 112.
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Pennington, and Orlando Taylor found the SCA Black Caucus under the
umbrella of the Commission on the Profession and Social Problems.
1970 A group of women gather in a stairwell at the annual meeting of SCA
in New Orleans to discuss the discrimination against women throughout
SCA. This meeting is considered by many to be the first meeting of the
Women’s Caucus.
1971 The Taskforce on the Committee on the Status of Women in SCA is
established and chaired by Carole Taylor.
1972 The Women’s Caucus is formally recognized by SCA with 29
members as an ad hoc committee chaired by Bonnie Ritter Patton.
1973 An Affirmative Action questionnaire is sent to all SCA members.
1974 The Black Caucus is formally recognized as an ad hoc committee by
SCA and co-chaired by Dorthy L. Pennington and Michael Edwards.
1977 The Legislative Council acts to cancel four future conventions
scheduled in states that had not ratified the Equal Rights Amendment.32
1977 Women’s Studies in Communication journal is founded by the
Organization for Research on Women and Communication.
1980 Anita Taylor elected SCA President via a write-in campaign.
1980s Affirmative Action Committee established and renamed the
Affirmative Action & Intercaucus Committee in 1994.
1981 The Legislative Council adopts the first iteration of the NCA
Affirmative Action Statement. This policy was revised in 1989, 1995, and
2012.
1988 The Caucus on Gay and Lesbian Concerns founded and chaired by
R. Jeffrey Ringer.

32

The 1978 convention was moved from Chicago, Illinois to Minneapolis, Minnesota. The 1979
convention was moved from New Orleans, Louisiana to San Antonio, Texas.
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1988-1990 The SCA Taskforce on Affirmative Action submits a “Common
Points of Agreement” document that identifies “eleven topics...considered
relevant by the caucuses.” Collectively, the 11 topics call for SCA “to
determine the degree to which” the association’s leadership and
governance utilize the SCA Affirmative Action Statement to foster the
participation of “women and minorities” as necessitated by the Legislative
Council’s 1981 adoption.
1990 La Raza Caucus founded and chaired by Joseph M. Ferri.
1992 Asian/Pacific American Caucus founded and chaired by Gordon W.
Nakagawa.
1995 Changing the Players and the Game: A Personal Account of the
Speech Communication Association Black Caucus Origins is edited by
Jack L. Daniel and published by SCA.
1995 SCA passes its first “Policy on Diversity” in the discipline, which
became the first iteration of NCA’s 2018 Statement on Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion.
1996 Disability Issues Caucus founded and chaired by James Ferris.
1996 Diversity March in San Diego, California.
1996 The Caucus on Gay and Lesbian Concerns creates the Randy Majors
Award. James W. Cheseboro is the inaugural award winner.
1997 James Cheseboro elected first openly LGBTQ President of SCA.
1999 Orlando Taylor elected first Black President of NCA.
2003 Communication and Critical/Cultural Studies journal founded by
scholars including Douglas Thomas, E. Ann Chisholm, Kent Ono, Carole
Blair, Barbara Biesecker, and Raymie McKerrow.33

33

Ono, K. (2020). The future of Communication and Critical/Cultural Studies. Communication and
Critical/Cultural Studies, 17(1), 56-61.
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2004 The Caucus on Gay and Lesbian Concerns creates the Lambda
Award and presents the inaugural award to Hayworth Press.
2005 The Caucus on Gay and Lesbian Concerns renamed to Caucus on
LGBTQ Concerns.
2008 The UNConvention is organized in San Diego, California, as an
alternative for those unwilling to cross an active picket line of local workers
and LGBTQIA+ activists protesting low wages and poor working conditions
at the Manchester Hyatt, and anti- LGBTQIA+ donations made by the hotel
owner. The UNConvention was organized by Angela Aguayo, Rob Asen,
Adria Battaglia, Dan Brouwer, Karma R. Chávez, Dana Cloud, Katie Feyh,
Michelle Hammers, Casey Kelly, Kristen Hoerl, Ashley Mack, Matt May,
Sara Mckinnon, Bryan McCann, Chuck Morris, Tiara Na’puti, and Amy
Young.
2010 Chuck Morris, Dan Brouwer, and Rob Asen established the annual
Queer NoHost celebration to commemorate the UNConvention.
2012 The Affirmative Action and Intercaucus Committee revises previous
iterations of the NCA Affirmative Action Statement into the NCA Policy on
Affirmative Action and Discrimination.
2014 The first Intercaucus Reception is held at the annual convention; this
event was created by Shawn D. Long.
2014 Shawn D. Long (chair of the AAIC), Justin Boren, and Rachel Alicia
Griffin serve as key agitators against a bylaw change proposed by NCA
Leadership. The change would have diluted the work of the Affirmative
Action and Intercaucus Committee. The result of their advocacy was a new
structure, which reformed and elevated the Affirmative Action and
Intercaucus Committee to the Diversity Council, making the council chair a
member of the Executive Committee
2016 Spectra Realizing the Promise of Diversity Volume 52(1) is published.
2017 The NCA Diversity Council is officially seated, composed of
representatives from each caucus recognized by NCA. Justin Boren serves
as the inaugural chairperson and a member of the Executive Committee.
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2017 Anti-harassment policy created by the Diversity Council and approved
by the Executive Committee, which included a “human resource specialist”
hosted onsite for the first time at the 2018 convention to facilitate reporting.
2017 Trans activists at NCA advocate for NCA accountability to trans
issues, including better infrastructure for recognizing pronouns and access
to gender neutral bathrooms at convention.
2017 Kent A. Ono elected first APAC 2nd Vice President of NCA.
2018 Paula Chakravartty, Rachel Kuo, Victoria Grubbs, and Charlton
McIlwain publish the “#CommunicationSoWhite” in the International
Communication Association’s Journal of Communication Volume 68. This
heuristic essay inspires several iterations.
2018 “Lack of Diversity in NCA’s Journal Editorships and Editorial Boards”
petition is circulated and submitted to NCA by Bernadette Marie Calafell,
Karma Chávez, and Cypress Reign. It received 124 Signatures.
2019 An open letter and petition addressing institutionalized discrimination
against historically marginalized members at NCA, and specifically the
Distinguished Scholars Award, is drafted and circulated online by Walid
Afifi, Bernadette Marie Calafell, Karma Chávez, Lisa Corrigan, Fernando
Delgado, Mohan Dutta, Ragan Fox, Bryan McCann, Ersula Ore, Srividya
Ramasubramian, Armond Towns, and Anjali Vats. Communication
Scholars for Transformation Facebook page established by the group to
circulate the petition.
2019 NCA Taskforce on Inclusivity established and co-chaired by Brenda J.
Allen and Raymie E. McKerrow.
2019 NCA Legislative Assembly adopts a resolution “Condemning White
Supremacy in Political Discourse” authored by David C. Oh, Bryan
McCann, and Kay Beckermann.
2020 NCA revises procedure for appointing Distinguished Scholars.
Instead of the scholars being chosen by the Distinguished Scholars, an
external committee now decides awardees. The first committee was
chaired by Jimmie Manning, and Mark McPhail and Tina M. Harris served
as committee members.
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2020 Diversity Council is renamed Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Access
(IDEA) Council.
2020 Indigenous Caucus founded following LaRoyce Batchelor’s proposal
to the Legislative Assembly.
2021 Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, & Access Strategic Planning Taskforce
was convened in February by NCA First Vice President Roseann M.
Mandziuk. The first draft of NCA’s IDEA Strategic Plan is submitted to the
Executive Committee for review in August 2021 and a second revised draft
is submitted to the Executive Committee for review in November 2021.
2021 Mental Health & Communication Taskforce is convened in May by
NCA President David McMahan.
2021 Inaugural year for 3 NCA IDEA awards in the areas of engagement,
scholarship, and program. These awards were advocated for by Jeanetta
Sims and later proposed by Immediate Past NCA President Star A. Muir in
the immediate aftermath of the Distinguished Scholars Award controversy.
2021 South West Asian/North African, including the Middle East, (SWANA)
Caucus is founded.
2021 Caribbean Caucus is founded.
2021 Walid Afifi elected first SWANA 2nd Vice President of NCA.
2021 Communication and Race established as a journal of the National
Communication Association, with Armond Towns serving as its founding
editor.
2021 Dr. Shari Miles-Cohen hired as the first Black woman to be Executive
Director of NCA.
2022 Marnel Niles Goins elected first Black woman 2nd Vice President of
NCA.
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APPENDIX II: ORIGINAL ANNOUNCEMENT OF TASK
FORCE
Posted on COMMNotes
February 2, 2021, Number 254
NCA IDEA Strategic Plan Task Force Named
Roseann M. Mandziuk, rm07@txstate.edu
NCA is committed to inclusion, diversity, equity, and access and seeks to
address how our association can be responsive and transformative in this
historical juncture when questions of justice and representation dominate
both our national conversations as well as our professional and institutional
inquires and actions. The members of the NCA IDEA Strategic
Plan Task Force were appointed on February 1, 2020 with the charge to
produce an IDEA Strategic Plan to be submitted to NCA’s Executive
Committee by February 1, 2022.
- Rachel A. Griffin, University of Utah, Co-Chair
- Teresa Maria Linda Scholz, University of California Santa Cruz, Co-Chair
- Justin P. Boren, Santa Clara University
- Shinsuke Eguchi, University of New Mexico
- Marnel Niles Goins, Marymount University
- Ronald L. Jackson, II, University of Cincinnati
- Michael Lechuga, University of New Mexico
- Melanie Loehwing, Mississippi State University
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- Thomas K. Nakayama, Northeastern University
- Julie-Ann Scott, University of North Carolina Wilmington
Throughout the coming year the collaborative work to create the
NCA IDEA Strategic Plan will take place using video conferencing and
other electronic means of communication. Additionally, the Task Force will
host a discussion forum at the 107th NCA Convention in Seattle in
November 2021 to gather member input and to share their work to that
point. Pending approval by the NCA Executive Committee in February
2022, the NCA IDEA Strategic Plan would be presented during our 108th
Annual Convention in 2022 to the Legislative Assembly for approval, after
which the Task Force will be disbanded.
We welcome your questions and suggestions as we undertake this
significant initiative for NCA. Please direct your feedback
to Roseann Mandziuk, NCA First Vice President, at rm07@txstate.edu, or
to the Task Force Co
Chairs, Rachel.a.griffin@utah.edu; tscholz@ucsc.edu.
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APPENDIX III: RELEVANT POLICY STATEMENTS

Resolution Condemning White Supremacy in Political Discourse
Adopted by the Legislative Assembly, 2019, for full text including citations click here.
Endorsed by Activism & Social Justice Division, African American Communication &
Culture Division, American Studies Division, Asian/Pacific American Caucus,
Asian/Pacific American Communication Studies Division, Caucus on Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Concerns, Critical and Cultural Studies Division,
Freedom of Expression Division, International & Intercultural Communication Division,
La Raza Caucus & Latino/Latina Communication Studies Division, Rhetorical &
Communication Theory Division
Whereas the National Communication Association’s Credo for Ethical
Communication states, “We condemn communication that degrades individuals and
humanity through distortion, intimidation, coercion, and violence, and through the
expression of intolerance and hatred,”1
Whereas the NCA Statement on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion states, “The NCA
opposes efforts to eliminate or restrict policies or actions that are designed to foster
the goal of diversity,”2
Whereas white supremacist and/or white nationalist organizations oppress
communities of color and, in some cases, support and enable the violent erasure of
historically underrepresented, under-resourced, and/or vulnerable communities,3
Whereas white supremacist and/or white nationalist organizations, as well as
adherents to their ideologies, have used violence to pursue their ends, 4
Whereas organizations espousing discourse in support of and/or pursuing white
supremacist and/or white nationalist objectives undermine the principles enshrined in
the Credo for Ethical Communication and the Statement on Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion,
Whereas such organizations are inconsistent with the principles of a thriving
democratic culture,5
Whereas, in the past several years, white supremacist and/or white nationalist groups
have grown in size and become bolder in their public actions, 6
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Whereas such groups perform a significant amount of their activity on college and
university campuses,7
Whereas the National Communication Association is a learned society of primarily
academic professionals and students who work and learn on such campuses and, as
such, are vulnerable to such activity,
Whereas the discourse and actions of white supremacist and/or white nationalist
groups target vulnerable communities represented within the membership of NCA,
Whereas the public denunciation of hate speech and other such forms of
communication is consistent with the NCA’s commitment to “freedom of expression,
diversity of perspective, and tolerance of dissent,”8
Therefore be it resolved that the NCA condemns in the strongest possible terms
white supremacist discourse by political leaders that argues for white people’s
biological and/or cultural superiority and/or the biological and/or cultural inferiority of
people of color and white nationalist discourse that argues for the physical and
cultural segregation of people by race.
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APPENDIX IV: SUGGESTED REVISION OF “NCA
STATEMENT ON DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND INCLUSION”
Background
Objective 3.1 of the proposed 2022 IDEA Strategic plan calls for a revision
of the 2018 NCA Statement on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion to bring the
statement in line with the language and definitions of IDEA put forth in the
strategic plan.
Below is a drafted revision. We kept a majority of the original statement,
added some clarity of language, restructured it, and added the definitions of
the 4 core values investigated and recommended by the task force:
inclusion, diversity, equity, and access.
Current “NCA STATEMENT ON DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND
INCLUSION”
(Approved by the SCA Legislative Council in 1995; revised by Legislative Assembly in 2012; Approved by the Legislative Assembly
in 2017, Modified by the Diversity Council and Approved by the Legislative Assembly in 2018)

The National Communication Association defines diversity as a fair and just
commitment to equity, access, and inclusion for all persons.
The NCA values the right to free and open communication for all people
and groups.
The NCA believes that disenfranchisement of groups in our society
threatens and destroys the framework of open and free human
communication.
The NCA believes that communication is essential for addressing social
strife and challenging barriers to access.
The NCA believes that diversity enriches the academic understanding,
analysis and use of human communication, which can be understood only
to the extent that ideas from diverse spokespersons and perspectives are
heard and valued. The highest quality criticism and research of
communication requires an understanding and appreciation of diversity
within and across cultures.
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The NCA urges communication professionals to study and understand the
diversity of U.S. and global cultures in order to more fully include in our
teaching and research the range of human communication.
The NCA values diversity, inclusion, and access among our faculties, within
our membership, in the workplace, and in the classroom. We support just
and fair policies that fairly encourage promote equity. We believe that
policies on admissions, financial support of students, leadership
development, equitable access, and faculty hiring and retention can be
used to advance the goals of diversity, equity, and inclusion.
The NCA opposes efforts to eliminate or restrict policies or actions that are
designed to foster the goal of diversity.
Suggested Revision of Statement
NCA STATEMENT ON INCLUSION, DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND ACCESS
The National Communication Association values the right to free and open
communication for all people and groups.
The NCA believes that disenfranchisement of groups in our society
threatens and destroys the framework of open and free human
communication.
The NCA believes that communication is essential for addressing social
strife and challenging barriers to access.
The NCA believes that diversity, equity, inclusion, and access (IDEA) are
core values within the Communication discipline and our organization. The
NCA defines these core values as follows:
● DIVERSITY embraces the presence and strengths of all forms of
difference. Diversity refers to the meaningful representation and
visibility of a full range of intersectional identities, ideologies,
institutional affiliations, and areas of scholarly inquiry across the
communication discipline in the U.S. and globally. Valuing diversity
within our organization and discipline includes recognizing that
people and groups of people differ and that those differences are
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sites of creativity and innovation that enrich the organization, our
research, and the discipline.
● EQUITY aims for fairness of outcome by identifying and overcoming
disparities. Seeking equity within the organization involves
recognizing and resolving structural disadvantages that prevent the
full participation of members of the organization and wider discipline.
Valuing equity is characterized by a commitment to fair treatment,
access, opportunity, and advancement for all members at every stage
of education and career development. Different from equality, equity
factors in the effects of past injustices, the realities of structural
inequalities, and the persistence of subtle and overt biases. Diligent
inquiry and measuring the degree to which efforts have materially
resolved structural disparities is required.
● INCLUSION ensures everyone has meaningful opportunities to
participate and develop a sense of belonging within the organization.
An inclusive organization must proactively create an environment of
openness where structural barriers are removed and all members are
empowered to participate and shape the organization. All members
feel respected, valued, and supported in every aspect of
organizational decision-making and culture. While a truly inclusive
group is necessarily diverse, a diverse group may not necessarily be
inclusive.
● ACCESS ensures equivalent use of services, resources, and entry
into material and immaterial spaces, networks, learning opportunities,
and interactions. An organization that prioritizes access as a core
value works proactively to improve the entry and success of all
members, regardless of differences in ability and experience.
Entrance alone is inadequate if members are unable to belong and
thrive, and an accommodating environment remains meaningless if
only a narrow range of members can gain meaningful entry.
Therefore, the NCA urges communication professionals to study and
understand the diversity of U.S. and global cultures in order to more fully
represent the depth and range of human communication in our research,
teaching, and praxis.
The NCA supports just and fair policies and actions that seek to realize
IDEA values in our organizational structure and culture, but also in the
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workplace and classroom. Innovative policies that address inclusion,
diversity, equity and access in admissions, financial support of students,
leadership development, equitable access, and faculty hiring and retention
are needed to advance the discipline.
The NCA opposes efforts to eliminate or restrict policies or actions that are
designed to foster the values and goals of inclusion, diversity, equity, and
access.
NCA should take a leadership role in advocating for larger structural
change guided by IDEA values that transforms the future of communication
education and research.
Line-by-Line Breakdown of Suggested Revisions
Original 2018 version is in red, and suggested deletions are struck.
Additions are in green

NCA STATEMENT ON DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND INCLUSION
NCA STATEMENT ON INCLUSION, DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND ACCESS

The National Communication Association defines diversity as a fair and just
commitment to equity, access, and inclusion for all persons.
The NCA values the right to free and open communication for all people
and groups.
The NCA believes that disenfranchisement of groups in our society
threatens and destroys the framework of open and free human
communication.
The NCA believes that communication is essential for addressing social
strife and challenging barriers to access.
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The NCA believes that diversity, equity, inclusion, and access (IDEA) are
core values within the Communication discipline and our organization. The
NCA defines these core values as follows:
DIVERSITY embraces the presence and strengths of all forms of
difference. Diversity refers to the meaningful representation and
visibility of a full range of intersectional identities, ideologies, institutional
affiliations, and areas of scholarly inquiry across the communication
discipline in the U.S. and globally. Valuing diversity within our
organization and discipline includes recognizing that people and groups
of people differ and that those differences are sites of creativity and
innovation that enrich the organization, our research, and the discipline.
EQUITY aims for fairness of outcome by identifying and
overcoming disparities. Seeking equity within the organization
involves recognizing and resolving structural disadvantages that prevent
the full participation of members of the organization and wider discipline.
Valuing equity is characterized by a commitment to fair treatment,
access, opportunity, and advancement for all members at every stage of
education and career development. Different from equality, equity
factors in the effects of past injustices, the realities of structural
inequalities, and the persistence of subtle and overt biases. Diligent
inquiry and measuring the degree to which efforts have materially
resolved structural disparities is required.
INCLUSION ensures everyone has meaningful opportunities to
participate and develop a sense of belonging within the
organization. An inclusive organization must proactively create an
environment of openness where structural barriers are removed and all
members are empowered to participate and shape the organization. All
members feel respected, valued, and supported in every aspect of
organizational decision-making and culture. While a truly inclusive group
is necessarily diverse, a diverse group may not necessarily be inclusive.
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ACCESS ensures equivalent use of services, resources, and entry
into material and immaterial spaces, networks, learning
opportunities, and interactions. An organization that prioritizes access
as a core value works proactively to improve the entry and success of all
members, regardless of differences in ability and experience. Entrance
alone is inadequate if members are unable to belong and thrive, and an
accommodating environment remains meaningless if only a narrow
range of members can gain entry.
The NCA believes that diversity enriches the academic understanding,
analysis and use of human communication, which can be understood only
to the extent that ideas from diverse spokespersons and perspectives are
heard and valued. The highest quality criticism and research of
communication requires an understanding and appreciation of diversity
within and across cultures.
Therefore, the NCA urges communication professionals to study and
understand the diversity of U.S. and global cultures in order to more fully
include in our teaching and research the range of human communication.
represent the depth and range of human communication in our research,
teaching, and praxis.
The NCA values diversity, inclusion, and access among our faculties, within
our membership, in the workplace, and in the classroom. We supports just
and fair policies and actions that fairly encourage promote equity. seek to
realize IDEA values in our organizational structure and culture, but also in
the workplace and classroom. We believe that Innovative policies on that
address inclusion, diversity, equity and access in admissions, financial
support of students, leadership development, equitable access, and faculty
hiring and retention are needed to advance the discipline. can be used to
advance the goals of diversity, equity, and inclusion.
The NCA opposes efforts to eliminate or restrict policies or actions that are
designed to foster the values and goals of inclusion, diversity, equity, and
access.
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NCA should take a leadership role in advocating for larger structural
change guided by IDEA values that transforms the future of communication
education and research.
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APPENDIX V: TASK FORCE RESPONSE TO
ANONYMOUS REVIEWERS
Letter in Response to Anonymous Reviews
October 2022
Dear NCA National Office, Executive Committee (EC), and Legislative
Assembly (LA):
We, the 2021 IDEA Strategic Plan Task Force, write this letter to
contextualize and explain the revisions and process that lead to the
creation of what will be the final IDEA Strategic Plan for the National
Communication Association (NCA), submitted for dialogue, revision, and
endorsement vote with and by the LA in November 2022.
Throughout this process, some of us have expressed real skepticism at the
possibility of the organization’s ability to change. Others’ have expressed
concern—as did several reviewers—that the organization will not address
IDEA adequately but simply appropriate the language of IDEA to maintain
the status quo. While these fears are valid based on historical behavior, we
also cannot turn away from trying to make the organization better in the
present. The IDEA strategic plan, we do believe, will lay a foundation for
long-lasting transformation of the organization. We aim for it to clearly
articulate a framework for guiding IDEA work, definitions of IDEA values,
and accountability structures that enable IDEA work to flourish across the
organization.
We see our duty as one of stewardship not ownership. We were charged
with producing an IDEA strategic plan for NCA and bringing it through the
organizational structure so that it could be debated, negotiated, and
hopefully endorsed by the LA. With the submission of this letter and final
draft, the 2021 IDEA Strategic Planning Task Force now passes the
stewardship of this document off to the Legislative Assembly–the governing
body of our organization. We have done our best to steward this process
forward with humility, hope, and a hunger for something better.
In what remains of this letter, we review some of the major changes made
following this final round of revisions.
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Splitting the Document
The draft of the IDEA SP that was sent out for review in Summer 2022 was
unique in that it served as both a task force report and a draft of the
proposed strategic plan. Historically, NCA task force reports are presented
to the Executive Committee and then presented to LA in some form. They
are not voted on or approved by LA. Additionally, NCA has lacked a
consistent strategic planning process in the past. However, when they have
developed strategic plans, they have been created by the NCA Executive
Director or NCA staff and brought to LA for endorsement.
Based on reviewer and NCA staff suggestions, the task force decided to
separate the document into two parts. Parts 1-6 of the original document
sent to reviewers was shifted into a separate “Task Force Report.” This
document accounts for our charge, process, labor, and philosophy used in
producing the final strategic plan presented to LA. Parts 7-8 became what
is now the bulk of the proposed 2022 NCA IDEA strategic plan. The task
force added new introductory language to make clear the proposed NCA
IDEA mission and the definitions of IDEA values that guide the plan and
proposed NCA IDEA infrastructure.
We made the choice to separate the documents for three reasons. First, it
was more consistent with the historical precedent for passing strategic
plans within the organization. Second, reviewer suggestions strongly
encouraged simplification and clarity of the plan before passage. Finally,
splitting the task force report from the strategic plan allows for a more
manageable document for the LA to review, debate, adjust, and vote on at
convention. Task force reports are not approved or voted on by LA, they
are presented. The IDEA Strategic Plan, on the other hand, can be
debated, amended, and voted on by LA.
We believe that the two documents are both stronger because of this
adjustment. This change does not reduce the importance of the task force
report–as it gives context, policy justification, and transparency of process
to the strategic planning process.
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List of Major Revisions
● Reorganization
○ Based on reviewer feedback, we drastically altered our
approach to the strategic plan.
○ Parts 1-6 of the Strategic plan sent to reviewers was shifted into
a separate “Task Force Report.”
○ Parts 7-8 became the final strategic plan. We added new
language that introduces the purpose and mission of the plan
and defines the central IDEA values that guide the plan.
● Clarification and Simplification
○ Removed redundant or repetitive language.
○ Turned specified tasks into “tasks.”
○ Turned “suggestions and considerations” into “suggestions.”
○ Combined objective 1.1 and 1.2.
○ Combined objective 1.3 into Objective 4 for clarity and to
reduce redundancy.
○ Added information that contextualizes the task force
compilation, and charge.
● Addressing exclusions or problematic language
○ Added omissions on the IDEA timeline where necessary and
moved the timeline to an Appendix of the Task Force Report.
○ Removed “fellows” terms from IDEA fellows and replaced with
“leaders.”
○ Replace marginalized with disenfranchised throughout to be
more accurate and reflect review suggestions.
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○ Added a paragraph addressing how IDEA values can be
appropriated in the barriers to Inclusive Excellence section of
the Task Force Report.
○ Added suggestions from reviewers in “Suggestion” boxes
where appropriate.

Grid of Reviewer Comments and Task Force Responses
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Plan Section

Line
No(s)

Reviewer #

Comment

Response

The journals and publications are not really
mentioned much in this document, although the
Publications Committee is. I think adding a section
for editors and the publications process would be
useful and important in this document. There are
good anti-racist heuristics, along with best practices
in IDEA that could be elevated and discussed in this
document.

The task force chose to not compartmentalize the plan
topically (journals, convention, etc...) because the issues are
systemic and cut across "units" in NCA. Publications and the
journals were addressed in several key areas: 1) NCA
journals are run by the national office and overseen by the
publications council, who are subject to the reviews by the
EC for IDEA assessment in Objective 1.3. 2) We also address
many issues with publications/journals throughout the
objectives in Goal 4.

Overall
1

221

2

Overall, I believe the first part, which outlines the
need for IDEA is very good, but like many
documents of this nature, its actual strategic plan
falls short. Generally, the strategic plan does not
appear well equipped to address actual costs and
entrenchment from colleagues. It is written by likeminded colleagues, who I also share interests and
commitments with, but because of this, I believe
there is not much awareness about how much
pushback this strategic plan will receive. I also don’t
know that they’ve considered the additional work
they’re requiring and whether our colleagues will
be willing to volunteer for positions of leadership.
What I also will say may sound paradoxical, but I
believe the scope of the strategic plan is narrow
and does not imagine a new formation but (costly)
bureaucratic changes that are very similar to what
our universities have done. These suggestions, for
the most part, do not appear to address the
exigence articulated in the early section of the
strategic plan. Instead, the suggestions include: a
climate survey, hiring a CDO (director of IDEA),
assessment and reports, etc. Would that really
change and decenter entrenched hegemonies in
the association and in the discipline?
I would've preferred one real transformative step
than several minor measures that increase
bureaucracy and cost.

This plan was developed over two years with opportunity for
membership and leadership responses throughout that time
period. The task force is made up of all historically
marginalized and/or disenfranchised people and those who
have been doing IDEA work in the organization for decades.
The plan was presented at Legislative Assembly in 2021, and
NCA held a public forum that same year at NCA convention
where membership could discuss the plan and offer
feedback. The SP was reviewed (often multiple times) by the
national office, executive committee, IDEA council, legal
council, and IDEA consulting service. That feedback was then
incorporated into the plan. Whether or not the plan will be
received well or not was actually not the concern of the
committee. We were tasked with stewarding the creation of
an IDEA strategic plan and bringing it to Legislative Assembly
for debate, revision, and vote. Based on the research, and
what resources we have available to us (volunteers) we
developed a plan that attempts to set a foundation for large
scale organizational change (see Goal 5). However, such
reorganization was beyond the scope of this particular task
force without much more resources, data, and
infrastructure. Additionally, such changes should not and
cannot be done hastily or without research into membership
needs and desires.

That’s my general critique. These are my suggested,
specific revisions. Most of them are copyediting
suggestions, but some of them are more
substantive
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Doing IDEA work can feel risky when people are
afraid (for a variety of reasons). NCA might consider
some guidelines on how to respond when people
make mistakes - both how people might respond if
they make a mistake or how people can respond if
someone else engages in a behavior that does not
align with the IDEA mission. Reducing fear might
encourage more people to try to engage with IDEA,
instead of staying silent in case something goes
poorly.
Sometimes it can seem that certain forms of
diversity get more attention or are more highly
valued (diversity hierarchy). Other times, it can
appear that the same people are serving as IDEA
leaders (give it an "in group" feel. Other times,
research method can even create divisions (where
some forms of scholarship are more highly valued).
These also seem like issues the strategic planners
might consider.

See the strategic plan, pg. 3 for a clear articulation of how
NCA conceptualizes diversity. This, alongside the definition
of diversity in the plan and report, should provide clarity that
NCA does not intend to produce a diversity hierarchy.
Additionally, please see Objective 3.3 for concrete IDEA
training we believe addresses the fear related to doing IDEA
work.
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First, I commend the authors regarding the full
document, but I am suggesting a major
reorganization. The Plan would be more impactful
if the Goals and Objectives were placed first. The
timeline, history, and values sections, as well as all
definitions, should follow, not proceed, the plan
itself. Clearly, much work went into drafting the
front sections, but those more appropriately should
come after the plan itself, as appendices.

1 and 2 - We thank this reviewer for giving excellent
suggestions via organization. We have, as documented in
the larger letter responding to revisions, completed a major
reorganization of the document by separating the task force
report from the strategic plan itself. The concerns brought
up here (focus, specificity, etc...) were addressed through
that reorgnization. 5 - We were asked to include "personnel
responsible" in an early draft of the document by the
Executive Committee. 3 and 4 - "Specified Tasks" were
relabeled "Tasks" and "Suggestions and Considerations" was
Second, much of the introduction to the plan
relabeld "Suggestions." While we appreciate the suggestion
profitably could be streamlined for purposes of
regarding removing the "sggestions" sections, we did not
focus and specificity. In what follows I suggest some implement this change. We did this for several reasons: 1)
specific line numbers that could be deleted to more The document was produced by NCA members for NCA
efficiently guide the reader to the heart of the plan. members. The suggestions offered here, while not required,
are coming from and in response to decades of lived
Third, all of the “Suggestions and Considerations”
experience of marginalized people in this organization.
boxes that follow each objective should be deleted Wouldn't the organization want a record of the suggestions
from the plan. Many of these ideas are very good,
produced in a two year long process of investigation into the
but this kind of specificity about implementation is needs of its disenfranchised members? 2) While certain
not properly the province of a strategic plan –
strategic plans may not include a section such as this, it was
including these is too much “in the weeds”. These
a compromise made between the National Office Staff and
could be collected as an appendix in the plan, or
the task force. The National Office requested that baseline
they could be extracted and provided to the NCA
expectations be made distinct (and therefore more
leadership in a separate document.
transparent for employment evaluation, accountability,
etc...) from more "highly desired but potentially
Fourth, is there a better way to label the “Specified unachievable" suggestions.
Tasks” boxes – such that there is room for more
flexibility? After reviewing these statements, it
seems that many are very general, while others are
very specific. This also is an aspect that you could
consider eliminating completely or collecting in an
appendix.
Fifth, the “personnel” boxes in the Goals and
Objectives section also could be eliminated. The
plan does not need to include this level of
specificity in regard to its implementation.
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The strategic plan (SP) document is very impactful
and comprehensive. I applaud and commend the
authors and many contributors who have
undoubtedly put in the passion, the labor, and the
love for the cause in generating the document.
With that in mind, the majority of my comments
center on language and clarity of assumptions
made. A few recommendations may be specific to
my positionality—I leave them in there as food for
thought. Other suggestions may already be in the
document in some shape or form (if so, please
ignore). I hope you will find some of the
recommendations useful. Overall, it reads well, if a
bit wordy. At times this wordiness and redundancy
distracts from its focus. For instance, line 433—
“With a mindful eye toward the future, there are a
litany of possibilities with regard to how our
organizational IDEA labor will begin signalling that it
is indeed structurally transforming NCA in service
to the Mission and Vision.” Thus, the next section
that follows: “Potential indicators include:…” seems
even more unclear. Potential indicators to what
and in service to what? The goals and objectives
section is so impressive and comprehensive. I have
a few suggestions under the “Recommendations”
section that, should you find them useful, could be
incorporated here.
This is a strong proposal. I hope it is adopted as it
will push the organization to be more inviting to
those who have historically not seen themselves as
part of the organization. It also does a great job of
creating change systematically. Below please see
my specific comments on the document.

We appreciate this reviewers comments regarding the need
for clarity and the removal of verbosity. We have tried to do
this throughout the document to improve clarity and bolster
the simplicity of the strategic plan. We also believe that
splitting the documents addressed many of this reviewers
concerns.

Thank you for you support and comments. They helped
immensely!

225
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One thing that I noticed was missing was attention
to members with physical disabilities. I am 1000%
supportive of prioritizing race, ethnicity, and
culture for obvious reasons. As a person with an
invisible physical disability, I have noticed that, on
some occasions, we have been at conference
centers that are not handicapped accessible or
friendly. That was the case when we were in Utah.
A colleague with mobility issues was unable to
make it to her panel because of distance issues or
some other physical barrier that was a literal
obstacle to her participation. Personally, I have
serious issues with both feet that make it incredibly
difficult to stand for long or walk far. This makes
me keenly aware of accommodations that are
oftentimes lacking at the conference. This should
be a priority in the SP.

The SP addresses access throughout the document. We did
not segregate goals based on issue or social identity
positionality. Goal 4 addresses access more broadly, with
many issues directly related to physical disability are
impacted here. We agree that these are priority issues.
Please see Objective 4.2 "Prioritize and annually enhance
convention site accessibility in terms of space."
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• Raising questions about the current org structure
of NCA is spot on! There does need to be more
discussion (and decision points) on if its current
structure works and is conducive to hearing voices
while also moving agendas/visions forward. It does
not feel like that is the case presently.
• I think we have to consider pushback or criticism
of added tasks associated with reporting and
assessment of IDEA work. This could run colleagues
away from their engagement or even constitute
more invisible labor for some. If we streamline a
reporting process to be a checklist that might
remedy this concern I'm expressing.
• I don't agree with free memberships. I think NCA
made the right move to create a sliding scale to
accommodate our membership. Free often means
the efforts and value of the organization is taken
for granted. I think there has to be a fee associated
with the membership so that our colleagues are
clear about the value in being a member.
• The IDEA or leadership pipeline program is an
excellent idea! However it needs to have a formal
process in place (as was mentioned later in the
document as a task for the 2nd VP). I recall a similar
effort attempted before, specifically trying to
attract more scholars of color (and younger
scholars) into the organization. It wasn't
sustainable however because it relied on the efforts
of individuals and not instituted into the work of
the organization.
• NCA should have a larger platform to speak on a
wide range of issues, publicly, that have
communication at its core. We shouldn't just speak
on IDEA issues. This is a missing element of the
organization's work as a whole. We are not seen as
a destination spot or go-to organization to receive
expertise or information/scholarship on issues that
many of us explore in our research. Again, this has
been attempted previously, but not yet
successfully.

Responding to these concerns in order: 1) This is why we
request the investigation into a complete reorganization in
Objective 5; 2) The reporting process simply builds on the
already existing reporting and evaluation process of NCA
units. 3) We removed suggestions for free memberships
throughout. 4) The plan calls for the development of this
program and funding of it. This will include a formal process
and it should be institionalized to ensure success; 5) We
have bolster language regarding the role of NCA to advocate
on IDEA issues (see the Introduction to the IDEA Strategic
Plan)
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This is an impressively thorough, meticulous, smart,
bold, and empathic document. When approved, the
wide-ranging vision and substantial agenda will
constitute a new era of IDEA for the organization,
one in which IDEA is inextricably at the heart and in
the everyday life of NCA. It will raise the bar of
excellence in its material dedication to IDEA.

We thank this reviewer for their suggestions. We have
added language to the introduction to the goals and
objectives section of the strategic plan to emphasize the
livingness of the document.

I strongly support and praise its central attention to
organizational infrastructure, accountability, clarity
of purpose and ongoing assessment of intervention
and success. I think insisting on assessment and
accountability at every level, and specifically at the
division and caucus level, is crucial. I am grateful
that part of the vision includes commitment to an
IDEA archive (p. 54).
I strongly support the vision for the IDEA strategic
plan as an “organic” or living document. While of
course the vision agenda requires time and likely
ongoing revision as the interventions unfold,
underscoring the living nature of the document will
valuably insist on the importance of context across
time in the implementation and assessment of the
plan and its outcomes.
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1. IDEA-related questions stem from the
intertwined projects of colonialism, slavery, and
anti-colonialism. The land acknowledgment across
the IDEA strategic plan is an excellent starting point
in this direction, and the specific objective 5.5 is a
really good starting point.
Beyond the customary land acknowledgment
however, I encourage us to consider the ways in
which the values and practices of NCA align with
land reparations, abolition of the military-prisonindustrial complex, and local-regional-global
resistance to racial capitalism.
2. Land acknowledgments have the potential of
turning vacuous if not bolstered by transformative
praxis. In other instances, incorporated within the
ambits of settler colonial institutions, they become
box-ticking exercises that have little to do with
Indigeneity, while simultaneously co-opting
Indigeneity into settler colonial imaginaries of
white benevolence .

We appreciate this reviewers thoughtful comments, and
agree with many of them. We have included discussion of
the limits of land acknowledgements in Objective 5.5 and
included requests for action beyond just drafting the
statement. We have also added that NCA should develop
guidelines related to anti-imperialist and anti-racist practice
(Objective 3.3). We have also requested for a short video to
be produced featuring Communication scholars that
explores the relationship between decolonization and the
Communication disicpline (Objective 3.3). Finally, we have
added a request for a report detailing how knowledge
generation occurs in the context of colonization (and
therefore what counts as knowledge in academic contexts).
See Objective 4.3.

The frontiers of neoliberal capitalism are folded
into and shaped by violent practices of land grab
both within the U.S., and across the globe,
including in the Global South. The future of
extractive capitalism is intricately intertwined with
the alienation of Indigenous communities and
peoples from land.
In this backdrop, any idea of IDEA ought to turn
toward crafting out strategies for allying in
solidarity with such movements against
colonialism/racial capitalism. I would suggest that
section 5.5 be expanded beyond convention
planning to consider the ways in which the
organization stands in solidarity with and supports
the praxis of decolonization through struggles
against land occupation.
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3. The infrastructure of slavery perpetuated
through the military-prison-industrial complex.
What are the forms of research and pedagogy in
communication that challenge the institutional
structures of slavery, both in the US and globally?
What does the practice of communication look like
in the realm of the movement for prison abolition?
Also, please consider the ways in which the ideas of
knowledge generation in communication can be
connected with actual lived struggles of antiracism.
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4. Similarly, the recognition that the Cold War
ideology shapes the formation of the discipline calls
for anti-imperial communication practice that
challenges the illegal and illegitimate wars waged
by the Empire globally. What do anti-imperial
practices of communication look like across diverse
registers? What can we learn from the decolonizing
struggles of the new international economic order
and new information communication order in
forging pathways that promote peace, justice, and
strong institutions? Please consider the role of the
organization in the context of imperial
interventions that form the infrastructures of
neocolonialism/neoliberal capitalism. For instance,
consider a framework within which the
organisation can issue statements and explore
other methods of solidarity with anti-imperial
movements. Similarly consider the role of the
organisation in the context of struggles against
Zionist extremism, White supremacy, Hindutva etc.

We have included in Objective 2.3 a request for a framework
that considers pathways for offering institutional support to
scholars that are targeted for their teaching, research, and
public scholarship. We have also added that NCA should
develop guidelines related to anti-imperialist and anti-racist
practice (Objective 3.3). We have also requested for a short
video to be produced featuring Communication scholars that
explores the relationship between decolonization and the
Communication disicpline (Objective 3.3). Finally, we have
added a request for a report detailing how knowledge
generation occurs in the context of colonization (and
therefore what counts as knowledge in academic contexts).
See Objective 4.3.

5. What are the structures of support that NCA is
going to build to offer safety to scholars who are
attacked for their teaching, research, and public
scholarship? We have witnessed diverse scholars at
intersectional margins be disproportionately
targeted. The Research Council can work on a
framework that considers pathways for offering
institutional support for scholars that are targeted.
6. Building along these lines, the section on
research and what counts as research, ought to be
fundamentally reworked with the turn toward
communication as structurally transformative. This
needs the recognition that the actual work of
knowledge generation often takes place beyond
the world of the academic text in multiple
decolonizing registers. Notes the decolonizing
theorist Graham Hingagaroa Smith, the
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transformative power of theory is evident in the
blisters on one’s hands.
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7. How then can communication scholarship turn
toward multi-modality, fundamentally de-centering
the very form/mode knowledge generation takes?
Page 25, lines 570-572 acknowledge this point, and
I would like to see it developed in greater depth in
the section on Objective 4.5 that outlines strategies
for internationalizing research. In addition to the
question of internationalizing, the challenge of
building transformative infrastructures for
knowledge turn toward radical shifts in the very
definition of knowledge and what counts as
knowledge. Please consider strategies for radically
transforming NCA journals. Some of the potential
strategies include:

We have added a request for a report detailing how
knowledge generation occurs in the context of colonization
(and therefore what counts as knowledge in academic
contexts). See Objective 4.3. In objective 4.6, we attempt,
within the limits of organizational infrastrcture that is
currently available to address how capital produces inequity.

a. Building journal infrastructures for multi-modal
forms of scholarship across the discipline.
b. Thinking beyond traditional NCA journals as
venues for placing scholarship. This invites us to
radically re-imagine the terms such as “publication”
and “journals.” What might these plural
infrastructures of knowledge look like? Task the
research council with exploring decolonizing
registers for knowledge.
8. Consider the ways in which these diverse/plural
knowledge structures can be valued. This calls for
rethinking of tenure and promotion processes. How
can NCA lead in guiding communication
programmes toward recognizing and valuing these
diverse forms of knowledge generation?
9. Work toward transforming the capitalist model
of funding knowledge production that NCA is
dependent on. Closely study the predatory and
exploitative practices that uphold big 10 publishers
including Taylor & Francis, particularly in the
context of the global labour chains that exploit the
labour of the Global South. What other models of
233

open knowledge can be created that learn from
decolonizing practices of the global south, such as
the open knowledge movements in Latin America?
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10. Consider the leadership role NCA would need to
play to transform the promotion and tenure
requirements and pathways in departments,
schools, and colleges of communication. Page 28,
line 655-66 refers to this. Page 50 offers some
excellent strategies in terms of educating
departments. Pages 51-52 further spell out
strategies in terms of job searches and strategic
planning (objectives 3.5 and 3.6). It would be great
to spell out further how an IDEA-Based framework
for evaluating research and scholarly productivity
can be fostered in departments, schools, and
colleges of communication.

We wholeheartedly agree about creating accountabiltiy and
information structures to challenge the tenure and
promotion processes at insitutions. We have added in
Objective 3.3 that we should "Create an IDEA-Based
framework for evaluating research and scholarly productivity
that can be utilized by member departments, schools, and
colleges of communication." We have also included a
suggested process for accountability in Objective 3.4. We
agree as a task force that a formalized delinking policy would
possibly be benefitial. However, before that is instituted, we
will need clear guidelines to be researched and established.

11. Further building on objectives 3.5 and 3.6, I
would like to see mechanisms for holding
departments, schools, and colleges accountable.
While organizational tick marks are good starting
points, as much scholarship has documented, these
tick marks can end up being performative if
appropriate venues are not created for holding
departments, schools, and colleges accountable .
The performativity and stickiness of toxic whiteness
translates into the reproductive power of
whiteness in co-opting IDEA concepts so that it
perpetuates erasure of diverse voices. Please
consider mechanisms such as de-linking from
departments, schools, and colleges that perpetuate
practices antithetical to the values underlying IDEA.
Wark, Joe. "Land acknowledgements in the
academy: Refusing the settler myth." Curriculum
Inquiry 51, no. 2 (2021): 191-209.
Dutta, M., Ramasubramanian, S., Barrett, M.,
Elers, C., Sarwatay, D., Raghunath, P., ... & Zapata,
D. (2021). Decolonizing open science: Southern
interventions. Journal of Communication, 71(5),
803-826.
Calvente, Lisa B. Y., Bernadette Marie Calafell, and
Karma R. Chávez. “Here Is Something You Can’t
Understand: The Suffocating Whiteness of
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Communication Studies.” Communication and
Critical/Cultural Studies 17.2 (2020): 202-09.
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Structural comment: The strategic plan should be a
short document with all of the greatest hits, the
rest of this should then be turned into the NCA
Handbook for Acting Right and Doing Better
(obviously a better title is needed here) I thought
the strategic plan was extremely comprehensive,
which made it repetitive sometimes, but if the goal
was to thoroughly walk the EC through the drafters’
vision of a better, more equitable, and actually allinclusive NCA then it was successful.

We have, as documented in the larger letter responding to
revisions, completed a major reorganization of the
document by separating the task force report from the
strategic plan itself. The task force believe this addresses this
concern by Reviewer 12.

12
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For this particular document, I believe that the
acronym of IDEA should be give a particular
purpose. For example: In addition to “Inclusion,
Diversity, Equity and Access” a statement of the
following might ground the construction in the
strategic plan: “For the purposes of this strategic
plan the notion of IDEA is used as follows: We see
Inclusion, Diversity, Equity and Access—as the
centralizing IDEA of the NCA in all our work that
dynamizes democracy and social justice.”

#CommunicationSoWhite is referenced both in the timeline
(Appendix I) and in the Background section of the Task Force
Report. The footnote was removed. We clarified the new
NCA IDEA mission in the newly formed Strategic Plan
introduction. We believe this addresses this reviewers
concerns.

Consider: Calls for the continued archiving and
maintenance of NCA IDEA labor, action and
successes…”
I was looking for the “Communication So White”
activism….. did I miss the use of that exact language
in the timeline??????
13

I am wondering about the function of this call out
of the Publications Board. I am wondering if the
point of lack of action or follow-thru can me
made—across the board, the use this particular
example in a footnote.?????
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Recommendations

5

In terms of processes: To further deliberative
dialogue that embeds IDEA values from the
bottom-up, could there be spaces where members
could engage in transformative and open
conversations? If there is such an initiative included
in the SP draft, please ignore, I might have missed
it. 2. There has been some interest in
foregrounding NCA’s advocacy role. In that vein,
perhaps goals and objectives embedding IDEA
initiatives that are directed toward external
stakeholders such as policymakers, other
disciplinary organizations, and higher education
institutions and administrators may be helpful. 3.
On a more philosophical note, positioning the
notion of IDEA as a living and breathing concept,
should there be ongoing dialogue on what IDEA
values signify and encapsulate for members of a
learned society on an ongoing basis (e.g., via
webinars, conference spaces, publications, teaching
& learning). Again, if not already suggested in the
document. 4. In terms of member training: was
there thought given to certification, credentialing
and other initiatives that might further critical
examination of IDEA values and concepts for NCA
members? 5. I appreciate the nod to neurodiversity
(table/line 798). However, could this category be
made equally central in structure and process as
with other categories (race, gender, region,
ethnicity, differently-abled, and so on)? 6. Open
access: This would be/ will be inevitably a
great/ideal way to go. However, was thought given
to the open access publishing fee that comes along
with this that may hamper IDEA implementation on
the back end by discouraging or making it
impossible for those from non-research institutions
that do not have institutional arrangements for
APCs or funding for APCs to publish. Finally, on a
posssibly provocative note: From my positionality,
the marginalized identity is not inherently
problematic in and of itself. Some of the

We thank this reviewer for their thoughtful and specific
suggestions. 4. We did consider credentialing, but given
financial constraints and the other steps that must be taken
before additional services like this are developed, we opted
not to include such a program. We did, however, suggest a
credentialling program for NCA member departments doing
job searches. 2. We have included in Objective 3.3 a request
to develop an external communication strategy aimed at
advocating for IDEA. 5.We agree that neurodiversity is a
central concern in IDEA. We chose not to organize the plan
in a manner that siloed oppressions or marginalized
experiences. Many of the problems facing members who
have neurodiversity are also faced by those who are
marginalized at other intersections. 6. We discussed at
length the cost of open access publishing. We chose not to
demand it as a task in the current plan because we believe
more investigation needs to be completed regarding
practicality of implementation. 1/3. We love the suggestion
of continued dialogue to help foster an ongoing
development of IDEA amongst NCA stakeholders (see
Objective 3.1). 7. We replaced marginalization with
disenfrachised (or other more appropriate terms)
throughout both documents.
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assumptions we make about
marginalization can be problematic and even a bit
dangerous, I think, particularly when marginalized
is substituted for disenfranchisement. For example,
we often confuse disempowerment and
marginalization as going hand-in-hand. In doing so,
we also assume that being in the marginalized
category is a passive condition and not an act of
choice, that one is marginalized by those acting
(presumably with choice and power) from the
center; and that given a choice, those on the
margins would want to be in the
center. In my reading of the SP document, I suspect
that many times the document actually intends to
say “disenfranchised,” which is inherently
problematic, but substitutes it with “marginalized,”
which is not inherently problematic.
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Recommendations

5

The IDEA conversation is particularly useful in
explicating diversity with greater care and
teasing these assumptions apart more thoughtfully.
I do not think we should strive for a
wonderful magical space where everyone is at the
center, and simply assume that such
a space can also be forward-looking and
transformative.
In order for this tension between the margins and
the center to be transformative, the
power in the margins should be recognized and
celebrated, not problematized and
eradicated. If this SP document at any point makes
such assumptions, then as a
recommendation, I would be glad to see those
instances/that language recognized and
revised.

We agree and thank you for your comments. Where
appropriate we have attempted to make stronger the
recognition and celebration of marginalized knowledges and
experiences as central to IDEA praxis.

1

In general, this history is important and
meaningful. I feel that with many commenters, this
could get carried away and very, very long as it
could expand significantly with major events,
milestones, organizational activities. Maybe this
should be an appendix? I’m not sure how to best
control the need for this history with the need to
include so many important points.

The timeline was moved to Appendix I of the Task Force
Report.

Front Matter
(Cover, ToC)
Part I
General Comment
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General Comment

8

I would suggest removing this entire section. It is
extremely important that our history is
documented, but that was not the charge of this
taskforce. If documenting key moments is
undertaken, it should be done by a group
specifically tasked and equipped to do the work.
Particularly problematic are the many errors within
the timeline. Names are misspelled, dates are
incorrect, and some facts are just completely
wrong. It is beyond a matter of just noting a
handful of errors and being able to fix them; it
would need to be entirely redone. History is too
important for something this erroneous to be
included in any official document of the
association.

The timeline was moved to Appendix I of the Task Force
Report. While we were not charged with doing it, this work
was produced during our best efforts to do research and
produce a Strategic Plan.

Part I

49

1

Use different word than elders, possible age-ist
(even though I understand elders can be reflective
of respect and tradition….)

This is a term used by both Black and Latinx caucus
members. It was replaced with Leaders to avoid confusion or
potentially age-ist logic.

Part I

49

5

Was the language of “elders” intentional in terms
of resonating with native cultures? For instance, it
could be: “honor the labor or those who came
before us” or something more neutral.

This is a term used by both Black and Latinx caucus
members. It was replaced with Leaders to avoid confusion or
potentially age-ist logic.

Part I

5253

12

Will a comprehensive archive be created and
housed somewhere? why is it beyond the scope of
a strategic plan generally and this strategic plan
specifically?

See Objective 3

Part I

55

13

Please note the repetition of Orlando Taylor in this
listing.

Corrected.
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Part I

57

1

You could also mention the new Race and
Communication journal, really important!

This had not been voted on when the timeline was created.
Thank you for this suggestion! It was added.

Part I

57191

5

Timeline section: I may not be fully aware of the
history. But there is no
mention of South Asian or Chinese or Korean
Caucuses, and Latin American (Global
South), disability, activism and social justice, and
other disenfranchised caucuses and
their emergence in the timeline. Perhaps the
timeline could be amended to be truly
globally representative and inclusive. Likewise,
there is no mention of any awards earned by
members of these groups

The timeline was shared with the IDEA council and
adjustments had been made from representatives of all of
the cauceses. There is no Chinese/Korean/South Asian or
Latin American Caucuses at NCA. The issues brought up here
are consistent with why additional caucuses are need to
represent the interests of historically disenfranchised
members.

Part I

59

1

Consider adding Marie Hochmuth Nichols as first
female editor of QJS

Part I

6668
67 68

12

Orlando Taylor shows up twice

While we would love to add this, we are unclear of the year
of Nichols service and we were unable to locate it in the
time we had to revise the plan.
Corrected.

7

Orlando Taylor is listed twice in the discussion of
the founders of the Black Caucus

Corrected.

Part I

6768

10

Orlando Taylor is named twice in this entry to the
timeline

Corrected.

Part I

68

13

Part I

Part I

77

2

Corrected.
Is the reference to the 1980s initially out of order
between 1992 and 1995?
The verb “was” should be addd as other lines are
written as sentences.

Corrected where appropriate.
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Part I

77,8
2,85,
90,9
4

7

Add "is" since complete sentences are being used.
This seems to be needed throughout the document
3. I think it is critical to note the assemblage of the
first Distinguished Scholar committee that was not
comprised for past DS awardees. This was in
response to the lack of representation amongst
past recipients and the open letter Marty Medhurst
wrote condemning the EC's prior requests that the
DS be more inclusive of equally worthy
microculture (instead of minority) scholars. The
new committee members were Jimmie Manning
(Chair), Mark McPhail, and Tina M. Harris. I am not
sure if the members' names are needed, just the
chair's name, or no mention at all

Corrected

Part I

9697

2

At first glance, this appears out of sequence. I’d
suggest separating these two and moving the 80s
information up and retaining the 1994 information
in this line.

Corrected.

Part I

96

13

I am just missing Ron Jackson’s presidency in the
timeline?

Orlando Taylor was the first Black man to be elected 2nd VP
of NCA.

Part I

104

4

Why single out this division? Why not FWGS?
AACC? Social Justice? Etc.? (I’d suggest deleting this
one, in lieu of listing many others).

Agreed and Corrected

Part I

104

12

This one doesn’t say who either founded or chaired
the critical cultural studies division, its not a caucus
like the others listed but this feels important?

See above comment.
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Part I

104

4

The march was in 1996 in San Diego. In 1997, NCA’s
convention was in Chicago.

Corrected.

Part I

108

5

LGBTQIA+. Keep this consistent in usage across the
document unless for reasons of division/caucus
name accuracy. For instance, line 120 uses
LGBTQUIA+ but line 122 sifts back to LGBT. Was
this intentional?

It is only different when the members have differenciated it
for the purpose of activist regarding a particular subject.
When the task force is speaking, we utilized LGBTQIA+.

Part I

109

4

The date is incorrect. WSIC launched in 1977.

Corrected.

Part I

116

7

Remove the colon after "that."

There is no "that" on line 116 Part I.

Part I

119

2

Grammatically, California should be set off with
commas as it acts as an appositive for San Diego.

Corrected.

Part I

119

4

Reduce the amount of detail here in the description
of this item.

We did not make this correction as task force members
believed the detail was important for context.

Part I

135

2

I want to confirm that “agitators” is the word that is
preferred here. I appreciate its resistive meanings,
but to outside constituents, it may carry “negative”
connotations.

We decided to stay with this term.

Part I

154

4

Delete – it is not a major NCA event or landmark
and seems insignificant in comparison to the other
items included.

It resulted in the momentum that led to major changes in
our organizational policy. It is not a major NCA event (as it
was agitating against NCA). Nonetheless, it remains
significant because of its role in the activist history of IDEA.

Part I

157

2

I believe the correct preposition should be “with”

This item was deleted.
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Part I

157

4

Rather than emphasize when the conversation was
initiated, instead mark the date when the selection
process was changed.

Corrected

Part I

159

6

Line 159 is incorrect. The letter was first written
and circulated online by Bernadette Marie Calafell,
Karma Chavez, Lisa Corrigan, Anjali Vats, Walid
Afifi, Srividya Ramasubramian, Ersula Ore, Bryan
McCann,Ragan Fox, Mohan Dutta, Armond Towns,
and Fernando Delgado. The group was later created
as a result of the letter.

Corrected

Part I

166167

2

The list of authors is in reverse order. David C. Oh
was the lead author, Bryan McCann was the second
author, and Kay Beckermann was the third author.

We listed this alphabetically to be consistent with the other
lists. Nevertheless we corrected the order.

Part I

168

4

Recommend deleting – it is not the same genre as
the other items – and certainly is likely not the only
such incident to have happened at an NCA
convention.

Removed.

Part I

169

2

This item was removed.

Part I

187

4

Part I

189

4

Grammatically, Maryland should be set off with
commas.
Change this from “organized” to approved or
founded?
Change this from “organized” to approved or
founded? Add: Founding of NCA’s Communication
and Race journal in 2021. To align with later items
in the timeline regarding Afifi and Niles Goins’
“firsts”, also acknowledge Ono as the first APAC
NCA president?

Corrected
Corrected.
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Part I

192

2

Why is it not mentioned that Shari Miles-Cohen
was hired as the Executive Director? Unless I’m
mistaken, she is the first Black woman in this role.

This plan was developed over two years and prior to Dr.
Miles-Cohen being hired. It has been added to the timline,
which was moved to Appendix I of the task force report.

8

It should be noted within the document that the
responsibility of the taskforce was never to create a
strategic plan to be fully implemented or accepted
completely. Rather, it is to inform the creation of
the association’s primary strategic plan. Conflating
the two and attempting to alter the purpose of this
document, even with the best intentions, can
potentially cause unintentional harm to IDEA
initiatives and goals, which are too important to be
squandered.

We were not tasked with informing the creation of the
association's primary strategic plan. We were tasked with
producing an IDEA SP for the organization. See Appendix II
for the original announcement of the task force. "The
charge," Dr. Mandzuik writes, is "to produce an IDEA
Strategic Plan to be submitted to NCA’s Executive
Committee by February 1, 2022." We accomplished this task.
The NCA EC voted in February 2022 to endorse the
plan/report in its entirety. They also voted in February 2022
to reinforce the 5 goals outlined in the IDEA SP in the
organization's primary strategic plan. In consultation with
NCA leadership and National office staff, a pathway was
then developed to finalize revisions and bring the plan
forward for endorsement from the LA.

Part II
Comments

247

Part II

200

3

"Although NCA might have a ""long history"" of
supporting IDEA, it could be fruitful to acknowledge
the institutional obstacles it also imposes in that
first paragraph. I know the task force addresses this
somewhat in the subsequent paragraphs, but I
think there can be a difference between ""wanting
to do better"" and taking some organizational
responsibility for past oversights/problems.
"
There should not be the article “a” before
consistently.
Comment: There are times in which the document
a a whole reads more as “treatise” rather than a
“strategic plan” maybe this is in the Preamble/
background materials leading to “assumed
strategic action”-by whom? See the next comment

See the Task Force Report Part III for an extensive
explanation of the institutional obstacles facing IDEA work in
NCA.

Part II

215

2

Part II

219234

13

Part II

238

7

How about "perpetual" versus "continuous," as it
underscores the urgent nature of this ongoing
effort

Great suggestion. Corrected.

Part II

254

2

The comma should be removed.

This was revised for clarity.

Part II

254

7

This was revised for clarity.

Part II

256

4

Part II

256

10

Part II

257

2

The comma does not need to be there (comm
splice)
Delete? This discussion is redundant with the
timeline.
Eliminate “the” before the colon and block
quotation
Other bullet points later in the document capitalize
the first letters. There should be consistency in
capitalization.

Corrected
We have, as documented in the larger letter responding to
revisions, completed a major reorganization of the
document by separating the task force report from the
strategic plan itself. The task force believe this addresses this
concern.

This was revised for clarity.
Corrected.
Corrected.
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Part II

257

13

The meat of this Strategic Plan begins here and
should be noted as such in the table of contents.
I really like the use of the boxed statement—which
might suggest an action item of calling the
leadership of all units to give them a charge of
action relative to the Strategic Plan—with
accountability markers/ report timelines, and
measurements of effectiveness.

See the 2022 IDEA Strategic Plan part II.

Part II

261

2

Other bullet points later in the document capitalize
the first letters. There should be consistency in
capitalization.

Corrected

Part II

269274

2

It is my understanding that “task force” should be
two words.

Fixed typo throughout.

Part II

269

2

Other bullet points later in the document capitalize
the first letters. There should be consistency in
capitalization.

Corrected.

Part II

269

12

Should there be a mention of the mentoring
taskforce - formed 2019? 2020? by kent ono?

Corrected.

Part II

272

7

Carol Blair's last name is misspelled. There's no 'e."

Corrected

Part II

275

2

Other bullet points later in the document capitalize
the first letters. There should be consistency in
capitalization.

Corrected.

Part II

275

7

Add an apostrophe on "elders" to show possession.

corrected.
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Part II

279

2

Other bullet points later in the document capitalize
the first letters. There should be consistency in
capitalization.

Corrected.

Part II

282303

4

Begin the document with this section?

This was moved to the task force report. We believe the
reorganization we did addresses the reviewer concern here.

Part II

287

2

Has it been established previously that SP is the
shorthand for Strategic Plan? It took me a minute
to recognize that meaning.

We updated to make sure the language is consistent.

Part II

288

2

I would recommend removing “is two-fold in that
it.” Not only is this wordier and adds no new
meaning, but it also becomes confusing as there
are 3 numbers referenced in 2 lines: 4 key features,
First, and two-fold.

This was revised and edited.

Part II

288

13

There is a way in which the review of NCA’s Idea
Mission is important…. But reframing this section to
reinforce the intention of the Strategic Plan to
Reframe/Activate/Dynamize this mission is the
point. Maybe that can be signal in the title of the
section.

Reorganizing the documents, and specifically spliting this
portion and placing it in the task force report addresses the
concerns here.
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Part II

296

2

I would recommend starting with “It” to be more
consistent with bullet points 1 and 2, which situate
the SP as the subject. For example: “It will be
implemented on a five-year timeline…”
Page 17, table, bullet point 5, second column: It
seems that “art” should be capitalized since all
other bullets are written with title capitalization.

The first comment refers to a section that has been moved
to "Narrative of Process" in the Task Force Report, pg. 28. It
was edited and we believe it addressed this reviewers
concerns. The second correction was also made, which can
be found on pg 13 of the now Task Force Report.

Part II

304323

4

Delete (to provide focus and eliminate redundancy)

This was kept, but removed from the strategic plan and
placed in the task force report, pg. 8.

Part II

313

13

There is a lot of time reviewing the existing (from
324-373—then the lovely work of dynamizing the
new NCA IDEA Mission. This whole section should
also be itemized for emphasis in a way that can
also indicate accountability markers.

This is a thoughtful discussion. We attempted to itemize it in
major categories (ideology, infrastructure, appropriation,
and accountability). This can now be found in the task force
report, Part III.

Part II

315318

4

End section with “Ultimately…members” (lines 315318).

This portion was moved into the Task Force Report, pg. 9,
and was edited. We believe it reflects the reviewers
suggestions for clarity here.

Part II

315

5

“Align NCA, in its entirety” … consider revising to:
“align NCA as an organization and disciplinary
advocacy body” or something more specific along
these lines

This portion was moved into the Task Force Report, pg. 9,
and was edited. We believe it reflects the reviewers
suggestions for clarity here.
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Part II

316

7

Should policy be plural?

Deleted

Part II

318321

5

Lines 318–321 are unclear. “facilitate a proverbial
world upside down” does not make
sense and is more than a little confusing. Perhaps
consider something on the lines of
…”is not designed to envisage change for its own
sake, but to honor all hitherto
institutionalized and marginalized norms,
traditions, and constituencies in an equitable
and fair manner.”

Deleted and revised.

322

7

Should it be "the humanization of co-existence"?

Revised.

Part III

324

13

Apply similar comments/concerns to the Vision
section
Reinforce that the opposite of “secondary” is a
more “integrated commitment throughout the
organization reinforcing the communal
commitments to communication, collaboration,
cooperation and coordination towards a common
purpose.

Corrected.

Part III

325383

4

Move this entire section to an appendix or a
discussion that follows the plan. This could be
folded into the “History” section (lines 325-383)

It was moved into a task force report.

Part III

252

Part III

325

Part III

369

Part III

371372

Part III

371

5

Rather than date the document with exact
membership numbers, how about something on
the lines of …”as the learned society with the
largest membership in the field of
Communication…” or something along these lines.

Corrected.

While the NCA Statement of Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion is a good start. It does not necessarily
account for power. Diversity and equity become
appropriated by those in power through phrases
like diversity of thought. Why can’t NCA adopt a
stance of anti-racism, which guides inclusive
excellence? That is my biggest concern about this
document’s proposal about inclusive excellence. It
can possibly be appropriated.

We agree! In the SP, we call for the revision of this
statement and revising NCA's mission statement. A draft of a
proposed revision can be found in Appendix We have
already adopted a stance of anti-racism as an organization
through the 2021 Resolution Condemning White Supremacy
(See Appendix III). We also thank this

2

Bullet point 5, second column: It seems that “art”
should be capitalized since all other bullets are
written with title capitalization.

Corrected.

1

The textbox represents general NCA
activities/events, not many of them attend to IDEA
specifically. For example, the Arnold lecture has
featured plenty of white able-bodied men, and has
more recently featured diverse speakers. But I
don’t think that makes it an IDEA activity. I think
this text box could just be deleted. The goal is to
incorporate IDEA into every aspect of NCA, so
listing a few items here doesn’t seem that helpful.

We moved this section to the task force report. In its new
place, we felt it important to remain so that it provides the
context and background for why certain choices in the plan
were made.
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Part III

371

3

It is unclear to me how some of these events have
facilitated IDEA values when they are by invitation
(e.g., scholars office hours, Caroll Arnold etc.). Of
course, they are open to all members to interact
with or attend the sessions. It might be fruitful to
have a footnote about how those selected for these
opportunities have been selected with IDEA values
in mind? Is the diversification of invited
opportunties something new?
Instead, provide the single, focused, mission
statement (line 374-375)

While they might not always be spaces where IDEA
flourishes, they have been spaces where NCA has used its
current infrastructure to enact IDEA values or support IDEA
work.

Part III

374375

4

Part III

374

5

Not sure why just units (or caucuses, for that
matter). Perhaps consider: “…To embed the values
of inclusion, diversity, equity, and access across
NCA’s operations, practices, structures,
ideologies…” something more fundamental and
organic in nature.

As previously noted in the document and in the plan, units
refers to all units within NCA (from the EC, to national office,
to councils, to interest groups/caucuses).

Part III

375

1

I think it would be helpful if an explanation of how
NCA moved from DEI to IDEA could be offered.

These discussions occurred in EC meetings of which many of
the task force members were not privy. We noted the
change in date in the timeline, but cannot, at this time, offer
a more substantial explanation.

Part III

376383

13

Odd trailing or leading sentence--- move and put in
the next section all together.

Corrected

Part III

376

2

Corrected

Part III

378

2

“Inciting” does not appear to be the right verb to
describe practices that are done consistently. In the
same line, targeted is not similar in grammatical
form as the other items in the list, which all end in ing.
Would “e.g.” be better than “i.e.” in this case?

See the Strategic plan, pg. 3

Corrected
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Part III

5

Part III

382383
383

The sentence is confusing and ambiguous. The
intent here does not clearly come across.
The word “as” should precede opposed.

Corrected

Part III

384

13

Note: I recognize that a lot of the
measurement/accountability issues come later in
the document. I am suggesting using some of that
language sooner—then concretizing it later. This is
in part moving the first half of the document from
“treatise” to “strategic plan.”

The Task Force Report and the Strategic Plan were separated
to address this comment.

Part III

385404

4

Move the definition and discussion of “inclusive
excellence” here to an appendix or footnote (lines
385-404)

Inclusive Excellence is now defined in the task force report.

396397

2

Awkward writing. It could be changed to: “In
’Shaping Our Century: Strategic Priorities for 20202024,” the ACLS builds upon this fundamental
assertion by outlining ’six factors…” or “The ACLS
builds upon this fundamental assertion. In ’Shaping
Our…”

Corrected.

2

Corrected

Part III
Part IV

255

Part IV

403

5

I appreciate the privileging of “humanistic” inquiry.
However, should not our
goal here be the pursuit of all modes of inquiry and
knowledge in general in an
equitable and inclusive manner? Discrimination and
bias plaque other modes of inquiry
as well (gender bias in evidence-based medicine or
the fields of engineering, for
instance). The idea of “belongingness” is to the
“respectful” but also “equitable” pursuit
of knowledge from any disciplinary and ontological
framework.

We replaced "humanistic" with "communication"

Part IV

405406

4

Instead, provide the single, focused vision
statement (line 405-406). Then, follow with lines
413-435.

We removed the vision section all together, and moved
relevant content into the "Background" section of what is
now the Task Force Report.
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Part IV

405

12

Inclusive excellence means nothing?!? it is one of
those phrases used everywhere to denote a… vibe?

While we agree with this reviewer that Inclusive Excellence
can be appropriated into hegemonic structures as a means
to maintain the status quo of dominance by projecting the
feeling of IDEA without weight or teeth. Additionally,
"inclusion" discourses can fundamentally be problematic as
they do violence to historically disenfranchised and
colonized communities (See Branzel, Violent Inclusion).
However, Inclusive Excellence was the best standard
available for learned societies such as ours. We also believe
that by institutionalizes IDEA values and accountability, IE
will not be just an empty phrase--but a practice that defines
our organizational culture.

Part IV

407

13

Goal 3: Consider not using the word “Equip” thru
out---as opposed to “Provide all NC members with
all the available means of . . ..”

We kept it in the Goal description, but removed all others
and replaced with more appropriate and specific terms.

Part IV

408

2

Missing “as” prior to “the sole responsibility”

Corrected

Part IV

413

2

A common should follow “Vision.” This is a series of
introductory prepositional phrases.

Corrected

Part IV

414

12

What does human regard mean?

Corrected
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Part IV

416

12

What if tokenism and short-term change also
happen outside of silos and in the organization
itself?

Then those spaces and actions need to be challenged as
well. This is specifically refering to the organizational silos
discussed in Part III of the Task Force Report that cause
tokenism and short-term change.

Part IV

418

12

Is there a word stronger than foster? i’d argue NCA
already tries to foster, so the next step needs to be
implement/execute/embed - some sort of action
verb of actually doing

Corrected

Part IV

422

12

Drop practice, “be transparent”

We did keep the word practice because it is important in
context of what we are asking NCA to do. Not sure what "be
transparent" is refering to.

Part IV

429

2

Thank you! Corrected.

Part IV

433

7

The “Oxford comma” is missing. It is used in other
lists.
I think "litany" is singular; therefore, it should be "a
litany of possibilities"

Part IV

433

13

Consider ending this document with a statement
that rearticulates the central theme/intent of the
strategic plan.

This sentence was deleted, and section revised.

Part IV

436462

4

Delete “Indicators” here (lines 436-462) – consider
adding this to the end of the plan, under the
“Assessment” section.

Added to Assessment section of IDEA Strategic Plan.

Part IV

437

5

“Continual practices” is vague and confusing.
Perhaps use “micro-practices” instead?

Deleted.

It was litany of possibilities. However, this particular
sentence was deleted.
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Part IV

449

2

Although not technically an error, it would be
improved to exclude “so.”

Corrected.

Part IV

453

2

Corrected.

Part IV

460

12

There should be a hyphen to connect “followthrough.”
Remove “metaphorically” sentence and replace
with what it would actually look like. e.g. IDEA
would be part of policies, processes and practices.

Part IV

463

1

No best practices were listed. I would delete. This
document is already so long. I don’t know if there’s
a plan to add them in later or not.

Deleted

Part IV

463

12

Not sure if it’s on my end but this part got cut off
right after “…as”

Deleted

Part IV

463

4

Delete line 463 - Best practices here is an
incomplete statement- or, need to substantially fill
in.

Deleted

Part IV

463

7

This is an incomplete thought and sentence.

Deleted

Part IV

463

13

Part VII: Goals, Objectives, and Tasks is VERY
STRONG!

Thanks!

Part V

466524

4

Lines 466-524: Delete here – move these
definitions to an appendix

done - moved to task force report

Part V

468

5

The value and their definitions are well articulated.

thanks!

Part V

471

6

Again, see my previous concern. How do we
account for trolls?

previous concern not linked here - not sure what this refers
to

This was kept in the task force report (pg. 26) but in the
revised version of the Strategic plan it was removed for
clarity and simplicity (see pg 40 of Strategic Plan).

Part V

259

Part V

486,
492

12

Move intersectional to after full? “… full
intersectional range of members’ identities,
ideologies…”. It is the interactions between and
amongst “identities” that makes them
“intersectional”, the identities themselves are not
“intersectional”

done

Part V

499

2

I would recommend changing “fair” to “equitable”
as fair can be interpreted as synonymous with
equality, which would obscure the chosen
definition.

done

1

Could address ability, gender, class, etc a bit more.

change not made - gender and class are addressed more
frequently in other places in the report

Part VI
General Comment

Part VI

513

7

That needs to be a semicolon rather than a colon.

done

Part VI

526666

4

done - moved to task force report

Part VI

535

5

Part VI

543

7

Delete here – move this discussion and set of
definitions and make it a section in the
appendices.
Ideological barriers–this section could recognize
that our membership reflects a spectrum of
ideological understandings of and commitment
toward IDEA values. Thus, the barrier then
becomes: How does one co-constitute a shared
understanding of IDEA that is reflective of the range
of understandings our membership brings to the
table, so the premise of IDEA by itself does not
become an exclusionary and divisive element but
rather a co-constitutive and forward-looking vehicle
for elevating the sense of identity and
belongingness in a discipline and a disciplinary
learned society.
It should be "prevent" since the subject is plural.

change not made - we believe the definitions offered in the
task force report are capacious enough to support this sort
of diverse understanding/application of IDEA core values

change not made - subject is "absence" (singular)
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Part VI

555

1

You could also mention the new Race and
Communication journal, really important!

done

Part VI

562

7

The word "conditioned" sounds odd here. Possibly
"determined by" or "defined by"?

done

Part VI

564

7

change not made, though the task force very much agrees
with the point. Instead, we point readers to the
#CommunicationSoWhite conversations referenced
previously in the report, which do a much more
comprehensive job of documenting this than we can in the
task force documents

Part VI

567

6

Part VI

584

3

When discussing the journal articles, I think it is
important to explicitly state that the names of our
top-tier journals and how they are antithetical to
what is at the core of IDEA. They are historically
exclusionary and rarely, if ever, publish scholarship
on historically marginalized groups from a domestic
or international perspective.
Should also note the particular suspicion that
scholars of color who do research on race feel and
the questions they continue to face around
“objectivity”.
Extensive attention (and rightly so) is being paid to
gaps in leadership and opportunity. Yet, NCA might
also consider establishing infrastructure to create
more diverse pipelines. In other words, it's not just
that we should try to work with what we have, but
to actively foster who will become leadership in the
future. This could be above and beyond
recruitment efforts of existing graduate students
and faculty to focus on inviting people earlier on
and getting more diverse people involved with
communication.

Part VI

634

7

"Improve climate" is vague. It doesn't tell us what
kind of climate is being referenced

done - changed to "organizational climate"

done

done
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Part VI

642

2

The word “level” here appears strange since units
refer to all organized groups within NCA. What
other level would be addressed by using this
formulation? I suggest removing it and replacing it
with “…in their units.”

done

Part VI

685

12

What is this reference to “activist” - i don’t think it
was referred to as such earlier but this feels like a
reference to something…

no change made - this references the dismissal of IDEArelated work as not true scholarship or service but instead
"mere activism"

Part VI

687

7

Do not need "the" in front of NCA.

done

Part VII

262

General Comment

794
&
823

1

In thinking about some of the barriers, the
physicality of conference attendance is a big issue,
one that may never be resolved. Cost, visas, travel
time, child care (particularly for single parents), and
ability are a few of the under-considered issues in
this document. Perhaps a section/objective could
help focus on some of these issues.
Another point on the cost. I’m finding that to
attend NCA in any location costs well over $1000
(without a room mate, but not everyone knows
someone who they can room with). Many faculty
members receive only a few hundred dollars to
attend NCA (or other conferences) and are paying
out of pocket for the remainder, or putting
themselves in room mate situations that might not
be appropriate (eg, rooming with a student to save
money). Graduate students face even more
financial strain, as do contingent faculty members
who may feel like they need to attend NCA because
of the job market, but may receive no support at all
from their institutions. I think this cost issue is a
major problem, although not one likely to be
resolved. Still, I think some attention to class
standing/economic challenges is important for this
document, particularly as it affects marginalized
folks more often.
Another really big issue I would like to see
addressed is alcohol and party culture at NCA.
While there is some language in this document that
speaks to the alternatives that might be pursued,
it’s a big IDEA issue to keep allowing the alcohol
and party culture to continue as it has. Abuse of
power and privilege is more pronounced when
alcohol is involved. Parties pressure people to
drink. Parties are a major form of networking,
meaning that party alternatives aren’t really good
alternatives. Hosting events away from the
conference location provides challenges in terms of
ability and safety. The queer no-host in Baltimore
in 2019 is a good example (it was held at three or

These are good points, and Goal 4 of the strategic plan
addresses them in more detail.
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four different bars, and it didn’t feel safe (or
possible for some people) to be walking alone
between the different venues), plus perpetuates
culture of drinking. I find this culture of drinking
creates all kinds of harassment and power
imbalances.
I personally think the parties/sanctioned drinking
culture needs to be banned, although I may be
alone in my opinions on that. Still, I think it’s
important to address in a more substantial way in
this document how NCA should deal with the
alcohol and party culture.
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General Comment

8

Suggestions and Considerations and Specified Task
should all be completely removed. Those can best
be determined by those implementing the strategic
plan and are beyond the purview and expertise of
this taskforce.

We did not make this change. Without Tasks and
Suggestions, the document lacks starting points for
institutional accountability. Historically, NCA has not been
good at enacting long term transformation towards
achieving IDEA goals (see task force report part III). A
strategic plan is designed to bolster IDEA vision and
accountability through clearly articulated pathways forward.

Part VII

696

10

Increase emphasis here on the SP as an
organic/living document

Done. Thank you!

Part VII

704

7

Should be "ascribing TO a timeline"

Agreed - We will add "to" in between ascribing and timeline.

Part VII

709

7

"Cost" should be plural at the end the sentence.

done

Part VII

717

2

Perhaps a grant can be given for the creation of a
survey instrument.

done - added to suggestions

Part VII

718

4

Objective 1.2 (line 718) – encompass this as a task
under 1.1 – this does not need to be a separate
objective.

Done. Thank you!

Part VII

722

2

This objective is awkwardly written.

done - rewritten to clarify

Part VII

722

4

Part VII

724

2

Part VII

725

2

Done. Thank you!
Objective 1.3 (line 722) – End sentence with “due
to its inaccessibility.”
This list is vague. How does the EC identify these
gaps? Where do they look? How do they know
whose missing if these gaps are present? The lack
of specfiication is part of the problem.

In what what are units’ efforts amplified and
rewarded? It would have to be substantial to
change entrenched habits.

Minor changes made - we agree that this is vague, but it is
phrased that way out of necessity so as not to restrict these
efforts.

suggestions added to bullet point
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Part VII

725

12

If waiving initial convention fees for new members,
would waive for all new people not just members
from historically excluded groups. This is mainly b/c
some folks, despite membership in these groups,
will not identify themselves as such - this way
everyone gets welcomed in.
– the multilingual portion should also be
represented in Objective 1.1 - the survey. There
should be a question asking which languages
members speak/need materials to be provided in.
(But I get the irony of a survey offered probably
only in english asking what other languages it
should be offered in.)

membership fees comment - done; multilingualism
comment not addressed only because no specific content
parameters are given in 1.1 for the survey.

Part VII

726

2

We hear your concern. Hwoever, the NCA is an organization
being a part of the larger U.S. social insitutions that require
documentations. Hence, we will have to have the
assessment. With this, however, we must careflly evaluate
"superficiality" of the efforts. That should depend on
personnels who are responsible of this process.

Part VII

728

4

The issue is that this objective is that it appears to
replicate the bureacratic assessment practices at
our universities. Just as it is possible for
departments to work around these, it would be
equally possible for units to produce superficial
efforts to stay in compliance. Further, if the
bureacratic work produces less interest in
volunteering for unit leadership or if it produces
resentments, then this may have unintended
results.
Objective 1.4 (line 728) – Clarify? What kind of
report? To whom?

The line suggested that it is an assessment. And, this should
be going to the legislative assembly.
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Part VII

729

12

Part VII

730

2

Part VII

730

3

There is much talk about being in alignment with
IDEA values and principles. Should perhaps
objective 1.1 be a clear IDEA mission statement for
NCA? This is what everything in this plan is tethered
to, and it seems impossible to survey folks in re: to
IDEA values and principles without them being
clearly stated. (same with assessments, reports, et.
al)
Perhaps the language of “Fellows” should be
reconsidered. I like the idea of the position, but it is
very similar to what ICA calls its Distinguished
Scholars.

We agree, and the task force is proposing an initial common
understanding of IDEA mission and principles in this
document, to be refined and developed over time by the
organization.

Despite the title, there does not seem to be a
robust plan for mentoring potential IDEA leaders.
As it reads, only people who express an interest
might be mentored. Perhaps a more proactive
strategy will foster and incentivize interest,
especially considering marginalized people are
often the first to volunteer (or be assigned) to IDEA
work. It could be the case that people do not know
about opportunities, are afriad to volunteer (i.e.,
don't that that opportuntity is meant for them),
etc.

Have you considered if everyone really want to seek
out/need the mentorship? There is a darkside of mentorship
where it is strategically used to create the political, toxic
blocks. Accordingly, mentoring plans need to carefully
developled. Hence, this document is suggesting
"mentoship." but it is not this document that recolves your
concern.

Noted in the document that the "Fellows" title is more of a
placeholder for a distinct program to be developed in the
future.
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Part VII

730

Part VII

730

Part VII

730

Objective 1.5 is out of place in a strategic plan. Few
people, if any, would argue that it lacks POTENTIAL
value. However, this is something that might come
out of strategic plan initiatives. There is absolutely
no proof or justification that it would result in value
or, more importantly, be more valuable than
another IDEA initiative. Something of this nature
has absolutely no place in a strategic plan.

A mentorship and fellows program is relatively common
among scholarly organizations, so we do not see this as
being out of place.

12

Earlier in the plan it said IDEA work is everyone’s
work. So should the Fellows instead be for more
specific programs/initiatives (identified by the
Fellows themselves) - rather than a gneral
“interested in pursuing IDEA work”?

We think both are valuable possibilities, and we leave it
open in the strategic plan in order to let the folks who will
implement such a program have some latitude in deciding its
eventual form.

732

7

Probably should capatilize Fellows Program. It
positions it as a proper noun and it stands out this
way as something formal

done

Part VII

733

2

It would be preferable for these suggestions to read done
like concrete recommendations for what should be
done. For instance, of course, we know that criteria
should be selected. There should be a suggestion
for what those criteria are.

Part VII

733

7

Last bullet point - Remove the comma after fellows.
That is a comma splice

done
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Part VII

733

12

The last suggestion listed here also works. Perhaps
IDEA fellows are specifically selected to help fulfill
various aspect of NCA’s IDEA mission.

agreed

Part VII

734

4

Line 734 – delete “long-standing” – change
“responds to” to “built upon”?

done - "long-standing" is deleted, but "responds to" is more
accurate to the intent than "built upon"

Part VII

735

2

We believe the next objective (2.2) is what accomplishes
this.

Part VII

735

8

Part VII

735

12

There is not a direct correspondence between
hiring an IDEA director and creating an
accountability structure that has transparency.
There needs to be another objective n place that
would accomplish this.
As with Objective 1.5, Objective 2.1 should be
completely removed. Again, it is easy to argue
POTENTIAL value for any association. However,
there is no proof that a CDO is necessary or would
be more valuable than other initiatives or positions.
This document is reading more like a personal wish
list than an actual strategic plan. Members of the
association, especially those specifically committed
to IDEA, would likely find it extremely problematic
and troubling that it appears as if a few individuals
have taken it upon themselves to personally
assume such power.
Goal 2 re: accountability. This should also include a
page on the website where reports, survey results,
assessments, etc. all live. This page should not be a
subpage of the IDEA committee (does this exist? If
not it should), but maybe the committee page
should be a subpage of the larger IDEA tab.

We disagree, and we are leaving this objective in the
strategic plan so that it may be discussed and decided by the
Legislative Assembly.

done
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Part VII

739

2

See the previous criticism about assessment.

We understand the criticism but believe that improving
assessment holds more potential in improving NCA than
getting rid of it entirely. Additional suggestion added about
routinely improving assessment procedures.

Part VII

742

10

I would add the possibility of divisions or caucuses
losing convention slots if they fail do assessment or
comply with IDEA expectations.

done

Part VII

744

2

It appears that the table has an error. The other
tables have “Urgency” in the first column. This has
“Timeframe.”

done

Part VII

745

2

It needs to be clear what is publicly accessible. Will
the process name the alleged perpetrator? This
could have legal ramifications, and there are the
risks of false accusations.

done

Part VII

745

12

Would the EC be responsible for investigating
grievances? What if the accusation is against
someone in the EC?

We leave these particulars up to the NCA leadership best
equipped to develop the specific process.

Part VII

747

4

May not be necessary as a separate objective –
policy already dictates this.

We framed this objective in terms of "strengthening"
existing policies.
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Part VII

750

2

It is unclear how this doesn’t replicate the
problems of additional labor for people of color
that is often seen on university campuses. Or, if it’s
the point that all NCA staff can function effectively
as an advocate, then why is an advocate needed at
all? Also, for this set of suggestions, it claims that
an “IDEA lens is prioritized in all decision-making
processes,” but then it delimits the role to hiring
committees. Where are the suggestions for
evaluation of staff?

IDEA advocates represent a specific role on a hiring
committee that charges one individual with prioritizing an
IDEA lens (among all the other lenses one can adopt when
assessing candidates). Any member of the committee can
serve in this role (much like a committee chair role), and we
are suggesting that someone does need to be designated to
serve this role because it does not just happen organically.

Part VII

750

12

One issue with having a diversity advocate is that it
undermines the overall messaging of this plan which is that edi work is to be done by everybody.
The presence of the advocate will allow folks to
shirk their own edi responsibilities or assume that
this is the responsibility of someone else and not
them. In thinking about the overall vision of this
plan, it seems the better suggestion is making sure
that committees are trained before reviewing any
applications with the “IDEA lens”

IDEA advocates represent a specific role on a hiring
committee that charges one individual with prioritizing an
IDEA lens (among all the other lenses one can adopt when
assessing candidates). Any member of the committee can
serve in this role (much like a committee chair role), and we
are suggesting that someone does need to be designated to
serve this role because it does not just happen organically.

Part VII

751

4

May not be necessary as a separate objective –
NCA’s policy regarding public statements does not
preclude IDEA statements.

agreed - removed
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Part VII

751

8

Though not as problematic as previously noted
objectives, Objective 2.5 is really not necessary
here. A clear policy for any statements of the
association would likely be beneficial.

agreed - removed

Part VII

753

2

This lacks specficity. The trouble has always been
what the implementation should be, not the need
for a solution. The strategic plan should have more
clearly actionable suggestions.

agreed - removed

Part VII

754

12

What happens if caucuses offer antithethical
statements to each other? which statements are
the EC to take up?

agreed - removed

Part VII

756

1

Use Division or Caucus rather than Interest Group
consistently throughout document.

Part VII

756

4

Objective 2.6 seems redundant with 2.2 – merge
the two objectives?

We did not make this change. We were instructed by NCA
on how to write about units. We were told to use "Interest
Group" as the umbrella term for divisions, caucuses, and
sections.
Objective 2.6 is meant to refer specifically to the founding of
new interest groups, rather than the ongoing assessment of
their work once established.

Part VII

756

8

Objectives 2.6 and 2.7 are so general as to be
meaningless.

We disagree and want to leave as much room as possible for
interest groups and NCA to achieve these values through a
variety of approaches.

Part VII

758

7

Remove the apostrophe from Interest Groups

Corrected.

Part VII

759

7

Remove the apostrophe from Interest Groups

Corrected.

Part VII

760

4

Not clear what 2.7 is asking for – clarify?

Part VII

760

8

Objectives 2.6 and 2.7 are so general as to be
meaningless.

done - "infrastructure" clarified as "roles and
responsibilities"
We disagree and want to leave as much room as possible for
interest groups and NCA to achieve these values through a
variety of approaches.
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Part VII

762763

12

What if someone runs for second vp on the
platform of anti-IDEA and gets elected? would they
then be able to run IDEA efforts into the ground?

That is an unsettling possibility. We propose the
establishment of an IDEA director as one possible
mechanism for checks and balances against this possibility.

Part VII

763

2

Again, there is not much specificity about what this
should look like

The "Tasks" section above offers more detail on what it
would look like.

Part VII

763

7

Capitalize Fellows Program

Corrected.

Part VII

765

4

Goal 3 needs rephrasing – “Equip all members”
does not seem to fit with what the subsequent
objectives specify, which are targeted at NCA’s
organizational practices.

done - changed to "equip all leaders and members"

Part VII

768

1

Corrected.

Part VII

768

2

Maybe add some ability inclusive language (I like
the people centered language, but might be too
vague for some folks)
Bullet 4: It should be “guidelines.” Guidelines is
stated in the next line. Dash needed for
“organization-wide” and for “people-first.”

Part VII

769

2

In what way should annual IDEA education be
incentivized?

Corrected.

Part VII

769

12

Part VII

770

1

Corrected.

no comment included to respond to on this line

Offer/require IDEA training for all division
leadership. Everyone needs this, even if many folks
are getting it at their home institutions. It’s
mentioned later in Objective 3.2

This is already included in the "Tasks" list for this objective.
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Part VII

770

2

The strategic plan promised radical changes to
structure, but these are uncreative. They very much
replicate the kinds of suggestions that are made by
university administrations. There is little to no
evidence that these trainings are effectve. If that’s
the case as the literature suggests, then what’s the
point? What would be more effective? What more
radical changes can be imagined?

Taken individually, these suggestions may not seem to
promise radical enough change. We hope that by suggesting
a broad range of changes to organizational culture and
structure, radical change is realized over time and
achievable objectives help the organization to find many
opportunities for making progress. The strategy of training is
but one part of multi-faceted transformation.

Part VII

770

8

Objective 3.2 seems fine and has potential value.
Again, though, there is little proof of its actual value
or whether it is necessary for such a document.

Noted.

Part VII

775

2

Keep seeing the verb “centralize.” Wouldn’t
“center” be a more appropriate verb? Perhaps, this
is just me, but in my mind, they carry different
connotations.

Corrected.

Part VII

779

2

I love this. I wish all of the suggestions were this
specific, particularly for the first 6 bullets.

Thanks!

Part VII

779

7

2nd bullet point - Microaggressions is one word

Corrected.

Part VII

783

2

This is grammatically awkward written. Also, “who”
should be “that” since it’s referring to
institutions. (Last Bullet)

Corrected.

Part VII

783

7

First line - Remove apostrophe from "committee"
and add an "s" to make it "committees."

Corrected.
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Part VII

783

12

The suggestion that jobs advertised through NCA
disclose institutional benefits, I thought this already
existed re: benefits for (same-sex) partners, so I like
this idea of a bunch of checkboxes (to make it as
smooth and easy as possible) that people can click:
yes we offer benies to same-sex partners; no we
don’t offer gender affirming health care; et al.

Thanks!
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Part VII

787

5

Objective 3.5–the language of “to serve as a
leader” or “trailblazing” is
inspiring and dynamic. However, to me, personally,
it also carries with it an echo of
exclusionary, inherently masculine, and hegemonic
epistemologies. Perhaps consider
qualifying this with the ethos of service leadership?
If not, the emphasis on being a
“leader” stands in opposition to the ethos of
serving as an “empowering partner,”
“cocollaborator,” “co-creator,” on the one hand
while positioning the motivation on
“leading” as a meaningful goal in itself. To clarify
further, from my positionality,
“leading” is not what meaningful change is about—
it is about forging a collaborative
journey, together. Likewise, “trailblazing” is a very
masculine value—what exactly does
an organization or more importantly, its members,
gain (beyond obvious reputation
enhancement) by “trailblazing”? It may be more
meaningful, if less glamorous, to
highlight a “reflective” or “critical ideas in IDEA
strategic planning” (line 788), for
instance.

Thank you for this really thoughtful suggestion - done!
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Part VII

790

5

Love the idea of an NCA archive for IDEA histories
and materials. Could
such an archive tell the stories, challenges,
struggles, and accomplishments of a global
community of communication scholars in the IDEA
domain so it is not a Western-centric
narration on behalf of the discipline? Repression
and articulation tensions have
embodied the biographies of many of our
discipline’s scholars. These artifacts,
memories, and stories should also be included.

Corrected.

Part VII

792

7

Thrid bullet point - Remove the apostrophe from
"archive" and make it "archives."

Correct as written (possessive, not plural)

Part VII

794

4

Goal 4 needs rephrasing – “discipline” is too broad
here – rather, NCA can only address its own
practices and policies regarding access.

We understand this criticism but also feel it is necessary to
be very broad in this statement, since inaccessibility occurs
across many domains. To promote access, NCA can't just
think in terms of physical space, geographic location,
infrastructure, practices, events, policies, membership, etc.;
it has to address all of these in an expansive way.

Part VII

795

4

Clarify here? “Full participation” in what?

We understand this criticism but also feel it is necessary to
be very broad in this statement, since inaccessibility occurs
across many domains. To promote access, NCA can't just
think in terms of physical space, geographic location,
infrastructure, practices, events, policies, membership, etc.;
it has to address all of these in an expansive way.
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Part VII

797

4

The inclusion of the land acknowledgement
statement here does not seem to fit with the
objective.

Without more information we do not understand this
revision request.

Part VII

798

2

The practicalities of a polylingual environment are
Suggestions added in new bullet point.
challenging. This should be specified in the
suggestions, or it reads as naïve. As a multilingual
speaker myself, it’s even difficult to manage an
environment in which people are speaking in one of
the two languages I speak in if not everyone is
bilingual. How would the association do this across
all units and at all events?

Part VII

799

4

Delete “annually engage in process
improvement” - this seems redundant.

done

Part VII

804

12

There probably needs to be some sort of very
easy mechanism for conference attendees to
use for making accommodation requests at the
convention itself.

Corrected.

Part VII

805

4

Change “resolve” to “address”

Corrected.

Part VII

808

2

First bullet. Awkwardly written.

Corrected.

Part VII

810

2

done - added point about affordable housing options
without specifying room sharing

Part VII

810

10

My biggest cost is usually the conference hotel.
Perhaps, programs could be created for roomsharing. The legal liabilities, however, may make
this an impossibility.
I would do more to emphasize the commitment to
exploring virtual options for convention
participation.

This change was not made. We already mention virtual
conferencing several times and NCA is already doing a
working group to investigate this issue.
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Part VII

814

2

The budget should be “high.” According to
translatorswithoutborders, there are between 350403 spoken languages in the USA. 7,000 in the
world. If we have full-time translators for just half
of those languages - 200 - multipled by the number
of days of the convention multiplied by 10-hour
workdays multipled by a salary of $50, then the
total is $500,000. This also assumes that all
translations will be between English and some
other language. Some of the suggestions don’t
demonstrate practical wisdom. Perhaps, we can
start by asking our multilingual members what their
hopes are. Also, is it the goal for us to develop into
a global organization? If so, even this has problems
when we develop a multinational organization in
which the hegemonic base of operations is in the
US. This is inclusion but not equity.

An earlier comment dismissed the suggestions as being too
incremental/practical and not radical enough; this comment
dismisses them for being too radical and not practical. We
are trying to offer suggestions that facilitate both kinds of
change, both the affordable and easily implemented
common changes that organizations and institutions
routinely make, as well as the radical changes that are
difficult to implement and expensive to achieve. This
objective in particular was extremely important to
multilingual members of the task force, and we stand behind
prioritizing it in the strategic plan.

Part VII

815,
821

1

Addressed in Objective 4.5.

Part VII

817

2

One example is ICA’s journals have their abstracts
in various languages, that might be an example that
could be used here. Also, for folks coming from
other countries, particularly the Global South, a
huge challenge can be the cost of and time of
application for visa to travel to the US. Some
language could be built in here to remind folks of
citizenship and visa privilege. Probably elsewhere
in the document too.
Bullet 1: Awkwardly written

Part VII

821

4

The specified tasks here seem too specific – can
NCA even be legally involved in issuing immigration
support letters, for example?

Corrected.

Corrected.
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Part VII

822

2

There is little to suggest that Taylor and Francis
would want to publish in multiple languages. Also,
if it does by being convinced it can move into other
global markets, could we inadvertently be
faciltiating the marketplace domination of USbased, for-profit publishers?

We understand both the difficulty of convincing T&F and the
tradeoffs that are noted here, but still suggest it is worth
exploring to find out the answers to these questions.

Part VII

823

4

Delete “the power dynamics of”

Corrected.

Part VII

825

4

Consider eliminating Goal 5 and subsuming most of
these objectives under goal 1? Or, streamline this
objective? This is overly wordy and specific.

This change was not made.Goal 1 is about infrastructure
that should be added and Goal 5 is encouraging the further
evaluation of power flows and processes. These are
obviously related but not identical, and we suggest it is
necessary to think about both.

Part VII

827

4

Subsume Objective 5.2 under 5.3? They seem
redundant.

This change was not made. We think these are important to
keep separate, in order to emphasize that there are at least
two core problems with elections: the pool of available
candidates for office and the processes that are used. We
would like to recommend that NCA study and improve both.

Part VII

831832

6

Also should include what the key aspects of each
leadership position include.

Corrected.

Part VII

831

2

Last bullet: Subject-verb agreement error. It should
be “allow” rather than “allows.”

Corrected.
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Part VII

832

8

Objective 5.3 COULD deal with IDEA, especially with
the word access included, but it is not clear how or
why it is included in the document.

See the definitions of IDEA values and description of
Inclusive Excellence for indicators of why this is fundamental
to IDEA.

Part VII

843

2

3rd bullet: Awkwardly written.

We recheck our grammers here. Thanks!

Part VII

847

4

This does not seem to warrant a separate objective
– subsume this under Goal 4, perhaps with 4.2 as a
task there?

We do not want to conflate the land acknowledgment effort
with accessibility concerns, which is why we are leaving this
as an objective in Goal 5.

Part VII

849

12

I’m assuming these pamphlets will be digital?

Corrected.

8

The assessment reads as if this will be a strategic
plan that will be completely and fully implemented.
That is not the case. Regardless, the many
problematic issues with this document need to be
addressed and changed before it should even be
presented to the membership. It requires MAJOR
revisions to be salvageable.

We have revised the language at the start of this section to
emphasize that these are recommended plans. We also
would like to point out that we are making these
recommendations as part of a good faith effort to imagine
how NCA might be more welcoming, safe, and supportive of
members who have been historically disenfranchised. The
tone of this comment, like many in this document, reminds
us of why this work is so important and how far NCA has to
go.

4

Delete – this summary is redundant with plan’s
contents

We did not delete this. Because of the plan's restructuring,
the content is necessary for context.

Part VIII
General
Comments

Part VIII

865873

281

Part VIII

866869

2

First letters of the bullet point statements should
be capitalized to remain consistent with the
document.

Corrected.

Part VIII

888916

4

Delete – the accountability description here is too
prescriptive and specific. Perhaps replace with a
more general statement about accountability?

We did not make this edit. First, you do not provide why this
cannot be prescriptive and specific. Also, if we make it
general, we will open up some spaces where people misuse
"accountability" structures.

Part VIII

891

2

“Follow through” should be connected with a dash,
i.e., “follow-through.”

Corrected
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